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THURSTON NOT TO RESIGN

LAST CHANCE

The State was agog Wednesday
over a report that Raymond E.
Thurston Was about to resign as
warden of the State Prison, follow
ing the presentation of petitions ask
ing his removal on the giound that
he is not serving legally —that he does
not reside at the prUoi. and that he is
engaged in business in Rockland.
The real issue, however, was believed to be the dissension caused by
his removal of Prank B. Adams, suDcrintendent of the prison farm in
South Warren.
Settlement was reached in a brief

To See
ADELYN BUSHNELL’S

session of the Governor and Council
yesterday afternoon. Representative
Wilbur C. Oliver of Bath, a friend of
Adams, appeared before the council
and asked leave to withdraw petitions
of more than 200 citizens insisting
upon Adams' retention. At the same
time Representative Max C. Viles of
Madison, another friend of Adams,
j withdrew several petitions in which
1 the signers had demanded removal of
! Warden Thurston,
] Council members then persuaded
Warden Thurston to refrain from
; presenting his resignation and to keep
i Adams in his employ.
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THEY DINED AND LAUGHED
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LEONARD REED CAMPBELL

Service Clubs Have Remarkable Get-Together In Camde.., Death Of Well Known Rockland Citizen Who Held C ty,
County and State Offices
With Noted Humorist As Speaker

Leonard Reed CamDbcll, whose I and Campbell shared honors with
The lofty ceiling of the Masonic ganization known as the Country
banquet hall in Camden resounded , Club Orchestra,
political career covered half a cen-, the candidate for Congress.
A Political Upset
for nearly three hours last nig'hi
A chicken supper was served, but tury, in the course of which he ac
The Republican nominee was Hon.
with music and laughter, the occa- out of deference to the beginning of
quitted himself with honor and dis Eugene Hale. The Republicans had
' sion being a get-together of thei Lent fried scallops were added to
Camden Rotary Club and the Cam- , the tempting menu offered by the tinction in several offices, died Tues the confidence which was given to
den-Rockport Lions Club, which had ’ Wadsworth ' Inn caterers.
The day afternoon, (following a major them by an unbroken chain of vic
as their guests the Rotary Club, j courses were served very promptly operation, the shock of which proved tories and scoffed at the prospect of
Lions Club and Forty Club of Rock- I under the direction of Miss Irma too great for his weakened condition defeat even when the late Judge
Fogler told the State committee that
land and the Rotary and Lions Clubs ■ Wadsworth, manager of that estaband advanced years.
of Belfast and Bangor, with a sprink lishment.
Waldo County was hopelessly in the
hands of the Greenbackers. But the
ling from Waterville.
The welcoming song by the CamDemocrats recognized the situation
It was a representative body of den-iRockport Lions Club wtas di
SAME SPLENDID CAST
if the Republicans did not, and on
rected
by
Dave
Crockett.
men,
numbering
better
than
200,
senator walsh dead
the last day of a most exciting cam
"We’re all In the same boat, trying
which took possession of the ban
THREE-TIME8-A-WEEK
All Seats 35 Cents
Senator
Thomas
J.
Walsh
of
Mon

paign word was passed along the
to
make
the
world
a
little
better
quet
hall
when
the
dinner
bell
rang.
Subscriptions 13 00 per year payable in
advance; single copies three cents
tana who had just been named for Marcus P. Chandler, president of the place to live ln,” said District Gov
line to drop Martin and concentrate
Tickets Checked Saturday Night at 7 o’clock at
Advertising rates based upon circula
United States Attorney General in Camden Rotary Club, and William ernor Sheeshong of Portland, repre
tion and very reasonable.
upon Murch. The Republicans made
Prince’s Furniture Store
the Roosev»lt Cabinet died suddenly G. Williams, king lion of the Cam- senting the Lions. The district gov
strenuous efforts but could not stem
on a train in North Carolina last dlen-Rockport Lions CHub presided ernor of Rotary was unable to be
the tide, and Eugene Hale, thc leader
It Is better to wear out than to — night.
of the House, and the man who
alternately, and John Taylor with present, but a message was brought
rust out.—Bishop Cumberland.
He was married in Havana la.t flushed countenance, sparkling eyes! by Past District Governor Edgar
had already been offered two cabi
•••
week.
net positions met his first political
and merry smile, appeared in his Hardy of Belfast, who said that the
defeat. Murch served two terms but
familiar role as song director.
I service clubs offered the same ringwas defeated when the State was
Whatever else may be said about,
challenge—advancement!
the achievements of service clubs, [ The guest speaker was Jimmy
re-districted. He proved somewhat
TRY QUALITY
of a disappointment to thc men who
they can certainly sing. Men who Deene of New York, who described
SATURDAY, MARCH 4
were instrumental in placing him
thought themselves voiceless and himselfl as an "alleged humorist,"
ALL WORK
FULL COURSE TURKEY DINNER for 50c
in public service, but secured the first
without the remotest Instincts of but who proved to be the real article
: : MENU : :
appropriation for Rockland break
harmony
find
ln
these
Jolly
gath!
ar
*d
an
orator
to
boot.
He
told
AT SUBSTANTIAL
Soup
Waldorf Salad
water and that Institution is some
erings
that
they
are
possessed
of
!
something
like
50
stories
before
a
SPECIAL DINNERS
Roast Turkey. Sage Dressing, Giblet Gravy
times referred to as "Murch's Monu
PRICE REDUCTION
both and can do their share in the ' convulsed audience, and such iwas
Mashed Squash
Potato
Cranberry Sauce
AT POPULAR PRICES
ment.”
melody-making.
I bis gatling gun delivery that there
Cake and Ice Cream
Tea, Coffee or Milk
Served by
Mr. Campbell was a member of the
Mr. Taylor soon espied other well was never a hem or a haw between
50 CENTS
USUAL GUARANTEE
Knights of Labor, took a prominent
known song leaders, and he called them.
Judge Campbell, as he was best part in the State conventions, and
SPECIAL FOR SUNDAY, MARCH 5
Yet interwoven tn his fine exin turn upon "Doc" Webber of Bel
All Jobs Delivered Inside of
Former Chef of U. S. 8. Mayflower
Same Menu with Choice of
known,
made his last public appear was president of the first labor or
fast. Phil Jones of Bangor. Dave amples of humor was a strong thread
during Harding and Coolidge
Four Days
ROAST TURKEY OR ROAST CHICKEN—50 CENTS
Administration
Crockett of Camden. Mr. Herbert of ol Philosophy and commendation of ance at the recent term of Knox ganization formed in Rockland.
He joined the Republican party in
Open from 6 A. M. to 1 A. M.
Bangor, Patchy Saville of Rockland, the urge which leads service clubs County Superior Court, when he ap
CHOP SUEY AND CHOW MEIN
the
Blaine campaign and had since
Edmund Longley of Waterville, to carry on.
peared as counsel for the respon
ORDERS
JEWELER
been a staunch advocate of the prin
“When men can get together like
Maurice Orbeton of Bangor and Johr.
Inc.
To Take Out a Specialty
dent in the only Jury trial of the
H. McLoon. the new president of the this.” said Deene, "there is still hope term. While awaiting the Jury's ciples embraced in that party's platNEXT TO WOOLWORTH’S
304 MAIN 8T,
AT CARVER’S
402 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
433 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
for
us."
1 form. He took the stump in the in
(Formerly Penobscot Grill)
Rockland 40 Club.
long delayed return, he complained
26-lt
terest of Gov. Bodwell and in recog
Pathos and humor were combined
The singing of popular songs was
to Justice Powers that he did not feel |
exceedingly well done and the town iin bis statement about the old men well, and asked permission to go nition of his services was appointed
inspector of factories in 1887. being
of Camden must have been con- w’ho are selling Baldwin apples on
PIANO LESSONS
home, which request was promptly
scious that it had a live show in its New York street corners because granted. In the progress of that trial the first incumbent. His duties were
Private—1-2,Hour, 5Cc
midst. The Rotary song offered by they have lost their money. “But let he displayed his old-time vigor, and principally to see that children
Call MISS LAMB
the Rockland Club was composed by a young man come along with two was successful in securing a disa under 12 were not permitted in the
James J. O'Hara, who was also at ‘pippins' and he's going to lose both.” greement. Thc strain under which factories and that women should not
Tel.*IOI8-M
work over ten hours a day or 60
Now, if ever, is the time to put our
the piano while music was being
Rockland
he was working was carefully con
furnished by that meritorious or- j shoulders to the wheel, the speaker cealed from those about him. Two hours a week. Inspector Campbell
26-27
was firm In the discharge of his
declared, if we are to make our comdays later Judge Campbell entered
duties and removed hundreds of
j munity as nearly ideal as possible.
the hospital, foreseeing the Inevita
children who had been employed in
Work with your civic organizations,
ble, but unable to longer bear the
defiance of the statutes,
! be enthusiastic about your com
pain which he was enduring.
First Factory Inspector
We Will Begin Our AnnwU MARCH SALE
munity. don't think the whole world
The deceased was born in 1852 and
With SPECIAL PRICES On
Inspector Campbell served four
i is going to the bow-wows. If It is
I was a son of Leonard and Elvira
STATIONERY
WATER BOTTLES
FOUNTAIN SYRINGES
years. While in this office he deliv
let’s all go together, and go fighting
TOILET CREAMS TOILET POWDERS
TOILET WATER
I (Condon) Campbell. The senior
ered an address before the national
^-++++++++4>*++++++4.+*+++-F
‘
’
„
.
,,
.
.
,.
AND PERFUMES
v
« Campbell was engaged in the manu
AND OTHER FANCY GOODS
convention of factory inspectors.
facture of tanks and casks nearly
SAVINGS OF 25% TO 50’, ON REGULAR PRICES
Meantime he had been studying law
; I opposite the present Congregational
in the office of W. R. Prescott, and
GARDINER’S REXALL STORE
I Church.
Here labored Leonard,
WARREN, MAINE
at the age of 37 was admitted to the
■ junior, and the years of his boyhood
Knox Bar. With the exception of
’ I were given to industrial pursuits.
a single term in the Common Coun
’ Early impressed with the value of
cil he had held no local political
education he enrolled in the private
SSMART and SHAPELY? school taught by Henry Paine, and office. In 1892 he was elected coun
ty treasurer, being one of the Repub
received a rudimentary education
(. Our new process restores even X
lican candidates that year who was
j- the most soiled hats to the <• which was followed by a complete obliged to await the returns of Ma
To Trim and Prune your Shrubs and Trees, before the sap gets up.
C freshness and shapeliness of * course in the common schools.
Just rail 2432 Camden, I will be right there and look things over and
their youth.
V Rockland High School. East Maine tinicus before he knew his fate. Me
give you an estimate; also talk things over for Spring Planting.
was twice re-elected, and had the
FELT HATS
J
Conference Seminary at Bucksport
No Job too small, none too big in my line. I will do it right for you.
satisfaction of serving longer as
8.30 to 8.30 Daily Through Saturday Night
Cleaned and
♦ and Bryant & Stratton's business county treasurer than any incum
Blocked
............
50c
:
college in Boston.
Bring or Mail your Old Gold to him there. Best of Bank References. All Inter
bent of that office in Knox County.
In 1878 he was conductor during
He was appointed judge of the mu
views Confidential
ROCKPORT, MAINE
PHILIP SULIDES
? the winter on the street cars run
?MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND$ ning then between Boston and Cam nicipal court in 1899. and served
26s lt
26&29
three terms. His next and last po
•+<•+<•
+++❖<••!•++++++.;.? bridge. He then went into a shiplitical office was that of count}’ at
chandler's store in New York, bui
torney in which he served two terms,
his father's business being brisk he
■MR
being defeated after his third nomi
*•
f
f
i
'
r
"
•
,J
WMm
'iso;
••Ml
returned to Rockland and resumed
nation by Ensign Otis in a very close
work ln the cooper shop. For two
contest.
years he was also in the fruit and
As a politician and orator he had
confectionery business, his store
been of great service to his party In
being located at Thc Brook.
many campaigns and as a ward com A Speech That Lived
mltteeman had done valuable work.
The Greenback tidal wave, which He was frequently a delegate to Dis
submerged Maine in 1878, swept trict and State conventions and in
young Campbell Into that party and 1900 was an alternate delegate to
it was at the convention of thc Fifth the national convention in Phila
District in Belfast that hc made a delphia. Aside from his profession
speech now famous In the State's po political economy and American
litical annals nominating Thompson history were his favorite studies and
H. Murch. secretary of the National few men in this locality were better
Granite Cutters' Union for Repre informed than he on either subject.
His strength as a debater and his
sentative to Congress.
The story of that great conven readiness at repartee were well
tion and of thc conspicuous part known.
Judge Campbell was a life mem
which young Campbell played in lt
was told throughout New England ber of Aurora Lodge. F.A.M.. and
at that time and the Boston Journal belonged to the Eastern Star, and
published a two-column article, de the Odd Fellows and Golden Cross
scriptive of Campbell and his speech. and Baptist Men's League. For
g | He was vice president of the con many years he was one of the lead
vention, and with the foresight ing Good Templars in the county.
W
He was married in 1878 to Abbie
which came of his early training in
politics saw that a. movement was C. Clark, who survives him. together
on foot to fill the delegation vacan with their three children—Ernest A.
cies by Waldo County men favorable Campbell of Rockland. Dr Fred G.
to Murch's opponent. He moved Campbell of Warren, and Frank L.
that no vacancies in any delegation Campbell who is at sea on one of the
should be filled by others than resi ships operated by the American Ex
dents of the town in which the va port Lines.
The funeral services will be held
cancies occurred, and this was car
FYiday
afternoon at 2 o'clock, at
ried with few dissenting votes, and
when Campbell made his speech in the family residence. Granite and
support of the stonecutter’s nomina Union streets, Rev. George H. Welch
tion a scene of wildest enthusiasm officiating.

Play of Maine Life

“GRAM”
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE

TUESDAY, MARCH 7
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SPECIAL FOR INAUGURATION DAY

FOR TEN DAYS

American and
Chinese Food

L P. QUAN

Paramount Restaurant & Luncheonette

LEON J. WHITE

Join the Gold Rush of 1933!
Dig Up Your Old Gold—I Am Paying

Spot Cash for Old Gold

Beginning Saturday “Inauguration Day”

In Any Form

GOLD RINGS, BRACELETS, PINS, GOLD TEETH, DENTAL
GOLD, WATCH CASES—In Any Shape or Condition

NOTHING TO SELL!

NOTHING TO TRADE!

IT IS THE TIME RIGHT NOW

See MR. STRIAR at Hotel Rockland

H. HEISTAD, Landscape Gardener

Spend Inauguration Day
in Rockland
Complying with a request of The New England Council
The Rockland Chamber of Commerce Is Sponsoring

SATURDAY, MARCH 4
As a Special Sales Day and Value-Giving Festival Through
the City’s Merchants. Prices Are At Their Lowest Level—
National Reserve Supplies Are Exhausted. The Time For
Definite Betterment Is Come.
L

lilllBlli

prevailed. Men who had gone into
convention firmly resolved to vote

Page Jwe
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Every-OtKer-Day
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He shall call upon me, and I will
answer him: I will be with him in
trouble: I will deliver him. and
honor him.—Psalms 91:15.
LEONARD R. CAMPBELL

With the exception of two brief
intervals. Judge Campbell's tour-score
years had been spent in Rockland,
where the affection ln which every
body held htm finds its reflection ln
Uie universal sorrow with which the
news of his death was received Fol
lowing in the footsteps of hls father
he learned the cooper's trade.
Destiny had, however, mapped an
other course for the young man, and
his brilliant entry into politics is seen
in the remarkable speech which
nominated Thompson H. Murch for
Representative to Congress. The
policies of the Greenback party with
which he was then affiliated did not
long appeal to Campbell, and he be
came one of the most ardent workers
for “The Plumed Knight’’—Blaine of
Maine.
Political reward came in the shape
of offices which extended into the
closing years of this man's remark- ;
able career — Common Councilman,
State factory inspector, county treas
urer. Judge of the Municipal Court
and finally, in the sunset of his years,
the office of county attorney. His
strength with the voters had its basis
in two important principles—hl- un
questioned honesty of purpati and
absolute refusal to compromise with
forces antagonistic to honesty; and
his affiliation with the rank and file.
At the corner grocery and on the
streets lus views on political questions
were sought, granted and respected.
Hls was a house by the side of the
road, his counsel was wise, and his
genial presence was everywhere
welcome.

r

Photo copyright by Bachrach.

ner:

Give the President authority to re
organize the government.
Balance the budget if it can be
done, to restore confidence.
Build roads, bridges and buildings
to aid the unemployed.
Float a construction bond issue
through popular subscription
Recognize Russia to better trade
relations
Readjust war debts on the basis of
trade increases and revised tariffs.
Leave the currency alone nnd do
not permit inflation.
»Proviuc a me-year farm mortgage

active Roosevelts, who are
i
about to become the most

By PAUL HARRISON
EHIND them lies a long history of accomplishment: a record of deter

SMITH TELLS THEM

Nationwide comment has been
evoked the past week through the
failure to name anybody closely allied
with Gov. Alfred E. Smith as a mem
ber of the Cabinet. Yet there is a
suspicion abroad that the unsiAcessful candidate for the presidential
nomination ■will have "a finger in the
pie” as the homely old saying goes
Perhaps not to the extent of pulling
out any plums, but rather in an at
tempt to shape national legislation.
In tact the shrewd ex-Oovemor har
already told the Senate Finance Com
mittee what should or shculu net be
do.se ln ecpmg with ccorumto* conditkins. Tild it Tuesday in this nian-

Intimate glimpses of the

Anna Eleanor Roosevelt, wife of the incoming president , , . probably will
be the busiest First Lady the White House has ever known.

B

mination, of activity and realized ambition; a saga essentially American.

Ahead of them is the White House.

And the Roosevelts approach it

in the world—and probably

with neither misgivings nor with undue humility, but as a high place

rightfully won.
None of them is especially excited.

S’

conspicuous family circle

the busiest one that the

Since November 8. Franklin Delano Roose

Franklin D. Roosevelt . . . skillful poker player,
likes solitaire and crossword puzzles.

velt’s anticipatory thrills have been more and more subdued under the pressure of

practical planning.

White House ever knew

Anna Eleanor Roosevelt, who on March 4 will become the

new First Lady, expects that high position to be an actual relief from the dizzying
round of her pre-inauguration activities.
Mrs. Anna Roosevelt Dali, blond and vivacious daughter, expects to work all

only daughter and eldest of their children.
Anna (whom the family calls "Sis") is 26

the harder in New York when her mother lives in Washington. James and Elliott

and the mother of two tow-headed children—

Roosevelt, elder sons and men ol family, will keep on plugging at their

Anna Eleanor Dali, five, and Curtis Roosevelt

Franklin, Jr., and John, younger sons

jobs.

Dali, three.

and students at ultra-ultra Groton School, will
do their deliberate best to act like ordinary

James

coming-out

the

process,

and,

following

her

mother’s methods and mannerisms, is expected

77-year-old mother of the

Roosevelt,

New York

Anna has worked ever since she completed

youngsters.
Most thrilled of all. ir. fact, will be Mrs.

president-elect.

Her husband is a

hanker, nine years her senior.

to assume many of the tasks which the First

But hers will be a quiet glow

Lady must relinquish.

of happiness as she continues to live in and man
age the ancestral

Roosevelt home

UST now, in addition to her own list ol wel

at Hyde

J

Park. N. Y.
EW mothers ol presidents have lived to see

F

their sons inaugurated.

But this snowy-

haired dowager, alert and

fairly active, and

fare

interests,

she

is

"Babies—Just Babies."

associate

editor

ol

She expects to visit

the White House frequently, taking with het
problems for her mother’s consideration.

interested in public affairs, expects to pay pe

Franklin Roosevelt’s eldest son, James, 24.

riodic visits to Washington, and to receive brief

left his job with an insurance brokerage firm in

visits from her son. the president, at the hig

Boston to stump New England and to travel

house on the family estate.

with his father during the political campaign.

Last November he returned, perhaps a little

Everything will be kept in order for his com
ing—his desk in one corner of the huge library,

reluctantly, to his desk.

foreclosure moratorium.

the ship's clock that strikes bells instead ol

'Any of his family can tell you that Jimmy

Reduce governmental expenditures,
particularly benefits to veterans
whose disabilities are not traceable
to service duty.
Let the States decide how to hold
prohibition repeal conventions.
Put on a sales tax If necessary.
Consolidate tran pcrtatlon facili
ties.
Do not publish Reconstruction Cor
poration loans to banks.

hours, his favorite books, his naval prints and

is a born politician and is likely to be breaking

ship models, his big bedroom on the second

into the game soon.

ADRIEL BIRD ON COFFEE

mer Miss Betsy Cushing, and their little daugh

bul she knows the president will come home

ter are expected fo drop in often at the White

whenever he can.

House.

Between

times,

too,

there

will

be

So will Elliott, but not to watch the wheels

those

almost-nightly telephone calls, a habit begun al

in

the executive mansion

Albany.

Mrs. Arma Roosevelt Dali, daugh
ter of the president-elect, who will
be hard at work in New York
while her parents occupy the White
House.

Franklin

Roosevelt's big voice will come bouncing ovei

the wire:

"Hello, Mother

.

.

. Everything

And everything will be very much

all right?"

of government go around.

I Miami Daily News 1
"Our business has increased 30 per
cent in the last year." Adriel Bird,
president of the La Touraine Coffee
Co, at the Roney Plaza hotel, bald
today.
Mr. Bird attributes this increase to
advertising and to specialized selling
"We do all forms of advertising." he
said, "and we have gone after in
stitutional business. These two things
have kept us going at capacity.”
Mr. Bird's company, with main
headquarters in Boston, has a roast
ing plant in the Miami area. “Als
plant, he said, is ideally situated for
lhe coffee business.
"If more merchant ships," he said,
"eame into the Miami harbor, we
would do a lot more roasting here."
It would be a decided advantage to
his business, he said, to have th
Miami port open to coffee ships
Freightage and location are ideal for
the importation of coffee here, he
concluded.

22, he already is a business man in his own

right; has a wife end three-month-old son, and
an apartment in the swankiest neighborhood of

Manhattan’s swank Park Avenue.

all right.

Elliott is the unofficial precedent-breaker of

Police-Sergeant—“It's a case of
larceny, isn’t lt, sir?"
Doctor—"Er—not exactly, sergeant.
You see, I told him to take something
warm Immediately, and as he went
out he took my overcoat."—The Hu
morist (London).

"Do your new spectacles help your
eyes, Johnny?” asked the neighbor.
“Yes’m. I never have my eyes
blacked now like I used to before I
wore 'em.”—Eoston Transcript.

two emergency committees in New York

idea that the job of First Lady may be easiei

than that of the First Lady-elect.

City, to the Women's State Unemployment

During the

Relief

last four months she has had numerous duties

ry Street Settlement.

And many ol these

ule of personal activities.

now

is

accomplish.

to

managing

Each

spent in New York,

where she teaches twe

classes on each of those days at the Todhuntei

School

(lor girls).

Mrs.

Roosevelt is

10 years, and I’ve never seen her change hei

she also holds conferences with parents.

pace or have anything like a case of nerves.
"The reason, I guess, is that she’s both happy

and healthy.

She eats simple meals, moves

A

S First Lady-elect, Mrs. Roosevelt has been
-"*■ criticized for endorsing products and lend

cameras,

is really tired.”
Becoming editor of

prestige.

ments, considers requests for magazine articles

lew rapid telephonr

calls about hei various interests in welfare work

and dictates loi an hour or two.
“Mrs. Roosevelt thinks like lightning," says

Miss

Thompson.

"She has dictated a 1500

word article in 45 minutes, and composes hei

speeches just as quickly.

I have been wilh hei

magazine—the one

with the slightly saccharin title of “Babies—

Just

Babies”—didn’t

bother

the

next

First

"But I shall

infraction is a most serious breach of conduct).
Then he decided to go to Princeton instead of

the Roosevelts' traditional Harvard.

All quite frankly for a price—but

with charity always on the receiving end.

The Roosevelts are not wealthy.

bined

The com

A

ND finally, after passing his entrance

es-

ams, he determined not to go to college at

all!

At 20, he entered an advertising concern;

at 20

he was vice president of his own

agency, and at 21 had gone broke and accepted
a good position in an old, established company.
The staid old White House will see more
of Franklin, Jr., 18, and John, 16, than any

retain my interest in the school, and shall visit

others of the Roosevelt children.

Franklin will graduate from Croton, where his

I'll keep on editing the mag

Thia spring,

father and his elder brothers went before him.

been

to be answered with form letters, and later re

a

any longer," said Mrs. Roosevelt.

azine, too, and may do a bit of writing."

encyclopedias,

numerous other things have

boosted in one way or another by her personal

makes a

as well as some of her personal activities.

tooth

furs,

and

her work, and knows enough to rest when she

the day's appoint

For on that date must be

put behind her most of her welfare work

creams,

reads her morning mail, turns over most

and addrtsses,

done enough.

it occasionally.

ot it to hei secretary. Miss Malvina Thompson

she checks over

She hopes that by March 4 she will have

Face

paste

quarters,

He got into all sorts ot

scrapes at Croton School (where the slightest

-

ing her name to commercialized stunts.

about briskly, gets her greatest pleasure from

In hei office in Democratic National Head

In addition, she has

“Of course I shall not be able to teach

owner and assistant principal of the school, and

plies to some ol it herself.

Union

found to be deserving.

America's new first family. . . ■ Seated, in the middle row, are President-elect Roosevelt, wilh
Mrs. Roosevelt at the left and Mrs. James Roosevelt, his mother, at the right. ... In front
are Mrs. James Roosevelt, Jr. (left), her daughter, Sara, and Mrs. Curtis Dali, with the
family dog. ... In the back row. left to right, are James Roosevelt, Elliott Roosevelt, Frank
lin Roosevelt, Jr., Mrs. Elliott Roosevelt. Curtis Dali and John Roosevelt..

pari

/”k-N her way to and from the school, she

Trade

cases which she personally investigated and

she goes to the White House.

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday have been

the

the Roosevelt family.

been caring for several individual needy

activities necessarily must be discontinued when
Consider, lor instance, the list ol things thal

Committee,

League, the Salvation Army and the Hen

of preparation coupled with her amazing sched

•he

Blond, affable, ath

letic Elliott is the Riosevelt’s second son: only

As for Mrs. Franklin Roosevelt, she has ar

Credits Advertising With Increasing
Business Thirty Percent

He and his wife, the for

Admittedly these visits must be rare,

floor.

I
K

He expects to study law at Harvard.
HE will be, without a doubt, the busiest

S

First Lady that the White House ever has

known.

And this is because it is practically

impossible for her to be idle.

college.

The president-elect likes every sort ol game,

snd is a skillful card player.

incomes of the president-elect and his

After the first few weeks of settling into a

John,

two years behind him, plans to go to a western

Elliott is author

ity for the statement that his father never has

She writes the editorials and

wife, including his $25,OOO-a-year salary as

new routine, she expects to find plenty of ways

lost at poker.

scans the manuscripts in a few scattered hours

governor of New York, have amounted to lit

to fill in her spare hours and odd moments.

Mr, Roosevelt nearly always plays a game or

when she can find the time.

tle more than $40,000 a year.

Lady in the least.

As an intellectual night-cap,

National welfare problems are considered most

two of solitaire before he retires.

She also manages to devote some time to

she pledged her aid to no less than six different

likely to engage her attention.

limes he frowns over a cross-word puzzle.

the furniture business, for the concern in which

Last autumn

And there will

welfare organizations, and at no little cost to

be frequent trips to New York, perhaps by sir-

maikets

her own pride went about raising money for

plane.

hand-made replicas of early American pieces ol

them.
She has been sending weekly contributions to

panion, is Mrs. Curtis Dali, the Roosevelt’s

she

is

a

furniture.

partner

manufactures and

*

Her best friend, and hitherto tier closest com*^

Or some-

There will be sailing and swimming for the

First Family in Washington; that's sure. Swim

ming is part of Mr. Roosevelt’s regimen, and

to it he undoubtedly owes much of his health.
t, *

1
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CHILDREN'S DRESSES

BLANKETS

Fast color . . . assorted sizes 3 to 14
A large group of our regular 1.00 Kocenan Dresses
ONE DAV ONLV

Indian Blankets, size 66x80—our complete stork of
$1.50 and $1.69 Golden Fleece Blankets

till

59c

$1.00 each

McCALL PATTERNS IN STOCK

ROOSEVELT DAY SATURDAY, MARCH 4th
We Offer These Specials For Rockland’s Roosevelt Day
ROOSEVELT

DAY

ON OUR FOURTH FLOOR
No Mail Orders

Cash and Carry

BARGAIN ATTIC

LADIES’ COATS

BRIDGE LAMPS

Distinctly styled dresses in all high colors. We have
sold hundreds of these at $4.95 and $5.95.

7 Coats, were $19.50
7 Coats, were 39.50
9 Coats, were 58.00

$ 7.50
15.00
25.00

SILK HOSIERY

ROOSEVELT DAY

SILVER FLATWARE

LARGE TABLE LAMPS

DOUBLE GREY BLANKETS

Itlark, green or red with shade

Heavy part wool 4‘j pound blanket, full size 66x80.
A remarkable blanket value

98c complete

1.47 per pair

TURKISH TOWELS
Double thread . . . large size 21x42 . . . white with
colored borders

lie each

FLANNELETTE BLOOMERS

BITTER KNIVES
GRAVY SPOONS
SOUP SPOONS
SUGAR SPOONS
BOUILLON SPOONS
ORANGE SPOONS

Small sizes only . . . but real 2Jt(
2.20 Blue Denim
sizes
s are 32, 34, 36 oonly

VAT DYE BROADCLOTH

9c yard

STATIONERY

DOUBLE SANDWICH GRILL

8c yard
A. C. A. Ticking,

“VAL DOREE” regular 58c
ONE DAY ONLY

16c

50c

AMBROSIA

GLOVES

The well known pore cleaner; regular $1.03 size

New Fabric Gloves—Spring Shades—reg. 59c value

59c

39c

SATURDAY CANDY

ANKLETS
Lisles, Rayons, or Nets—New Spring Colors

Twenty-five Colors—39 inch

36 varieties—our regular hand dipped fresh chocolates.
ONE DAY ONLY

44c yard

25c lb.

ROUGH CREPE-PURE SILK

COT MATTRESS

ONE DAY ONLY

2 feet x 6 feet

10% off

49c yard

$2.98

On All $9.50 Dresses
ROOSEVELT DAY ONLY

PURE SILK FLAT CREPE

These double tier toasters are great sellers

$1.00

23c

HOSIERY

.SILKS! SILKS!!

ROOSEVELT DAY ONLY—

Full size sheets and envelopes
50 Sheets
50 Envelopes

ART TICKING
36 inch Fancy Art Ticking

These are firsts and guaranteed "lady Pepperell

At Wholesale Prices—Regular 75c Fancy Barks
ONE DAY ONLY

Blue, Rose,

89c

LADY PEPPERELL

Fast Color Broadcloth and Vat Dye Broadcloth are
two difleren things. You can't get anything faster to
sun or washing than Vat Dyes. Those come in the
wanted shades—Blue, Green, Tan, Pink and W'hite.

PLAYING CARDS
35c

Full size 86x105. Guaranteed fast colors.
Green, Ochid and Gold

39c

63 inch BLEACHED SHEETING
18c

5c pair

BATES BED SPREADS

Ladies' Pure Silk Printed Scarfs ... regular 50c

DINNER FORKS
SALAD FORKS
MEAT FORKS
OYSTER FORKS
STEEL KNIVES
BERRY SPOONS

The last day for No-Mend's at this price, 85c; 2 pair
for $1.50. Monday all these No-Mends will be Sl.Otl ea.

AND BOX OF LUX FREE

SILK SCARFS

We are closing out this

8c piece

W'e will close the last of these children’s bloomers
for only

MEN’S OVERALLS

39c pair

Ten year guaranteed silver.
pattern for only—

NO MEND with FREE BOX LUX

85c (2 pr.for 1.50)

$3.50

Buy Now and Save! All High Grade Silk Lined

to close $5.00

98c

I

WOOL DRESSES

All wool lined with silk rrepe

Complete with shade

■£

LADIES’ COATS
LAST CALL—FINAL NOTICE

10c pair

LADIES’ DRESSES
Brand New Spring Dresses

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

A PROCLAMATION

BORN
BENNER—At South Waldoboro. Feb 25
to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Benner, a
daughter.

It seems fitting and proper that this city should co-operate
with the New England Council tn an observance of Inauguration
Day as a day of Hope.

INABINET - PETERSON — At Tenant's
Harbor. Feb. 28. by Rev F W Barton.
Jesse Inablnet and Elizabeth Peterson
both of St. George.

j

March 2—American Legton smoker.
March 3—' Of Thee 1 Sing." presented I
by Mrs Copping before the Rubinstein 1
Club
March 3 (3 to 930|—Regular meeting
Woman's Educational Club. Copper)
Kettle Porch
March 6—Owl's Head town meeting.
March 6—North Haven town meeting
I
March 13—Lincolnville town meeting i
March 13—Friendship annual town j
meeting.
WEATHER

It was a mild beginning for the
wing month of March yesterday.
Ith noon temperature 42. wind,
ortheast and a moderate amount of
Un. During the night a little snow
>11. Snow and rain are apt to coninue over most of New England toay. but conditions may improve
iter and if they do there will be an
ipward trend of the temperature,
larometer this morning was 29.64
td rising; temperature 34.

The country's vast retail business looks to Inauguration
in the faith that thr confidence placed by the country in its
leaders may be reflected in a renewed economic confidence
thr return to greater purchasing power on the part of millions
"out of the market”

The authorities scored another vie
tory yesterday when they recovered
loot stolen recently lion: a sur.imci
cottage at Friendship, owned by
DIED
Charles Wood'.cek of Waterbury,
CAMPBELL—At Rockland. Feb. 28. Leon
ard Reed Campbell, aged 80 vears. 11 Conn.
months. 6 days. Funeral Friday at 2
Tha plunder, which war, found in a
o'clock from late residence.

MARRIED

Day
new
and
now

On March 4th, the nation stands at the cross roads. The pos
sibility of improvement is here. Deflation has run its disastrous
course. Many factors for an upturn are present
What seems to
be needed now is a brighter morale and this may well be thr
spark that will kindle the fire of definite betterment.

C. M. RICHARDSON, Mayor.

The Rockland delegation which
started fcr Washington today to at
tend the Inaugural comprised Mayor
Richardson, City Solicitor Pike. City
Marshal Richardson. Mr. and Mrs. E
C. Moran Sr , and Mr. and Mrs. Isador
Gordon

There will bc a rehearsal of the
The High School assembly Tues
ficers of Oolden Hod Chaptc- Satday morning was given over to the
•day evening at Maion;c hall at 7.
presentations of pictures of George
Mrs. E. A. Wot'.on cf H^imes street Washington and Abraham Lincoln
who wa taken into Chisholms store by Fales Circle. Ladies of the G.A.R.
Tuesday after experiencing an attack Mrs. iBernice Jackson, department
of acute Indigestion, was taken to patriotic instructor, made the pre
her home in Edward Gcrtias car. Late sentation in a graceful manner.
reports are that she is more comfort Principal Joseph E. Blaisdell voicing
the acceptance gratefully. Remarks
able.
were also made by Mrs. Lillian Lin
The Chevrolet coach owned by coln of Camden, senior vice presi
John Peterson was destroyed by fire dent, and Col. F. S. Philbrick of Ed
Friday. The Rockport fire company win Libby Post. The pictures, se
responded.
lected by E. H. Crie, are the size of
a school diploma, of a sepia tint in
The gulls at Sullivan's Flats and
handsome dark frames. They will
in Lermond's Cove have taken up
be hung in the auditorium and will
choral practice, one of the surest
be a decided addition to the equip
signs that spring is in the offing.
ment. The gift is much appreciated
John David-on, the popular first by the school.
baseman of the St. George baseball
Carl E. Morse and O. V/. Palmer
tcam was in the city recently. One At Son have bought the bankrupt
swallow doesn't make a summer, ac stock of the Leon J. Wh'ie Jewelry
cording to the old adage, but onc store and will arrange o great sale
Johnny Davidson makes you think at once ln the fotmer Cuiler-Ccok
Co. store, 346 Main street —adv. •
of summer.

OFFICERS RECOVER LOOT

The February meeting of the Gar
den Club as guests of Mrs. Ava
Lawry was one of outstanding ex
cellence, made so by the splendid
paper on “Bird Stories and Observa
tions at a Feeding Station," prepared
by Miss Ada C. Burpee and read by
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood. In response
to numerous requests Miss Burpee
has consented to have the article
printed in these columns, and upon
perusal readers will readily compre
hend the vast amount of informa
tion and suggestions concerning our
native birds contained therein. Miss
Burpee, who makes an ardent study
of birds and is considered an
authority in this locality, talked In
formally to the club at the close of
the reading, displaying many pic
tures and answering numerous ques
tions. In the absence of Mrs. Nina
Beverage, president, Mrs. Pauline
MacWilliams presided. Mrs. Lawry’s
courtesy in extending the hospitality
of the porch is greatly appreciated
by the club, a courtesy all the more
marked ln that Mrs. Lawry is con
fined to her bed by the accident
which befell her a few weeks ago.

DUNCKLEE—At Rockland. Feb 28. Flora
A, widow of John Duncklee.'aged 82
years. 8 months, 29 days. Burial ln
Milford. N H.
THORNDIKE—At Camden
March 1.
Ephraim Barrett Thorndike, aged 77
years. 6 months. 10 days
Funeral
Saturday at 230 oclock from the resi
dence. 64 Chestnut street.
YOUNG—At Matlnicus. Feb. 27. W. Scott
Young, aged 69 years. 4 months. 24
days.
,
WESTERLAND— At Friendship. Feb. 28.
Charles Westerland. aged 77 years. 5
months. 9 days. Funeral Friday at 1 30
from Advent Church.
COISON — At Vlnalhaven, Feb. 28.
Stephen A. Colson.
MAYO—At Damariscotta Mills, Feb. —,
Hattie L. Mayo, aged 78 years
PITCHER—At Waldoboro. Feb. 28. Wil
bur O. Pitcher, aged 85 years. 10
months, 20 days. Funeral Thursday
at 2 o'clock at late residence. Inter
ment In Sweetland cemetery
LERMOND—At Bath. Feb 28. Melvina
P (Spear i. widow oi Frederick H
Lermond. formerly of Warren, aged
78 years.
MARSTON — At Sailors' Snug Harbor.
Staten Island. N. Y . Feb 28, Freeman
F. Marston, formerly of Rockland, aged
79 years. 5 months. 25 days.
MARRINER—At Searsmont. Feb 14. Le
lah Eugenia, wife of Willis Marriner.
aged 05 years. 6 months, 27 days

INAUGURATION SPECIALS

Saturday promises to be one
of tlie most notable days in the
commercial history of this city.
Its merchants are uniting at the
plea of the New
England
Council in giving the people of
this section a demonstration of
what Ls meant by "prices are at
rork bottom on quality mer
chandise." The advertisements
tell this story in detail.

! Friendship bam comprised sl?. erware,
bedding, towels, an electric clock, and
! other articles which the owner had
forgotten to r.ail down. No arrests.
The officers in the case were Lieut.
Cu hman and Deputy Sheriffs Lud
wick and Poland.

State Humane Officer L. W. Vinal
makes the reasonable request that
complainants sign the r names to
communications addressed to him, or
give their names if phoning. All
such matters are treated as thorough
ly confidential but are nec.v>ary if
the officer Ls to proceed efficiently.

Batter up! That was the word at
a well known Main street establish
ment yesterday when the Perry s
Market Baseball Association was
formed, with George W. Wheeler as
manager and Lewis E. Small as caplain. William J. Sullivan retained
Huston-Tuttle Bock Store, former the presidency after the stockholders
ly Knox Book Store, headquarters for ' had conceded him the privilege of
jig saw puzzles, ever 25 different I also forming a girls ' tcam. Th?
Perrywinkles are ready for all comers
kinds from 15 cents up—adv.

I-

JrJrJrJ

CARD OF THANKS
Wc deeply appreciate the many kind
nesses shown us tn our recent bereave
ment, and extend our sincere thanks
Sidney M Wyllie. Warren; Mr and
Mrs. Langdon Wyllie. West Medford.
Mass . Mr and Mrs. Lowell Moody. Dor
chester. Mass.
March 1.

BIG VALUES IN SHOES

DORMAN’S
Two Stores—AT BROOK and STUDLEY BLOCK

"> 89c

Children’s

SATURDAY ONLY

WALL PAPER BARGAINS

INAUGURATION DAY SPECIALS

INAUGURATION DAY LUNCHEON

FULL LINE OF 1932 WALL PAPERS

Many feg' Shoes

at

To Close Out

ONE-HALF PRICE

$1.00 pair

SALADS
STEWS
SANDWICHES
SPECIAL DINNER MENUS
ICE CREAM
SUNDAES
CONFECTIONERY
SERVICE THAT SATISFIES

MAIN STREET, CORNER LINDSEY
IN CHISHOLM BLOCK

Fancy Native Fowl .......................................... lb

Men’s

Also Exceptionally Low Prices on Paints

C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE

Potatoes ...................................................... bushel
Pork Roasts ........................................................ lb

IS

49c
12c

These roasts are cut from small pgs, young and tender.

Home Made Sausage .......................................... lb 15c
Turnips..................................................................... lb 02c
Try these turnips; they are wonderful.

Portland Cabbage.................................................. lb 02c
Baker’s Extracts................................................. bot 29c
A nice Mixing Spoon with each bottle.

Foss Extracts ..................................................... bot

31c
35c

For cake, waffles and biscuit.

5 lb. Bag Lucky Cake Maker Flour.....................

30c

“Light as a Feather."

5 lb. Bag Granulated Meal...................................
5 lb. Bag Bolted Meal.............................................
5 lb. Bag Pure Buckwheat Flour..........................
5 lb. Bag Rye Meal.................................................
5 lb. Bag Winter Graham.....................................

18c
19c
25c
25c
25c

Fancy Northern Spy Apples........................peck 35c
Beech-Nut Tomato Juice............................. can 10c
Beech-Nut Tmato Cocktail.....................pt. bot 20c
Three bottles ...................................................... 50c
Salted Dandelions.......................................... 2 lbs 25c
Home Made Doughnuts.................................doz 25c
Made by Walter Dodge, fresh every day.

10 Cans Tall Evaporated Milk.......... .................. 50c
Fancy Native Eggs.......................... ............. 2 doz 39c

$1.98

MANY OTHER VALUES

662 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND NORTHEND

20c

This Is a nice lot of fowl; would almost pass for chicken.

These cereals are in a class by themselves. Try them.
These cereals arc In five pound bags. Most packages
that you may be buying contain only about 2 1-2 pounds.

SATURDAY ONLY

As a Special Inauguration Day Special We Will Sell

CHISHOLM’S SPA

$25.00 REWARD
A reward of $25 will be paid for
Information leading to thr conviction
of any person stealing poultry from a
member of the Warren Foullryinen's
Association.
C. A. WEBB, Pres.
23-34

5 lb. Bag Quix-A-Wink Self Rising Flour.........

HAVE YOUR

AT

There was gunfire in the vicinity
of Chisholm's Spa earlv this morn
ing. Ed's shots may not hive found
the milk, but there were reminiscent
cdors.

With each bottle you will receive a small bottle of lemon
and a small bottle of Orange.
•

: at

CARD OF THANKS
The Rockland Band wishes to thank
Publix Theatres and the employes of
Park Theatre, Burpee Furniture Co..
Fuller-Cobb-Davls. Mrs. Helen Went
worth and Ross McKinney for their as
sistance ln making our milk fund con
cert a success.
•
WHEN IN PORTLAND—you can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con
gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381'2 Con
gress St.

Matchmaker Milton French has
made same realignment in his at
tractions for tonights smoker at
American Legion hall whereby Young
Eow will meet Harry Boardman In
stead of Hooper and Y6ung Smith
will meet Francis Freeman. There
will be other boxing bouts. Taik con
tinues to center around the wrestling
match between Charlie Mc’nwsh, the
happy cop, and Underwood. Vito and
Billings will be principals in another
wrestling bout. The American Legion
Orchestra will play.

J. A. JAMESON CO. “
ROCKLAND, MAINE
FREE DELIVERY

TELEPHONES 17 OR 18
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He shall call upon me, and I will
answer him: I will be with him in
trouble; I will deliver him, and
honor him —Psalms 91:15.
LEONARD R. CAMPBELL

With the exception of two brie!
intervals, Judge Campbell's four-score
years had been spent in Rockland,
where the affection ln which eveiybody held him finds its reflection ln
tlie universal sorrow with which the
news of his death was received Fol
lowing ln the footsteps of his father
he learned thc cooper's trade.
Destiny had. however, mapped an
other course for the young man, and ’
hls brilliant entry into politios Is seen j
in the remarkable speech wliich
nominated Thompson H. Murch for
Representative to Congress. The
policies of the Greenback party with
which he was then affiliated did not
long appeal to Campbell, and he be
came one of the most ardent workers
for "The Plumed Knight"—Blaine of
Maine.
Political reward came in the shape j
of offices which extended into the
closing years of this man's remark- j
able career — Common Councilman.
State factory inspector, county treas
urer, Judge of the Municipal Court
and finally, in the sunset of his years,
the office of county attorney. His
strength with the voters had its basis
in two important principles—hi.- un
questioned honesty of purposi and
absolute refusal to compromise with
forces antagonistic to honesty; and
his affiliation with the rank and file.
At the comer grocery and on the
streets liis views on political que'stiens
were sought, granted and respected.
His was a house by the side of the
road, his counsel was wise, and his
genial presence was everywhere
welcome.

r

Photo copyrlcht by Bachrach.

active Roosevelts, who are
By PAUL HARRISON

ADRIEL BIRD ON COFFEE

about to become the most

EHIND them lies a long history ol accomplishment; a record of deter

SMITH TELLS THEM

Nationwide comment has been
evoked the past week through lhe
failure to name anybody closely allied
with Gov. Alfred E. Smith as a mem
ber of the Cabinet. Yet there is a
suspicion abroad that the unsipcessful candidate for the presidential
nomination will have "a finger in the
pie" as the homely old saying goes.
Perliaps not to the extent of pulling
out any plums, but rather in an at
tempt to shape national legislation.
In fact the shrewd ex-Govemor har
already told the Senate Finance Com
mittee what should or shculu net be
do.te in ecping with cconcmir conditxtns. Tild it Tuesday in this Man
ner:
Give the President authority to re
organize the government.
Balance the budget if lt can be
done, to restore confidence.
Build roads, bridges and buildings
to aid the unemployed.
Float a construction bond issue
through popular subscription
Recognize Russia to better trad?
relations
Readjust war debts on the basis ol
trade increases and revised tariffs.
Leave the currency alone and do
not permit inflation.
»Proviu< a ine-year farm mortgage
foreclosure moratorium.
Reduce governmental expenditures,
particularly benefits to veteranr
whose disabilities «ee not traceable
to service duty.
Let the States decide how to hold
prohibition repeal conventions.
Put on a sales tax if necessary.
Consolidate tran pcrtatlon facili
ties.
Do not publish Reconstruction Cor
poration loans to banks.

Intimate glimpses of the

Anna Eleanor Roosevelt, wife of the incoming president . . . probably will
be the busiest First Lady the White House has ever frioun.

B

mination, of activity and realized ambition: a saga essentially American.

Ahead of them is the White House.

And the Roosevelts approach it

in the world—and probably

with neither misgivings nor with undue humility, but as a high place

rightfully won.
None of them is especially excited.

V

conspicuous family circle

the busiest one that the

Since November 8, Franklin Delano Roose

Franklin D. Roosevelt . . . skillful poker player,
likes solitaire and crossword puzzles.

velt's anticipatory thrills have been more and more subdued under the pressure of

practical planning.

White House ever knew

Anna Eleanor Roosevelt, who on March 4 will become the

new First Lady, expects that high position to be an actual relief from the dizzying
round of her pre-inauguration activities.
Mrs. Anna Roosevelt Dali, blond and vivacious daughter, expects to work all

only daughter and eldest of their children.
Anna (whom the family calls "Sis”) is 26

the harder in New York when her mother lives in Washington. James and Elliott

and the mother of two tow-headed children—

Roosevelt, elder sons and men of family, will keep on plugging at their respective

Anna Eleanor Dali, five, and Curtis Roosevelt

Franklin, Jr., and John, younger sons

jobs.

Dali, three.

and students at ultra-ultra Groton School, will
do their deliberate best to act like ordinary

James

Roosevelt.

the

I Miami Daily News ]
"Our business has increased 30 per
cent in the last year," Adriel Bird,
president of the La Touraine Coffee
Co., at the Roney Plaza hotel, laid
today.
Mr. Bird attributes this increase to
advertising and to specialized selling
"We do all forms of advertising," he
said, "and we have gone after in
stitutional business. These two things
have kept us going at capacity."
Mr. Bird's company, with main
headquarters in Boston, has a roast
ing plant in the Miami area. T.ils
plant, he said, is ideally situated for
the coffee business.
"If more merchant ships," he said,
"came into the Miami harbor, we
would do a lot more roa-jting here.”
It would be a decided advantage to
his business, he said, to have th
Miami port open to coffee ships
Freightage and location are ideal for
the importation of coffee here, he
concluded.
Police-Sergeant—“It's a case of
larceny, isn't it, sir?"
Doctor—"Er—not exactly, sergeant.
You see, I told him to take something
warm immediately, and as he went
out he took my overcoat."—The Hu
morist (London),
"Do your new spectacles help your
eyes, Johnny?” asked the neighbor.
“Yes’m. I never have my eyes
blacked now like I used to before 1
wore 'em ’—Eoston Transcript.

coming-out

process,

het

following

and.

mother’s methods and mannerisms, is expected

77-year-old mother of the

to assume many of the tasks which the First

But hers will be a quiet glow

Lady must relinquish.

of happiness as she continues to live in and man
age the

ancestral

home

Roosevelt

at

UST now, in addition to her own list of wel

Hyde

J

Park. N. Y.
EW mothers of presidents have lived to see

F

their sons inaugurated.

But this snowy

haired dowager, alert and

fairly active, and

fare

interests,

she

is

“Babies—Just Babies.”

associate

editor

of

She expects to visit

the White House frequently, taking with her
problems for her mother’s consideration.

interested in public affairs, expects to pay pe

Franklin Roosevelt's eldest son, James, 24,

riodic visits to Washington, and to receive briel

left his job with an insurance brokerage firm in

visits from her son, the president, at the big

Boston to stump New England and to travel

house on the family estate.

with his father during the political campaign.

Everything will be kept in order for his com

Last November he returned, perhaps a

ing—his desk in one corner of the huge library,

little

reluctantly, to his desk.

instead ol

'Any of his family can tell you that Jimmy

hours, his favorite books, his naval prints and

is a born politician and is likely to be breaking

ship models, his big bedroom on the second

into the game soon.

the ship's clock that strikes

bells

He and his wife, the for

Admittedly these visits must be rare,

mer Miss Betsy Cushing, and their little daugh

but she knows the president will come home

ter are expected to drop in often at the White

whenever he can.

House.

floor.

times,

Between

too,

will

there

So will Elliott, but not to watch the wheels

those

be

almost-nightly telephone calls, a habit begun at

the executive

mansion

in

Mrs. Anna Roosevelt Dali, daugh
ter of the president-elect, who will
be hard at work in New York
while her parents occupy the White
House.

Franklin

Albany.

Roosevelt's big voice will come bouncing ovei

the wire:

“Hello, Mother

all right?"

.

,

.

Everything

And everything will be very much

of government go around.

22, he already is a business man in his own
right: has a wife end three-month-old son, and
an apartment in the swankiest neighborhood of

Manhattan’s swank Park Avenue.

all right.

Elliott is the unofficial precedent-breaker of

two emergency committees in New York

idea that the job of First Lady may be easier

than that of the First Lady-elect.

City, to the Women’s State Unemployment

During the

Relief

last four months she has had numerous duties

ule of personal activities.

ry Street Settlement.

And many of these

she now

is

managing

Each

accomplish.

to

Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday have been

spent in New York, where she teaches twe
classes on each of those days at the Todhuntei
(for

girls).

Mrs.

Roosevelt

10 years, and I've never seen her change hei

she also holds conferences with parents.

pace or have anything like a case of nerves.
"The reason, I guess, is that she's both happy

and healthy.

She eats simple meals, moves

4 S First Lady-elect, Mrs. Roosevelt has been

creams,

furs,

encyclopedias,

cameras,

prestige.

with the slightly saccharin title of “Babies—

Babies”—didn't

quarters, she checks over the day’s appoint

Just

ments, considers requests for magazine articles

Lady in the least.

and dictates lor an hour or two.

“Mrs. Roosevelt thinks like lightning." says
"She has dictated a 1500

word article in 45 minutes, and composes hei

speeches just as quickly.

1 have been with hei

magazine—the one

bother

the

next

First

All quite frankly for a price—but

with charity always on the receiving end.

The Roosevelts are not wealthy.

ams, he determined not to go to college at

put behind her most of her welfare work
as well as some of her personal activities.
any longer." said Mrs. Roosevelt.

"But I shall

all I

At 20, he entered an advertising concern:

at 20Vfc he was vice president of his own

agency, and at 21 had gone broke and accepted

a good position in an old, established company.
The staid old White House will see more

of Franklin. Jr., 18, and John, 16, than any

azine, too, and may do a bit of writing."

is really tired.”
Becoming editor ol a

and

ND finally, after passing his entrance ex-

tooth

to be answered with form letters, and later re

calls about hei various interests in welfare work

For on that date must be

I'll keep on editing the mag

The com

bined incomes of the president-elect and his

Thia spring,

father and his elder brothers went before him.

numerous other things have been

boosted in one way or another by her personal

Thompson.

She hopes that by March 4 she will have
done enough.

A
•

Franklin will graduate from Groton, where his

her work, and knows enough to rest when she

Miss

found to be deserving.

others of the Roosevelt children.

of it to her secretary. Miss Malvina Thompson

few rapid telephonr

the Roosevelts’ traditional Harvard.

it occasionally.

about briskly, gets her greatest pleasure from

makes a

Then he decided to go to Princeton instead of

retain my interest in the school, and shall visit

reads her morning mail, turns over mos’

and addrtsses,

In addition, she has

infraction is a most serious breach of conduct).

Face

criticized for endorsing products and lend
ing her name to commercialized stunts.
paste

ln hei office in Democratic National Head

Union

"Of course I shall not be able to teach

owner and assistant principal of the school, and

plies lo some of it herself.

Trade

He got into all sorts of

scrapes at Groton School (where the slightest

cases which she personally investigated and

America’s new first family. . . . Sealed, in the middle row, are Ercsident-elect Roosevelt, with
Mrs. Roosevelt at the left and Mrs. James Roosevelt, his mother, at the right. ... In front
are Mrs. James Roosevelt, Jr. (left), her daughter, Sara, and Mrs. Curtis Dali, with the
family dog. ... In the back row. left to right, are James Roosevelt, Elliott Roosevelt, Frank
lin Roosevelt. Jr., Mrs. Elliott Roosevelt, Curtis Dali and John Roosevelt..

is pari

her way to and from the school, she

the

the Roosevelt family.

been caring for several individual needy

activities necessarily must be discontinued when
she goes lo the White House.
Consider, for instance, the list of things thal

Committee,

League, the Salvation Army and the Hen

of preparation coupled with her amazing sched

School

Blond, affable, ath

letic Elliott is the Riosevelt’s second son; only

As for Mrs. Franklin Roosevelt, she has ar

Credits Advertising With Increasing
Business Thirty Percent

York

Anna has worked ever since she completed

youngsters.
Most thrilled of all. ir. fact, will be Mrs.

president-elect.

Her husband is a New

banker, nine years her senior.

He expects to study law at Harvard.

HE will be, without a doubt, the busiest

S

First Lady that the White House ever has

known.

And this is because it is practically

impossible for her to be idle.

college.

The president-elect likes every sort of game,
ind is a skillful card player.

After the first few weeks of settling into a

John,

two years behind him, plans to go to a western

Elliott is author

ity for the statement that his father never has

She writes the editorials and

wife, including his $25,OOO-a-year salary as

new routine, she expects to find plenty of ways

lost at poker.

scans the manuscripts in a few scattered hours

governor of New York, have amounted to lit

to fill in her spare hours and odd moments

Mr. Roosevelt nearly always plays a game oi

when she can find the time.

tle more than $40,000 a year.

As an intellectual night-cap,

National welfare problems are considered most

two of solitaire before he retires.

She also manages to devote some time to

she pledged her aid to no less than six different

likely to engage her attention.

times he frowns over a cross-word puzzle.

the furniture business, for the concern in which

Last autumn

And there will

welfare organizations, and at no little cost to

be frequent trips to New York, perhaps by sir-

markets

her own pride went about raising money for

plane.

hand-made replicas of early American pieces ol

them.
She has been sending weekly contributions Io

panion, is Mrs. Curtis Dali, the Roosevelt's

she

is

a

furniture.

partner

manufactures

and

*

Her best friend, and hitherto her closest com-^

iCopyright, 1933, by Every Week Magazin?-Printed in U. S. A.)

Or some

There will be sailing and swimming for the

First Family in Washington: that’s sure. Swim

ming is part of Mr, Roosevelt’s regimen, and
to it he undoubtedly owes much of his health.

»
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CHILDREN’S DRESSES

BLANKETS

ro»
14,.

Fast rotor . . . assorted sixes 3 to 14
A large group of our regular 1.00 Kocenan Dresses
ONE DAY ONLY

Indian Blankets, size 66x80—our complete stock of
$1.50 and $1.69 Golden Fleece Blankets

59c

$1.00 each

McCALL PATTERNS IN STOCK

ROOSEVELT DAY SATURDAY, MARCH 4th
We Offer These Specials For Rockland’s Roosevelt Day
ROOSEVELT

DAY

ON OUR FOURTH FLOOR
No Mail Orders

Cash and Carry

BARGAIN ATTIC

LADIES’ COATS

BRIDGE LAMPS

7 Coats, were $19.50
7 Coats, were 39.50
9 Coats, were 58.00
Buy Now and Save!

to close $5.00

98c

$ 7.50
15.00
25.00

SILK HOSIERY

ROOSEVELT DAY

DOUBLE GREY BLANKETS

Black, green or red with shade

Heavy part wool 454 pound blankrt, full size 66x60.
A remarkable blankrt value

98c complete

1.47 per pair

TURKISH TOWELS

FLANNELETTE BLOOMERS

Double thread . . . large size 21x43 . . . white with
colored borders

Ten year guaranteed silver.
pattern for only—

AND BOX OF LUX FREE

BI TTER KNIVES
GRAVY SPOONS
SOCP SPOONS
SUGAR SPOONS
BOUILLON SPOONS
ORANGE SPOONS

Small sizes only , . . but real 2JSi
2.20 Blue Denim . . .
sizes
5 are 32, 34, 36 oonly

39c pair

VAT DYE BROADCLOTH

9c yard

STATIONERY

DOUBLE SANDWICH GRILL

Full size sheets and envelopes
50 Sheets
50 Envelopes

These double tier toasters are great sellers

TALK OF THE TOWN

The February meeting of the Gar
den Club as guests of Mrs. Ava
Lawry was one of outstanding ex
cellence. made so by the splendid
paper on "Bird Stories and Observa
tions at a Feeding Station,” prepared
by Miss Ada C. Burpee and read by
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood. In response
to numerous requests Miss Burpee
has consented to have the article
printed in these columns, and upon
perusal readers will readily compre
hend the vast amount of Informa
tion and suggestions concerning our
native birds contained therein. Miss
Burpee, who makes an ardent study
of birds and is considered an
authority in this locality, talked in
formally to the club at the close of
the reading, displaying many pic
tures and answering numerous ques
tions. In the absence of Mrs. Nina
Beverage, president, Mrs. Pauline
MacWilliams presided. Mrs. Lawry's
courtesy in extending the hospitality
of the porch is greatly appreciated
by the club, a courtesy all the more
marked in that Mrs. Lawry is con
fined to her bed by the accident
which befell her a few weeks ago.

44c yard

25c lb.

ROUGH CREPE-PURE SILK

COT MATTRESS

ONE DAY ONLY

2 feet x 6 feet

10% off

49c yard

$2.98

On All $9.50 Dres.es
ROOSEVELT DAY ONLY

I DUNCKLEE—At Rockland. Feb 28. Flora
| A, widow of John Duncklee.' aged 82
years. 8 months. 29 days. Burial ln
Milford. N. H.
i THORNDIKE—At Camden
March 1.
Ephraim Barrett Thorndike, aged 77
years. 6 months. 10 days
Funeral
j Saturday at 2.30 oclock from the resi
dence. 64 Chestnut street
YOUNG—At Matlnicus. Feb. 27. W Scott
Young, aged 69 years. 4 months. 24
days.
,
WESTERLAND—At Friendship. Feb. 28.
Charles Westerland. aged 77 years. 5
months. 9 days Funeral Friday at 1 30
from Advent Church.
COLSON — At Vlnalhaven, Feb. 28.
Stephen A. Colson.
MAYO—At Damariscotta Mills, Feb. —,
Hattie L. Mayo, aged 78 years.
PITCHER—At Waldoboro. Feb 28. Wil
bur O. Pitcher, aged 83 years. 10
months. 20 days. Funeral Thursday
at 2 o'clock at late residence Inter
ment ln Sweetland cemetery.
LERMOND—At Bath. Feb. 28. Melvina
P iSpear). widow oj Frederick H
Lermond. formerly of Warren, aged
78 years.
MARSTON — At Sailors’ Snug Harbor.
Staten Island. N. Y . Feb. 28, Freeman
F. Marston, formerly of Rockland, aged
79 years. 5 months. 25 days.
MARRINER—At Searsmont. Feb. 14, Le
lah Eugenia, wife of Willis Marriner,
aged 65 years, 6 months. 27 days.

CARD OF THANKS
We deeply appreciate the many kind
nesses shown us ln our recent bereave
ment. and extend our sincere thanks
Sidney M Wyllie. Warren; Mr and
Mrs. Langdon Wyllie. West Medlord.
Mass ; Mr and Mrs. Lowell Moody. Dor
chester. Mass.
March 1.
CARD OF THANKS
The Rockland Band wishes to thank
Publix Theatres and the employes of
Park Theatre, Burpee Furniture Co.,
Fuller-Cobb-Davls, Mrs. Helen Went
worth and Ross McKinney for their as
sistance ln making our milk fund con
cert a success.
•
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con
gress St ; or Ross News-stand. 381A Con
gress St.

SATURDAY ONLY

WALL PAPER BARGAINS

HAVE YOUR

As a Special Inauguration Day Special We Will Sell

INAUGURATION DAY LUNCHEON

FULL LINE OF 1932 WALL PAPERS

AT

CHISHOLM’S SPA
SALADS
STEWS
SANDWICHES
SPECIAL DINNER MENUS
ICE CREAM
SUNDAES
CONFECTIONERY
SERVICE THAT SATISFIES

MAIN STREET, CORNER LINDSEY
IN CHISHOLM BLOCK

39c

Twenty-five Colors—39 inch

INAUGURATION SPECIALS

Saturday promises to be one
of tlie most notable days in the
commercial history of this city.
Its merchants are uniting at thr
pica of tlie New England
Council in giving the pzople of
(his section a demonstration of
what Ls meant by "price, are at
rock bottom on quality mer
chandise.'* The advertisements
tell this story in detail.

State Humane Officer L. W. Vinal
makes the reasonable request that
complainants sign the r names to
communications addressed to him, cr
give their names If phoning. Ail
such matters are treated as thorough
ly confidential but are nec.v.ary if
the officer is to proceed efficiently.

Batter up! That was the wool at
a well known Main street establish
ment yesterday when the Perry s
Market Baseball Associat.on was
formed, with George W. Wheeler as
manager and Lewis E. Small as cap
tain. William J. Sullivan retained
Huitcn-Tuttle Bock SIotp. former the presidency after the stockholders
ly Knox Book Store, headquarters for had conceded him the privilege of
jig taw puzzles, ever 25 different ialso forming a girls ' team. The
Perrywinkles arc ready for all comers
kinds from 15 cents up.—adv.

There was gunfire in the vicinity
of Chisholm's Spa earlv this morn
ing. Ed's shots may not have found
the mask, but there were reminiscent
cdors.

$25.00 REWARD
A reward of $25 will be paid fm
information leading to the conviction
of any person stealing poultry from a
member of the Warren Poultrymen's
Association.
C. A. WEBB. Pres.
23-34

Fancy Native Fowl ........................................... lb

20c

This is a niee tot of fowl; would almost pass for chicken.

Potatoes ....................................................... bushel
Pork Roasts ......................................................... lb

49c
12c

These roasts are eut from small pgs, young and tender.

Home Made Sausage........................................... lb 15c
Turnips...................................................................... lb 02c
Portland Cabbage.................................................. lb 02c
Baker’s Extracts................................................. bot 29c

BIG VALUES IN SHOES

A niee Mixing .Spoon with each bottle.

Foss Extracts ...................................................... bot

: at

5 lb. Bag Quix-A-Wink Self Rising Flour.........
5 lb. Bag Lucky Cake Maker Flour.....................

5 Ib. Bag Granulated Meal....................................
5 lb. Bag Bolted Meal.............................................
5 lb. Bag Pure Buckwheat Flour..........................
5 lb. Bag Rye Meal..................................................
5 lb. Bag Winter Graham......................................

Children’s SJK" “ 89c
/

INAUGURATION DAY SPECIALS

Shoes

Many

ONE-HALF PRICE

30c

“Light as a Feather.”

Two Stores—AT BROOK and STUDLEY BLOCK

SATURDAY ONLY

35c

For rake, waffles and biscuit.

DORMAN’S
X

31c

With each bottle you will receive a small bottle of lx*mon
and a small bottle of Orange.
•

$1.00 pair
Men’s G°“ted™1 $1.98

662 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND NORTHEND

Matchmaker Milton french has
made some realignment in his at
tractions for tonights smoker at
American Legion hall whereby Young
Cow will meet Harry Boardman in
stead of Hooper and Y6ung Smith
will meet Francis Freeman. There
will be other boxing bouts. Taik con
tinues to center around the wrestling
match between Charlie McTntosh. the
happy cop, and Underwood. Vito and
Billings will be principals in another
WTfstling bout. The American Legion
Orchestra will play.

Try these turnips; they are wonderful.

To Close Out

C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE

Brand New Spring Dresses

Friendship bam comprised silverware,
bedding, towels, an electric clock, and
other articles which the owner had
forgotten to nail down. No arrests.
The officers in the case were Lieut.
Cu hman and Deputy Sheriffs Lud
wick and Poland.

at

Also Exceptionally Low Prices on Paints

10c pair

LADIES’ DRESSES

OFFICERS RECOVER LOOT

The authorities scored another vic 
tory yesterday when they recovered
!cot stolen recently fiom a sur.imci
cottage at Friendship, owned by
DIED
Charles Wood'.cek of Waterbury,
CAMPBELL—At Rockland. Feb. 28. Leon
ard Reed Campbell aged 80 vears 11 Oonn.
months. 6 days. Funeral Friday at 2
Tho plunder, which was found in a
, o'clock from late residence.

C. M. RICHARDSON, Mayor.

GLOVES
New Fabric Gloves—Spring Shades—reg. 59c value

59c

MARRIED

On March 4th. the nation stands at the cross roads. The pos
sibility of improvement is here. Deflation has run its disa* trous
course. Many factors for an upturn are present
What seems to
be needed now Ls a brighter morale and this may well be the
spark that will kindle the fire of definite betterment.

I

AMBROSIA
The well known pore cleaner; regular $1.03 size

ANKLETS

INABINET - PETERSON — At Tenant's
Harbor. Feb. 28. by Rev. F W Barton.
Jesse Inablnet and Elizabeth Peterson.
| both of St. Oeorge

Day
new
and
now

50c

Lisles, Rayons, or Nets—New Spring Colors

It seems fitting and proper that this city should co-operate
with the New England Council in an observance of Inauguration
Day as a day of Hope.
The country's vast retail business looks to Inauguration
in the faith that the confidence placed by the country in its
leaders, may be reflected in a renewed economic confidence
the return lo greater purchasing power on the part of millions
“out of the market."

16c

36 varir tics—our regular hand dipped fresh chocolates.
ONE DAY ONLY

A PROCLAMATION

It was a mild beginning for thc
roaring month of March yesterday, I
with noon temperature 42, wind,
northeast and a moderate amount of I
rain. During the night a little snow
fell. Snow and rain are apt to con
Tlie Rockland delegation which
tinue over most of New England to
day, but conditions may improve started for Washington today to at
later and if they do there will be an tend the Inaugural comprised Mayor
Richardson, City Solicitor Pike, City
upward trend of the temperature.
Marshal Richardson. Mr. and Mrs. E
Barometer this morning was 29.64
C. Moran Sr„ and Mr. and Mrs. Isador
and rising; temperature 34.
Gordon.
Therc will be a rdhearcal of thc
The High School assembly Tues
officers of Oolden 'tod Chaptc- Sat
day morning was given over to the
urday evening at Masonic hall a*. 7.
presentations of pictures of George
Mrs. E. A. Wot'.on cf Holmes street Washington and Abraham Lincoln
w'.-.c wa taken into Chisholms store by Fales Circle, Ladies of the G AR
Tuesday after expcrlercliig an attack Mirs. Bernice Jackson, department
cf acute indigestion, was tcke.i lo patriotic instructor, made the pre
hcr home in Edward Gcnias car. Late sentation in a graceful manner,
r: ports are that she is more comiort- Principal Joseph E. Blaisdell voicing
the acceptance gratefully. Remarks
ablf.
were also made by Mrs. Lillian Lin
The Chevrolet coach owned by coln of Camden, senior vice presi
John Peterson was destroyed by fire dent, and Col. F. S. Philbrick of Ed
Friday. The Rockport fire company win Libby Post. The pictures, se
responded.
lected by E. H. Crie, are the size of
a school diploma, of a sepia tint in
The gulls at Sullivan's Flats and
handsome dark frames. They will
in Lermond's Cove have taken up
be hung in the auditorium and will
choral practice, one or the surest
be a decided addition to the equip
signs that spring is in the offing.
ment. The gift is much appreciated
John Davidson, the popular first by the school.
baseman of the St. George baseball
Carl E. Morse and G. V/. Palmer
team was in the city recently. One .<£ Son have bought the bankrupt
swallow doesn’t make a summer, ac stock of the Leon J. Wli'ie Jewelry
cording to the old adage, but one store and wil] arrange o great sale
Johnny David-on makes you think at once in the former Cuiler-Ccok
Co. store, 346 Main street.—adv. •
of summer.

8c yard
A. C. A. Ticking,

"VAL DOREE" regular 58c
ONE DAY ONLY

SATURDAY CANDY

BORN
BENNER At South Waldoboro. Feb. 25
to Mr and Mrs. Ralph Benner, a
daughter.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

HOSIERY

36 inch Fancy Art Ticking

PURE SILK FLAT CREPE

$1.00

23c

89c

SILKS! SILKS!!

ROOSEVELT DAY ONLY—

35c

Blue, Rose,

ART TICKING

These are firsts and guaranteed "l.ady Pepperell

At Wholesale Prices—Regular 75c Fancy Backs
ONE DAY ONLY

Full size 86x105. Guaranteed fast colors.
Green, Ochid and Gold

LADY PEPPERELL

Fast Color Broadcloth and Vat Dye Broadcloth are
two diflteren things. You can't get anything faster to
sun or washing than Vat Dyes. Those come in the
wanted shades—Blue, Green, Tan, Pink and White.

PLAYING CARDS

DINNER FORKS
SALAD FORKS
MEAT FORKS
OYSTER FORKS
STEEL KNIVES
BERRY SPOONS

63 inch BLEACHED SHEETING
18c

5c pair

MEN’S OVERALLS

BATES BED SPREADS

39c

8c piece

We will close the last of these children's bloomers
for only

lie each

SILK SCARFS
Indies' Pure Silk Printed Scarfs .. . regular 50c

We are dosing out this

NO-MEND with FREE BOX LUX
The last day for No-Mend's at this price, 15c; 2 pair
for $1.50. Monday all these No-Mends will be $1.00 ea.

85c (2pr.for 1.50)

$3.50

All High Grade Silk Lined

SILVER FLATWARE

LARGE TABLE LAMPS

WEATHER

WOOL DRESSES
Distinctly styled dresses in all high colors. We have
sold hundreds of these at $4.95 and $5.95.

All wool lined with silk crepe

Complete with shade

March 2—American Legion smoker.
March 3—"Ot Thee 1 Sing." presented
by Mrs. Copping before the Rubinstein
Club.
March 3 <3 to 9 30)—Regular meeting
Woman's Educational Club. Copper
Kettle Porch
March 6—Owl's Head town meeting.
March 6—North Haven town meeting.
March 13—Lincolnville town meeting
March 13—Friendship annual town
meeting.

LADIES’ COATS
LAST CALL—FINAL NOTICE

MANY OTHER VALUES
-gppprjpnrJrirJrJpirJr-irJrJrJrJrJrJr- raarerarafgfBrerefZJZjamafzn

18c
19c
25c
25c
25c

These cereals are in a class by themselves. Try them.
These cereals are in five pound bags. Most packages
that you may be buying contain only about 2 1-2 pounds.

Fancy Northern Spy Apples........................ peck
Beech-Nut Tomato Juice............................. can
Beech-Nut Tmato Cocktail..................... pt. bot
Three bottles .......................................................
Salted Dandelions...........................................2 lbs
Home Made Doughnuts................................. doz
Made by Walter Dodge, fre*h

35c
10c
20c
50c
25c
25c

every day,

10 Cans Tall Evaporated Milk.......... .................. 50c
Fancy Native Eggs........................................ 2 doz 39c

J. A. JAMESON CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
FREE DELIVERY

TELEPHONES 17 OR 18

THOMASTON
Trial Offer At Druggists’
It is hoped to have every member
of the Baptist Church register as
On New Mouth-Wash That present at the services next Sun
day. Encourage others by your pres
Saves Half the Usual Costs ence. The motto for the month is
It's the year's big news for mil
lions of people who use a mouth
wash—a new antiseptic by makers
of Vicks VapoRub — which does
everything that any mouth-wash or
gargle can and should do—at half
the cost!
So that people everywhere could
prove for themselves the quality and
amazing economy of Vicks Voratone
—five million trial bottles were sup
plied to druggists below cost ... a
25c value for 10c! The demand,
however, has been enormous and
many druggists report that their
stocks are exhausted. If your own
druggist's supply has gone, do not
hesitate to get the regular 10-ounce

size of Vicks Antiseptic. It is an
even bigger bargain.
Furthermore, every bottle is sola
with this positive guarantee. If,
after a week's trial you are not
delighted with the quality and the
economy of Vicks Antiseptic, return
the unused portion and get your
money back.
You can use Vicks Antiseptic in
your usual way for all your custom
ary uses ... to counteract bad
breath ... as a daily mouth-wash
! or gargle.
In addition. Vicks Antiseptic has
this unique advantage over other
quality antiseptics. Bom in a de! pre-ston year, it is priced accord
ingly ... big 10-ounce bottle ... a
' usual 75c value ... for only 35c.

INAUGURATION DAY I
|

... SPECIALS...

|

| Shino Dust Mop for
I"

49c S

You never bought one before for less than $1.19

g Quart Can Slikup Enamel,

=

$1.42 |

One 30c Can (any color) FREE

=

17c 1
| 25c Galvanized Pad,
| O-Cedar Polish, 60c size,
49c =
| Qt. Gulf Gleam Polish, reg. 69c,
39c 8
i
Sanola Bath Room Fixtures
|
25% Reduction-One Day Only
|
One 20c Mop Stick with 35c Mop
Both for 25c
I
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CRIE HARDWARE CO.
ROCKLAND

| 408 MAIN STREET.
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Turn In

Bottle Caps NOW

TENANT’S HARBOR

ST. GEORGE "HET UP" I ' FACING THE FUTURE

John Morris filled his ice house Over Town Expenses—Allen Harris of Martinsville Wants
Tuesday with eight inch ice.
To See Co-operation At
Says Budget Should Not
H. H Hupper is cutting his ice in
Town Meeting
Exceed $30,000
Warren and hauling it down here.
He says this is the first time in 25
Martinsville. Feb. 24
"March to church in March." The years that he has had to haul ice Fxlltor ol The Courier-Gazette:—
Editor of The Courier-Gazette
During
the
lost
few
weeks
we
have
committee for March 5 is Miss Rosa from out of town to fill his ice house
Let us turn back a few pages in the
heard great ideas and much discus
E. Teel, Mrs. Walter Stackpole. Mrs.
Arthur D Kalloch of Thomaston
history of our town and note what a
sion
in
regard
to
town
affairs,
how
Walter Hastings. Mrs. Martin Web called on relatives In this place re- j
taxes have increased, how inefficient change there has been in our local
ber. Miss Edith Harris, Mrs. Ralpn cently.
the town officers have been, how we Industry in the last 50 years. Gradu
Carroll, Mrs. Charles Starrett.
Among those at the annual dinner1
ought to turn them all out and elect ally. imperceptibly there comes a
Russell Morgan of Ludwig street of the Canadian Society of New
new ones and do away with the tax change and what was modern yester
who was made a first class Scout in York, held recently at the Hotel
collector, cut off transportation of day ls completely outmoded today.
1927. has been chosen as vice presi Biltmore, are noticed the names of
i High School pupils, and some have In the year 1874 there were under
dent of the Pine Tree Scout Lead Fred P. Shafer who spends a few
j gone so far as to say we ought to construction In Tenant's Harbor
ers Association.
I weeks here every summer, and Mi.-s close the High School.
three vessels—namely, the M. K.
Mrs. James Carney had for com Ruth Pierson, daughter of Cap:
Rawley. William Jones and Daisy
Of
course
taxes
were
high
this
year.
pany Sunday her parents Mr. and Reid R. Pierson of this place. Mrs
TYiey were high last year and the year Parker. I think these are the names,
Mrs. William Pratt, her son Ken ] Nellie Pierson. Ruth's mother, is
also a marine railway with a fleet ot
before and for several years they have
neth Johnson, her brother Harold spending the winter with her ln New
about 50 or more coasters to be taken
been steadily mounting, but who is
Pratt, wife and children, all of Ten York.
out and gotten ready for spring work.
to blame for all this increase in taxes’
ant's Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Comstock o!
At Port Clyde there was another rail
Everyone knows where the blame lies;
Miss Avis Brawn is on the dean's Rockland were guests of relatives
way. also Burnham & Morrill's lob
it is with tiie voters who go to the
list of Oolby College.
I here over the weekend.
ster factory and two coal docks, and
town meeting and vote in favor of
Mrs. Sanford Hyler spent Sunday
Rev. Sidney Packard of Boothbay every article in the warrant whether one dock at Tenant's Harbor Coal
with her daughter Mrs. Robert Davis Harbor has been calling on friends
was $4 50 a ton. In the winter season
it is good or bad.
in Rockport.
the Ice business furnished work for
’ in town this week, and as usual, re
Here ts on? example, on raising a crew of men housing and shipping
The ice has left Mill River and now ceived a hearty greeting. Mr. Packmoney for roads In the year 1930 out about 6000 or 7000 tons. Almost
the smelters will have a chance.
' ard has many friends in this com Clifton Felt was occupying a chair munity as well as in Glenmere and there was raised $2600 for special everyone had a pair of horees or a
in the chimney corner when the cor- j Port Clyde where he held pastorates reads. In 1931 we raised $3605. Did yoke of oxen. No trouble to get a
anyone vote against? I'll say they job in those days.
respondent called Wednesday. He for several years.
did not. This tame year the sum of
Now the only thing we have left is
was looking quite pale, but appears
It any of the city folks think that
$3000 was raised for roods and bridges the stone business, and that not very
to be coming on well.
J life is dull tn Tenant's Harbor win
Did anyone question raising this large promising. Most of our men are
Alpheus McLain is ill with rheu ters just ask Johnnie Davidson what
amount? And this year they tell us without work and don't know where
matic fever at his home on Thatcher he thinks about it when he return'
we can get alcng on $1200 for roads they could buy a job today. So let us
street.
j to his home ln Somerville. Mass,
and bridges Why couldn't we have on March 6 when our town meeting
C. A. Morse & Son have the con- i| Anyway. John seems to be having a
got along on this amount for the last convenes, do all we can for the best
tract to build a fishing boat for 8 wonderful time every minute. He is
four years, or until this town ts out interests of our town and trust the
W Gross of New London. Conn. a guest of Whitney Wheeler.
of debt?
future may have something in store
Preliminary work is being done.
Clarence Thompson is ill with
In my mind you cannot lay high for all. We would like to hear from
) grippe and is attended by Dr. Oross
taxes altogether to the school ex some of our able citizens and ln so
Mrs. Marttfa Long and Mrs. Helen
Music of the Baptist Choral Asso
pert. neither can you lay high taxes doing create a good and klnd'y feel
j
Fish
are
ill.
Mrs.
Fish
is
being
cared
ciation for the coming Sunday morn - j
to
cur selectmen. It's the voters ing for all. With spring just around
ing service will be. "From Heavenlv jj for by Mrs. Lizzie Coolbroth.
themelvcs who moke taxes high, and the corner we hope the birds will
Plenty of excitement here In town
Heights," A. Wooler; "Fear Thou
net the tewn officers. Our school be singing songs of good cheer and
Not," Woodman; Hy Praj’er," Harry ,; next Monday, town meeting day!
superintendent thinks the town can with kindest regards to all of my
A little daughter arrived at th*'
Clark.
get along on $9000 this year. I think fellow townsmen.
M. J. Harris
Mrs. Emma Gilchrest with her sis- ' home of Mr. and Mrs. John Lantz we can get along on $3000. Fuel !. a
ter Mrs Marie Ingraham, who is 1 last week. Mrs. Maggie Cook is em
Learn what is meant by “Prices
great deal cheaper, wages are cheaper
her guest for a few weeks, called on ployed there for a few weeks.
and I do hot know of aiij school have reached bottom." Visit any
Capt. Emerson Murphy has been
friends in town Tuesday.
building needing much repair. Some store advertising in this issue when
Capt. Earl Starrett reports high in poor health the past week.
times we can do a whole lot for a little in Rockland Saturday—Inauguration
seas on his route from Thomaston to [ A chopping bee was held at the money when we have to. and this is Day.—adv.
•
home of Sewell Wall Tuesday after
Boothbay Harbor this winter.
one of the years we have get to econo
A successful meeting of the noon. The men manufactured three mize.
If 3.05 beer is firewater. It must be
Methodist Ladies Aid was held in cords of wood. Vernard Watts op
our janitor's notion of a fire.—
In thc year 1931 the sum of $1425
the home of the president Miss erating the sawing machine. Mr was spent on school supplies, text Publishers' Syndicate.
and
Mrs.
Wall
are
very
grateful
to
Edith A. Lenfest. Wednesday after
books and school repairs. This seems
noon. 26 members partaking of the j everyone who helped,
a pretty large sum for these three ob
fine dinner served. The day was!
jects in limes like these. I think onebusily spent In work for the spring
Naomi Chapter Installs Officers
half of this amount would be suffi
sale.
I Installation of Naomi Chapter cient. There are people in this town
Miss Letitia Creighton who hasbeen ■ O.ES.. was held in Masonic hall Feb that can pay their taxes very easily
visiting friends in Patagonia. Ari- 10 These officers were installed by- and there are a plenty who find it
zona. is now in Hamburg. N. Y.. to PD.D.G.M. Belle Frost of Rockland, hard to meet them and some eouldn t
visit her brother James A. Creighton assisted by Mildred Slingsby as mar pay at all. I predict this year will be
and family before returning home.
shal and Daisy Torrey as chaplain: still worse. I do not know whether
At the assembly hall of the Thom Maude Paterson, worthy matron; the stone quarries are going to do
aston High School Monday evening, William Imlach. worthy patron; much this year or not I hope they
a card party was put on by the Margaret Cant, associate matron, do. These quarries an *e life of our
Nurse Association. The decorations John Reid, associate patron: Alice town and when these stop going we
were baskets of pine. Japanese Wheeler, secretary; Blanche Sim fee! it very much.
i lanterns and silver shilling. There mons. treasurer; Elizabeth Imlach,
Tne matter of street lignts has
were 42 players, with eight tables conductress. Evelyn Morris, associate
been brought up and discussed. Some
of auction and one each of contract, conductress: Harriet Rawley. organ*
arc in favor of them and some are
cribbage and anagrams. Honors were 1st; Margaret Reid. Adah; Nandie
not—about evenly divided.
Why
, won in auction by Mrs J. Edward Allen. Ruth: Oladys Davis. Esther,
should the people of Clark Island and
Elliot, Mrs. Bowdoin Graf on. Miss Ada Reid. Martha: Mary Marriott.
Wiley s Corner and other villages be
Harriet Dunn. Miss Mary Johnson, Electa; Aune Bragdon. warder; Har taxed to give us street lamps?
Miss Louise Ingraham; in ana lan Bragdon, sentinel.
Another way of saving a lot of
grams, Miss Helen Carr contract,
Kirk's orchestra of Rockland fur
money is by cutting out some of the
Mrs. Lawrence Dunn; cribbage. nished music for the ceremonies;
superfluous printing in the town re
Charles M. Starrett. The High "Star of the East” was sung by
ports. You would save about $100.
School Orchestra. Miss Alcada Hall Mabel Wilson and James Cant while
All thc appropriations have got to be
leader, won applause by their play those representing the five points ol
slashed this year Wc should not raise
ing. Mrs. Decker gave an instruc the star were being conducted to
over $30,000 this year and we can get
tive talk on contract bridge.
their stations. Mrs. Frost presented
along with Chat sum too. Taxes are
• • • a
the marshal and chaplain with gifts.
going to come hard this year; more so
The Baptist Ladies Circle had to The newly elected worthy matron than hut.
contend with a moderate amount of presented the installing officer a gift,
We elect a board of town officers
moisture Wednesday at their meet and the retiring matron Mildred next Monday. Our selectmen have
Slingsby
with
a
beautiful
Star
ring
ing. Foriy partook of the substantial
wwked hard the past year and have
supper of baked beans and cscal- from her officers, and also a past had some trying things to contend
matron's
jewel
from
the
chapter.
| loped clams. A fine program had
with. I do not think lt a good plan to
Thc entertainment Included a dia
been prepared by Mrs Amy Tripp,
elect new officers every year. Some
logue
by
Doris
Paterson
and
James
which had several participants from
want to do away with the tax col
Rockland. It was well presented and Cant; readings, Ruth Barter. Ever lector. This in my mind is a bad
ett
Torrey
and
Ada
Reid;
songs,
l included these numbers.: Piano solos.
SPECIAL
thing to do. We did this a few years FEdward B Newcombe. “Romanza Albert Slingsby. and the Scotch Male ago and it was a complete failure
j Appassionata." John Orth, and Quartet.
(one only)
The present collector is town tieasMrs. Frost performed her duties
"Buona Notte." Ethelbcrt Ne vln;
urer and does the work without pay.
i vocal solos. Raymond Greene, “I proficiently as usual and credit
Well folks these are my sentiments,
Know a Hill." Whelpley, and “What is also due the marshal and chaplain. and if anyone has anything better to
I Have.’ Carl Bohm; violin solos. Ga- About 200 were present and it was offer please bring it forward Mon
; briel Winchenbaugh. "The Old Re pronounced an exceptionally fine in day. March 6
Elmer E. Allen
Several guests from
frain," arranged by Kreisler, and stallation.
Tenant's Harbor.
(Circulating Type)
I "Gavotte" from “Mignon;" vocal Golden Rod and Grace Chapters at
solos. Mrs. Hazel Atwood, "Out of tended.
Inauguration Day Specials will be

UNION
At the Methodist Church next
Tuesday evening District Superin
tendent Rev. A. I. Oliver Ls to con
duct thc fourth quarterly conference
of the year.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Robbins o4
South West Harbor were visitors a£
Edmund Harding's last week.
Mrs. Fred Burgess ls at the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Mabel Cobb'In
Scarsmont. for a week.
The Epworth League of tnls place
was invited to meet with the Lcagu.*
a t Rockland Monday evening. Those
who attended report a very pleasant
time.
Friends of Mrs. Cora Mank were
pleased to see her out at church
Sunday after several weeks of 111'
ness.
Two new members were received
into Seven Tree Grange at its last
meeting.
Mrs. Lila Burrill was calling on
friends in Rockland last Thursday/
The Woman's Club will hold a
food sale at the Library Saturday.
In spite of the heavy rain of Thursi
day there was fairly good attendance
at the meeting of the auxiliary of
the Woman's Home Missionary So-

ciety at Mis. Thurston's. The society
is indebted to Pastor Moyle for his
kindness In conveying the ladies to
and from the meetings.
Mrs. Nina Fuller was guest of Mrs.
E. F. Glover last Friday at the oper.
meeting of the Methebesec Club In
Rockland. Mrs. Edith Cameron of
this town was speaker.
There will be a child health confer
ence at the M. E. vestry Friday frem
2 to 4 p. m. with Dr. Plumer and Miss
Sutherland present.
The Second District of the Ameri
can Legion Auxiliary will meet With
Storer-Collins Unit next Tuesday at
1.30 o'clock.
Need Not

Suffer from
ARTHRITIS.
RHEUMATISM,
PLEURISY. NEURITIS, ECZEMA.
STOMACH and LIVER TROUBLE
Vitalizing Remedy
NAOXIThe
Contains No Narcotics
GOOD FOR
Brings Relief
COLDS
Send $1 00 for 12-ouncc bottle to

NAOX COMPANY
49 Federal Street,

Boston. Mass.
25*30

Sure, we are tickled pink to co-operate with every
body to help make the Inauguration Day Sales a big
success. If prices are any object you'll find them
here. Specials for that day—

BOYS’ ZIPPER JACKETS, $2.50
MEN’S ZIPPER JACKETS, $3.00
MEN'S MEDIl'M HEAVY WOIK PANTS at
$1.00
TWO BROADCLOTH SHIRTS for ............................................... SLOT
HEAVY WORK SHIRTS
.................................................................... 50c
BOYS' PANTS OF ALE KINDS
................................ $1.00, $1.50, $198
MEN'S HEAVY OVERALLS ................................................................. $1.00
AND OTHER GOODS AT EQUALLY LOW PRICES

Our New Spring Sweaters hare just arrived and we'll be only too
glad to rhow vou. If we haven't the goods you want, you won't hurt
our feelings at all in telling us so.

WILLIS MYER \
tiir
-

INAUGURATION DAY

"SPECIALS!"

from Clicquot Club Ginger Ale
Most stores will gladly accept these little bottle
caps and see that they reach the local relief or
ganization that has accepted Clicquot’s offer.
You can help by turning your caps in regularly,
even a few at a time. It all helps. Five or six
caps will buy a loaf of bread—nine or ten caps
a quart of milk. Pennies count up fast, and so
do bottle caps.
Worth lc Each to Your Relief Fund

Until April 1, 1933
I he Clicquot Club Company have agreed to pay
one cent each to your local relief organization
for every cap turned in before April I, 1933.
Checks are sent out as often are caps are re
turned. It all helps. Turn your bottle caps in
NOW!

CONSULT THIS FREE CATALOG
Before Buying a Single Thing in

SEEDS—

.

POULTRY NEEDS—

KENDALL &
WHITNEY

DAIRY SUPPLIES—
I ■'1 I \'
/!
\ A*.—c fVui.,

FARM EQUIPMENTSUBURBAN and

GARDEN TRUCK
SUPPLIES
Hundreds of illustrations—Spe. ific details—and prices—and special
circulars on many items.

It lists

EVERY NEED THAT’S NEEDED
AT 1933 PRICES
QUALITY WITH ECONOMY

H rite or Call For Your Copy Today

‘farm

—1333
DAIRY

and

POULTRY

SUCFLItS - 5>CtP9

ns end all & Whitney
ItCtRAL fid

TLMPtt

STS.,

H'MIAAD

MAI Ml.

TEXACO RANGE

OIL

WATER WHITE

EMPIRE SPACE
HEATER

! the Dusk to You," Dorothy Lee, and
"Gray Rocks and Grayer Seas,”
Kate Vannah; crayon drawings,
Rev. H. S. Kilborn; vocal solos. Mr.
Greene. Tnvictus." Bruno Huhn. and
“O Come to Me Mavourneen," Frank
Lynes;
pantomime, "Memories,”
cast including Mrs. C. H. Washburn.
Frederick Elwell, Nellie Orff. Hazel
Young. Leona Starrett and Leila
Smalley, assisted’ by Miss Frances
Shaw, reader, and Mrs. Hazel At
wood, vocalist.

NORTH HOPE

Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Pease were
weekend guests of relatives in Rock
land.
February 28 happened to be the
birthday anniversary of both Mr.
and Mrs. A. I. Perry. One member
of the family asked jokingly if lt
wouldn’t be a good plan to not have
any birthday until another year
owing to depression. They decided
on keeping the birthday however but
omitting the "fireworks."
Hartford Fire Insurance Co.
Miss Gladys Bennett spent a few
Hartford, Connecticut
days last week with her sister Mrs.
Neil Libby at the Corner. Mrs.
ASSETS DEC. 31 1932
Libby has recenUy returned flrom
Real Estate...........................
$<.760.2 <0 10
Mortgage Loans ....
1,695,253.00
Camden Community Hospital with
Collateral Loans ....
O
Stocks and Bonds ....
a little son as an addition to the
70.823.230.25
Cash in Office and Bank .
4.292,785.85
family.
Agents' Balances ....
4,999.929.68
Bills Receivable..................
336.819.48
Mr, and Mrs. A. I. Perry and E.
Interest and Rents . . .
485,628.76
AH other Assets ....
0
Donald Perry attended the funeral
Gross Assets................ $86,393,877.12
of Mrs. Susan Heal Monday after
Deduct items not admitted
930,467 44
Admitted ....
noon in Camden at the home of her
$85,463,409^68
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
daughter and son-in-law. Mr. and
Net Unpaid Losses . . .
$4,701,190.35
Mrs. L. A. Tiffany, where deceased
Unearned Premiums . .
<2,869,537.78
All other Liabilities . . .
13.25O.OOO.OO
had
made her home for many years
Cash Capital................
12,000,000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities
and where she was tenderly cared
22.642,681.55
Total Liabilities and Surplus $85,463,409.68
for. Mrs. Heal was an estimable
26-TU-32 woman and was loved by everyone.

a sales event of unprecedented value
to shoppers. Come to Rockland Sat
urday—adv.
•

at $65.00

Regular price $79.50

NEW LINE

of

WASHER
Wringer Type

$54.50
Lowest priced pump washer ever
Built. No water to carry, nu messy
floors.

Regular price $59.50

LYNN
RANGE
BURNERS

M. W.

SPECIAL

HOT WATER

EMPIRE DE LUXE

1330 Gallons

RANGE BURNER

for $1.00
Have continuous hot water at low
cost

Burn Oil

at $24.50
Fully guaranteed and approved.
With nicklc stand

Regular price $34.50
SAVE $10

SPECIAL

NOTICE

The overseers of the poor of St.
George rannot and will not directly
or Indirectly support any family or
individual who are in possession ot
an automobile. We consider it
wholly unfair to those who have
sacrificed and gone without this
luxury and have saved lor the pres
ent rainy day period to be taxed at
this time for the support of those
who have squandered fhelr earnings
and In some cases their savings to
pay for and maintain the luxury of
an automobile. W'e believe this to
be In strict arrordane with the
State Department of Welfare and
also for the best interests of those
who pay their taxes year by year.
OVERSEERS OF POOR
Town of St. George.
24-26
Tynant’s Harbor, Me.

SEE THE

FRIGIDAIRE
SALES
FOR

KNOX COUNTY

APEX VACUUM
CLEANER
$24.50
Motor driven brush, ball hearing
Cleaner. This cleaner sold a year
ago for

LIGHTING PLANTS
AND

ELECTRIC
WATER SYSTEMS
Fairbanks-Morse

$59.50

EVERYTHING IN OIL BURNING EQUIPMENT
The beautiful flowers, silent testi
monials of tribute from many loving
friends, children and grandchildren,
emphasized the thought that after a
well rounded life she had passed on I
to her reward and to Join the loved
ones gone before. The home that has
held her presence so long will be
lonely, but her spirit will remain, an
inspiration to all who ever knew her,
and they are cheered by the feeling
that “our loss is her gain.”

In Trouble

Tel. 730

For Service

A, G. McLoon Go.
503 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND
AT THE FRIGIDAIRE SIGN

Fuel Oil

Telephone
730

3
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Every-Other-Day

ROCKPORT

VINALHAVEN

WALDOBORO

INAUGURATION WEEKEND SPECIALS

Plans for the next meeting of Mar
Rockport's town meeting will be
Wilbur O. Pilcher
guerite Chapter, O£B, March 6 held March 20.
Wilbur O. Pitcher, 86, life-long
| 'j include the initiation of two candi
The G. W, Bridge Club was enter resident of Waldoboro, died Feb 28
dates. The entertainment oomjnlt- tained Tuesday afternoon at the in the house where he was born anti
| {tee, Mrs. Kittle Wehster, Mrs. Re- home of Mrs. Annie Hodgman in
hod always lived. His father was
F becca Arey and Mrs. Lottie Webster Camden. The hostess at next week's also born and lived his entire lifetime
will serve a covered dish supper meeting will be Mrs. Ada Libby.
in the house which was built by his
; ' which members are requested to proIce cutting operations on the Lily grandfather.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 993
! vide.
Pond by the Rockport Hardware
Mr. Pitcher’s death occurred five
-j
Islesboro High School basketball Co. were completed Wednesday.
weeks after that of his wife, whom he
|' team will play here Friday evening.
Josiah Condon of Belfast was a married 66 years ago. He was one of
I It will be the last game of the Girl recent caller at the home of Mr. and the most widely known residents ol
. ! Scouts this season with an out of Mrs. Josiah Parsons, Beech street.
the town and had held various mu
- [ town team. There will also be a
Rockport High School boys were nicipal offices, including those of tax
|j j boys game.
handed a defeat 44-22 in thier last collector and assessor. He was a
Stephen A. Colson, a Civil War league game of the season which was farmer by occupation. Surviving are
veteran and past commander of Laf played at Thomaston Tuesday eve a son, J. Curtis Pitcher of Milton,
ayette Carver Post, died Tuesday at ning. The girls' game, however, re Mass., and a grand,»n. Hollis, of
Citizens Insurance Company
his home after an illness of two sulted in a tie score of 24-24.
Waldoboro.
months. Deceased was born in
Funeral services will be conducted
The Twentieth Century Club will
OF NEW JERSEY
Winterport. Obituary notice will ap- be entertained Friday afternoon at at the home today, Thursday at 2
S' pear in the next issue.
the home of Miss Marion Weidman o'clock and interment will be in the
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1932
Mrs. Carrie Bradstreet Hinds, re instead of Mrs. Maud Walker as Swectiand cemetery.
Real Estate ....
cent guest in town of her brother previously announced. Miss Weid
• • • fc
Mortgage Loans . .
Collateral Loans
Edgar Bradstreet, spent the week man substituting as hostess for Mrs
Miss Mona Jones was ai home from
$1,964,180.25
Stocks and Bonds . .
. S94.OSS.S7
Cash in Office and Bank
end in Rockland in the home of Louise Holbrook. The afternoon Oak Grove Seminary, Vassalbore, for
. 337,728.69
Agents’ Balances . .
.
6.694.19
Bills Receivable . . .
0 her brother Jesse before returning J will be spent socially with an in- the weekend and holiday.
.
20.806.23
Interest and Rents
! j to Brockton, Mass.
0
formal program and. refreshments.
All
other
Assets
.
Roller polo tonight. Rockland vs.
IJ.V2J.4M.MJ
Gross Assets
. .
Herbert Shields is a patient at
The Tuesday afternoon Bridge Waldoboro, preceded by a game be
. 103.768.71
Deduct items not admitted
Knox Hospital.
Club met at the home of Mrs. Marion tween rookie teams. Lots of excite
g2.81V.696.JJ
Admitted
. . .
- - 1 Edward White who passed last Ingraham with Mrs. Hildred Rider, ment promised.
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
. $73.262 91
Net Unpaid Losses . .
, week with his parents Mr. and Mrs. hostess.
Miss Laura Whitcomb is in Port
Unearned Premiums . .
. 346,112.72
fe 1 Frank White left Monday to enter
. 311.871.51
All other Liabilities . .
Capt. W. F. Robbins has moved land this week.
.1.000,000.00
Cash Capital.....................
|1 Hebron Academy.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Crowell enter
from the Frank Rider tenement,
.1.088,449 08
Surplus over all Liabilities ______________
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,819,090.22
Mrs. Langtry Smith will entertain Main street, to the Magune house on tained at a dinner party Saturday
| the Mothers and Daughters Club this Mechanic street. Mr. Rider and followed by bridge in the evening.
26-Th-32
§j week.
family will occupy the vacated tene
SWIFTS OR SQUIRES
BI
Mrs. Inez Conant has been guest of ment, and are moving there today.
HHHGHH HB
ihiaiw;
gf relatives in Rockland for a week. •
Josiah Parsons who has been ill
About 40 men donated their serv for several weeks is reported
NATIVE
ices Tuesday and finished the chop- somewhat improved.
i ping of wood which it was expected
Mr. and Mrs. Douglass Bisbee en
would take another day. Dinner tertained members of the Nitsumwas served to the workers.
sosum Club and their husbands
PIG’S
Not a Cheap
Monday evening at supper and j
Brown
Washington School Notes
bridge.
Paint
Maroon
Basketball games now scheduled
The pupils of the seventh and
50 CENTS
Orange
eighth grades in Washington school, at the local gymnasium are: Rock
Yellow
PER QUART
BONELESS
Marie M. Teele, teacher, have just ville against Brooks on Friday eve
completed the Columbian Achieve ning of this week and Rockport Ace
Reg. SherwinBrown Stone
ment Test for the month of Febru against Rockville Wednesday evening
Williams
Deep Buff
of next week.
ary, with these results:
LEAN
Rev. and Mrs. F. F. Fowle. Mr. and
Eighth grade, history and civics,
Light Gray
’ Quality
perfect score 40. James Barton 34, Mrs. Roland Richards. Mrs. Linthel
Eugene Burgess 34. Ruth Hili 33, Lane and daughter Elizabeth at
PAINT YOUR SCREENS NOW
Hester Brown 32, John Beckman 32, tended thc performance of “JepKRAFT’S CREAM—All Flavors
Olaf Holmquist 31, Vera Warren 29. tha's Daughter" Tuesday evening at
English, perfect score 50. Ruth Hill Megunticook Grange hall, Camden.
48, James Barton 44. John Beckman . Douglass Davis is confined to the
37. Eugene Burgess 34, Olaf Holm house with a second and quite severe
attack of rheumatism.
quist 33.
Mrs. B. H. Paul left Wednesday
Seventh grade, history and civics,
The compartment for moth balls in these poles in
perfect score 40. Frank Peterson 37, for a visit of three weeks with her
sures your garments against moths
George Headley 34, Dorothy Young daughter Mrs. Elliott Merrifield at
h 34, Arnold Sturkes 32. Margaret Springvale.
THESE PRICES FOR SATURDAY ONLY
An all-day session of thc Farm
Swanson 31. Amy Coiumb 31. Doro
thy Ames 30. English, perfect score Bureau will be held Tuesday at the
40. Margaret Swanson 35, FYank home of Mrs. Christie Whitney, sub
Peterson 32, Dorothy Ames 33. Amy ject, "Home Organization.” Home
Coiumb 31, Eleanor Calderwood 31, Demonstration Agent, Jessie M Law
453 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND
NATIVE
rence, will be present. Dinner at
George Headley 30.
liaiiiilwlSID
noon will be under the direction of
Mrs.
Karl
Packard
and
Mrs.
Winfield
INGRAHAM HILL
Twelve litue damsels from Ingra Robbins of Rockville.
Don't forget the musical enter-1
ham Hill took a hike down to Ada
tainment
and social at Town hall
Martin's Saturday to talk about or
ganizing a club for young girls. this evening under the auspices of
They elected officers and seemed to the High School Band and Orches
like the name Know How Club, as it tra.
Mrs. Olive Whittier entertained this
applies to all kinds of work which
week
the Tuesday Evening Bridge i
J they are anxious to learn. Nerjt
Saturday they will take samples of Club at her home on High street.
• • • •
their darning. School girls wear

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY, AT

GLENDENNING’S MARKET
248 MAIN ST.

book racks which Charles Baum re
Tiie guests were Mr. and Mrs. C. 8
CLARK ISLAND
cently made for them, kindly donat
Stahl. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stengei,
ing his services for the good of the
The
Clark
Island
Sunday
School
Mi-, and Mrs. W. C. Flint, Mr. and
Mrs. S. II. Weston and Mr ar.d Mrs ls very much pleased with the new Sunday school.
L. T. Weston.
Mrs. Ella Marshall and son who
are tn Rockland this winter, hav a
been guests of Mrs. Marshall's sister
Mrs. John H. Mtlller.
The Junior High Basketball Tram
defeated the boys of thc Newcastle
The New Deal Begins
Grammar School by a score of 16-13,
in Newcastle Saturday afternoon
SATURDAY, MARCH 4th
John Grant was coach, ar.d the local
players. Alfred Ellis, center; Reginald
Thousands of men are
French, right forward; Johr Rider,
daily
discovering
that
left forward: Roger Miller, right
guard; Joe Anderson, left guard; Wil
frayed clothes and frayed
liam Jameson, substitute.
nerves go togeher.

AMERICA IS AWAKENING!

That they can’t keep up un
less they dress up.

That they can’t look
shabby and be successful.

Pork to Roast

A

Ib 10c
SHORT SHANK

SMOKED SHOULDERS, pound,
CENTER CUT

FRESH GROUND

25c

LEAN

Stew Beef, lb
NEWLY

15c

Liver, 3 lbs.,

INAUGURATION DAY SALE

Floor
Enamel

23c

Corned Beef 12c, 15c
TOP ROUND

Steak, lb.
HOME MADE

Sausage, lb.,

Pot Roast, Ib.,

15c

43c

BUTTER, 2 pounds,

43c

EGGS, dozen,
ORANGES
Dozen 33c
NEW CRISP

Value—great!
what we have.

/J

$15

OUR SCREENEN AMEL, quart,
OUR SCREEN ENAMEL, quart,
Adjustable Closet Poles, each,

ORANGES
Dozen 15c

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

see

$18

$20

Topcoats that are sure A
New Deal in Price and
Quality. Smart, comfort
able.
$15 •to $25

New Spring Hats. New
Shades, New Shapes. In a
variety of styles to assure
every man a becoming hat.

19

ORANGES
Dozen 27c

Just

Men’s Suits styled and tail
ored with precision, of all
wool, new fabrics.

Chuck Roast, lb 10c

Frankforts, 2 lbs 23c Cheese, lb.,

STRICTLY FRESII

•/

\

Porch
and Deck

23c

15c

Quality—certainly! Every
detail watched from coat
collar to trouser cuffs.

PAINT BARGAINS

Hamburg, 2 lbs 25c Veal Chops, lb., 23c

The New Deal is a fine
thing for those who want a
lot of value at moderate
cost.

Style—plenty! Single and
double breasters in newest
weaves and pattens!

9c

Pork Chops 2 lbs 23c Bacon, lb.,

That personal pride pays a
personal profit.

$2.00, $3.00, $3.50, $5.00

Gregory’s

Spinach, peck, 23c Potatoes, bushel 45c
LARGE FLORIDA

■

r

GRAPEFRUIT, 5 for

25c

Smashing Specials

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE, pound, 29c
■■
. ..

Rockland Business College
NEW CLASSES BEGINNING NEXT TWO WEEKS
TEL. 1223-W
OFFICE HOURS: 8.00 TO 1.00
After Hours Call MRS. LENA K. SARGENT AT THE THORNDIKE
HOTEL. TEL. 620
25-27

out a lot of hosiery and a stitch in
time saves nine. The club motto is
i "Climbing." There are twelve stairs
to climb, and they will have one
foot on the first step at the next
meeting it is hoped, and as it is
rather tiresome standing on one foot,
they will try hard to get both feet
on the first step.

CROCKETT S ANNUAL 9c SALE
STARTS SATURDAY, MARCH 4th
And continues thru to March 11. Hundreds of bar
gains and big special items on sale each day

See Our Big Circular and Windows For Items On Sale at 9 Cents.
Here Are a Few:
10 qt. Galvanized Pails, each 9c
Ladies’ and Men’s Hosiery, pr 9c
1
9c
Large ”
Towels,
gc
Cups and Saucers,
9C
Electric Cord Sets,
9c
Felt Base Mats,

Whisk Brooms,
gej sheets,

9c
29c

Children’s Dresses, sizes 7

to 14 only,
Handkerchiefs, 9 for

19c
9c

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY IN OUR NEW
FOOD DEPARTMENT

Pea Beans, 2 pounds,
14 oz. Catsup,
2 lb. jar Peanut Butter,

15 oz. Pkg. Raisins,

5c
10c

1 lb. pkg. Mixed Tea, only 15c
(lowest ever sold)

Good Coffee, pound,
19c Good Butter, 2 pounds,

20c
45c

Sugar, 10 pounds,

45c

5c

E. B. Crockett 5c & 10c to $1.00 Store

Hoboken School Notes

Enrollment this term has dropped
from 34 to 32. grade one having the
record attendance.
Only two members of grades one
and two were absent last term due to
illness. Those not absent or tardy:
Mildred Ames. Myrtle Andrews,
Lloyd Grant, Robert Hare, Gerald
Richards, Eva Walden. Bernice
Jones, Muriel Adams, Margaret
Ames, Charles Jewell.
Myrtle Andrews started the Wild
Flower contest Jan. 2 with pussy wil
lows.
All are glad to have Irene Moody
back again after being in Boston for
hospital treatment.
Rhythmic Band practice is held
each Friday afternoon. At thc last
rehearsal Lewis Tatham played two
selections on his chima-phone.
From the funds raised by the Im
provement League $4 has been paid
toward the dental clinic, $5 for paint
and labor, and $3 for tuning piano.

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mrs. Leland Winchenbach and
daughter Arvilla, are visiting rela
tives in Boston and vicinity.
Mr. Wright of Woolwich who has
been boarding at the home of Rev.
T. H. Fernald the past three weeks,
returned home Saturday, after fin
ishing his work here.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Studley of j
the village were callers at Mrs. Caro
line Winchenbach's Sunday.
Allyn French went to Camden i
with his orchestra, in which he plays 1
the saxophone, one evening last
week.
The many friends of Mrs. Herbert'
Oldls are sorry to hear that she is
seriously til at her home in Waldo- i
boro village.
Lowell Wallace and Vincent Fland
ers were in Rockland Friday.
Mr. and1 Mrs. Edward Shuman
have gone to Portland for an indefi
nite stay.
J. Curtiss Pitcher spent the week
end with his father Wilbur O. Pitch
er, who was then very ill. Mr.
Pitcher's death occurred the next
day after the son left for his home
in Milton. Mass

For Inauguration Day
A SENSATIONAL BARGAIN!

LOOK AT THIS GREAT VALUE!

Look at this—A Spring Filled Mat •

tress with hair top and bottom;

$«

fullil

IL

r/|

spring construction; handsome tick..

The newest in Studio Couches. The
wanted coverings, deep full springs,
three pillows, twin or double as desired. A true bargain

BRIDGE

FLOOR

OVERSTUFFED

LAMPS

COVERINGS

CHAIR

»

<P

I
R “J

ODD
CHAIRS
AND ROCKERS

79c

29c, 39c yard

$15.95

4.95 and up

These lamps have the hand
some Parchment Shades

Felt base, beautiful new pat
terns; every room in thc house.

A splendid value—fine chairs
in the wanted coverings

Just the thing for that room at
home

These Inauguration Day Specials are Standard Values at Our Store. Quality Merchandise at the Very Low

est Prices Consistent With Sound Business.

Profits.

Our Patrons Profit Thereby.

We Buy For Cash. Buy Wisely and Are Content with Small

Visit Our Store Saturday.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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Every-Other-Day
APPLETON

CONCOCTING THE LENTEN MENU

THC ICNCCM TABIC
MAY WE SUGGEST—
FULL FLAVORED, HEARTY AND
DELICIOUS—FANCY FRESH

HALIBUT

POUND

25c
25c

SWORDFISH, pound,
COD STEAK, 2 pounds,
FISH STICKS, 2 pounds,
MACKEREL, pound,

25c

05c

2 lbs 25c

FRESH COD TONGUES

GORTON’S CODFISH CAKES, can,________ 10c
“A WORD TO TIIE WISE”
It is an accepted fart that almo t everyone there days Is in
terested in economy. We are en
tirely aware of this fart, and it
is our aim to inakr it possible
for our eu' turners to practice
i eonomy without sarriflee of
quality.
Market conditions today make
possible prices of quality foods
which, in many instances, arthe lowest in history. Seldom
have pennies gone so far in the
purchase of quality merchandise.
To cite a typical example, we
olfer Maxwell House t offee, un
questionably one of the world's
finest coffees at 29c a pound tin.
Similarly, Blark and Gay's
Oven Baked Beans at Ilk'. Golden
Bantam Corn at 10c, Swift's
Premium Hams at 15c a pound
and scores of othrr foods indicate
the level of our prices of best
qualities.
Today it is possible to enjoy
the best at prices lowtr ’han for
mediocre quality not long ago.
It is our policy to bring to
gether a number of brands, at
varying prices, from which oucu'tomers may (elect tho e best
suited to their requiremrnts. al
ways a urcd that everything at
Perry’s con-slice wilh definite
quality :’andard .
Our price- for :taple standard
groctries, whether nationally ad
vert!: cd or ctherwtoe, arc as low
a or lower than el ewhere. We
have in mind such .tern- as corn
flakes, sugar, flour, soaps, butter,
fresh nr at . soap powder . fresh
and - mok<d fish and hundreds of
like items.
We realize lhat many women
jf ir.lere-trd in special values
and each week wc offer a list of
■uch value-, thu, making po sible
further ravings.
Our s.'mple method of encration brings foods from producer
to this store bv direct economical
routes, the last word in simplicity
and low costs. Food dealer- from
all over thr date come to visit
u and to studv our simnlified
economical method of operation.
Many new customers are com
ing tn us each year. Equally
s'gnificant is the fact tha* cus
tomers. who have made trials
el-where are row turning to us
dally, more certain than ever
that ro (tore offers as much as
Perrv's.
Scores of our customer have
made most careful tests. Thee
are eonvineed that aualitv fnr
ouality. and dillar for uoliar,
they canrot do as well ehewhere
a- at Perry’s. "Save Wisely at
Perry'-.'' has become the shop
ping formu'a of hundreds of
thrifty people.

INAUGURATION
SPECIALS
Large Roasting Chickens, lb.,

23c

Large Fatted Fowl, lb.,

21c
19c

-

ROASTING

PORK, lb.

11c

«

mmum

CHICK

ROAST, lb.,

lOc

1

5c

Rl'MP ROAST

4c

BEEF, lb.,

POT ROAST, lb. J 1
NEWLY
CORNED

1

BONELESS BRISKET, Ib.,

12c

STEAK SALE
TOP ROUND,
RUMP STEAK,
CUBED STEAK,
SIRLOIN STEAK,

eatS

||Fresh Vegetables

BONELESS PORK

23c
ibl5c Celery, 2 br.chs
Carrots, 4 bnchs.
23c
Lettuce, 2 heads,
19c
HAMBURG STEAK
FRESII
PIG’S LIVER
BEET OR ENDIVE

SHOULDERS,

3 pounds 25c

BONELESS
PRIME RIB
OVEN ROAST

GREENS, peck

19!

SALTED DANDELION

GREENS
2 lbs. 29c

Stewing Lamb rt IL^
Stewing Beef / |[|\
20 LB. TCB
Hamburg
PURE LARD
Bacon
QCn
Sausage Patt’es / Hf, PURE
Frankforts
LARD, 4 lbs.
ARMOUR’S or SHIFT'S

HAM,

qj-

Ib.H’tnter Cuts^OC

29c

$1.20
23c

GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS, 4 lbs 25c

FLORIDA, 2dozen,

25c

SUNKIST,, 2 dozen

29c

LGE. FLORIDA, doz. 33c
AMERICAN

CHEESE, lb

19c
GROCERIES
TIIE FAMOUS

IVORY SALT
2 pkgs. 15c

1 Bottle Lemon »2
■J 1 Bottle Orange »2
8 Famous Recipes

Free
With Every Bottle
OF

Foss’
53?

ig tf®
^ue.s TODAY

BUDWEISER
MALT

can49c

Mellowed Vanilla

VALVE FOR 31?

I For Limited Time Only]

SATURDAY SPECIAL

KAY-DIPS

Salada Tea, Red Label, 1-2 lb.,
Lux Toilet Soap, 3 cakes,
Cut Wax Beans, 3 cans,
Quick Arrow Soap Chips, 2 packages,

B & G BEANS

3 j-

39c
17c
29c
25c

29c

YELLOW EYE, PEA, KIDNEY

Peanut Stuffed
DATES
Chocolate Dipped

lb.

29 c

This Cany Is All
Hand Made
Tiy a Pound

Beech-Nut Spaghetti, 3 cans,
25c
Bakers Cocoa, 1-2 pound tin,
10c
Kellogg’s Corn Flakes, 2 packages,
15c
Assorted Cookies, pound,
15c
Swans Down Cake Flour, package,
23c
Peanut Butter, 2 pound jar,
23c
Armours’ Milk, 3 tall cans,
17c
P. and G. Soap, 7 cakes,
19c
Macaroni-Spaghetti, package,
05c
Raisins, Seeded or Seedless, 3 packages,20c

A committee from the Pentecostal

Here Are Some Fish Preparations Which Make Epicureans Church of Rockland called cn the
farmers in this section Tuesday
Sit Up and Take Notice
soliciting for the unemployed. This
organization opened a soup ki'c'aen
or parchment paper, and steam over
about the middie of December ar.d
boiling water until tender. This will
take 12 to 15 minutes. There is less
loss of flavor than in boiling Remove
fillets carefully to hot platter. Cover
with egg sauce. Garnish with parsley.
• • • •

The Lenten season directs attention
to fish in the diet. The fresh ocean
fishes, such as haddock and cod. now
are obtainable throughout tbe coun
try due to scientific methods of fish
ing and fast transportation. Had
dock, cod and other ocean fish are a
Lenten Combinations
protein food of the lean, non-fatten
ing variety and more easily digested
Fish, as a foundation for so many
than some other protein foods
dit.aers. is rightly called the "Lenten
Fish may be cooked and sauced so meat." Here are some attractive flsn
as to delight the gods or overcooked mra'»:
and undeisauced so as to disgust the
Fish chowder may be the first
men.
ccuu?, followed by fish croquettes
“The Anx-i can bcusrwife, cooks he-j with potatoes, carrots and pickles.
fish too hard and too long." states the i Fruit and cream with wafers and
Forty Fathom Fish Service of Boston j coffee make a simple d sssrt.
toUowir.g a study of home fish ccok
Steamed fish with boiled potatoes,
ery methods "Fish must be cooked carrots and lettuce salad. Custard,
slowly, except in broiling or frying. coffee or tea.
Boil fish quxkly and you rob it cf
Fried fish, with mashed potatoes,
much of its flavor. Fresh fillets ot | carrots and cole slaw. Chocolate pud
ocean fish have the salt tang of the ding and a hot beverate.
sea. When boiled, the use of salted , Fish prepared with tomatoes is'
water, however, brings out the full served with mashed potatoes and
flavor, but when cooked in other ways, beans. Oyster salad makes an unex
pepper only should be used for sea pected side dish.. Conclude with cake
soning while cooking. A filleted fish and coffee or tea.
is fully cleaned and minus head, tails,
Fried oysteTs go well with rice, but- |
fins, backbones, wrapped, packed, iced tered beets and cole slaw, a peach
and shipped from the receiving cen dessert and coffee.
ters along the seaboard the day the J Ffch cutlets combine well with scal
fares of fish come from the banks loped potatoes, tomatoes and cole
• • • •
slaw, rice pudding and coffee or tea
Here are three selected recipes for
Boiled fish is served with baked
the Lenten table., tested by fifty ot potatoes and sauerkraut Molded fish
the most famous cooks ashore and by salad Introduces another type of fish.
10 seacooks of the flof.y Fathom Prune whip is served with tea or
fleet who have the job of keeping the coffee.
hard-toiling fishermen fed:
Scalloped oysters call for French
Broiled Fillets: Brush the fillets with fried potatoes and buttered beets.
oil or butter and place tlesh side up Apple pie and coffee are the usual
on a well greased cooky sheet. Put dessert.
on rack in broiling over and broil till
New sauces for fish add variety to
brcwn. Then loosen fish, place a the I/enten diet. Flavor white sauce
greased cooky sheet on top, invert with anchovy essence or grated
both sheets, lift off the upper one. cheese. A sauce containing tomato
brush unbroiled side of fish with oil ketchup, lemon Juice, minced olives
or butter, season to taste and broil and horseradish adds a tart flavor to
again until brown. Place platter over a bland fish course. "Maitre d'hotel
fish, invert and remove cooky sheet. butter" another good sauce, con
Spread fish with butter Garnish with tains horse-radish, thick cream and
lemon juice, as well as butter. Russian
parsley.
Baked with Tomato: Wipe flUe's dressing is merely the artful blending
and put on greased oven-proof plat of ketchup and mayonnaise. Tartare
ter. Cover top with sliced fresh sauce is based on mayonnaise with
tomato, canned tomato drained from the addition of minced parsley,
Juice or canned tomato soup. Bake minced onion, pickles or olives. Egg
15 to 25 minutes in moderate oven Pcquefcrt and other cheese 'sauces
are delicious with fish. One kind of
375 degrees, basting twice with
cup melted butter and liquid in plat fish may be served witii the sauce of
another. Lcbster or shrimp eauc?
ter.
Steamed: Put fillets in perforated icrved with any kind cf fish contribpie plate or in a piece of cheesecloth , utt s a double flavor.

Learn what is meant by "Prices
have reached bottom." Visit any
Mrs Curtis C. Starrett txnd daugh store advertising in this issue when
ter Miss Etta Starrett were recent in Rockiand Saturday—Inauguration
dinner gurets of Mr and Mrs Ro'ar.d Day—adv.
Starrett.
Inauguration Day Specials will be
Ralph 8pear of Rcckland was in
a sales event of unprecedented value
town Tuesday.
Mrs. Alice White returned Satur to shoppers. Come to Rcckland Sat
day to her home in East Orland after urday—adv.
having beat the que^t here cl Mrs.
Flcra Psitody and cf Mr. and Mrs TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION
POLICE dor lost—left home Saturday
Edwin Ccpe'ar.d at Eit'i.
Dark yellow, one year old. 85 lbs. Name
Unusually good attendance marked Prince B V SIMMONS Warren 26-28
the Tuesday rr.sctlr j of the Sens ci
PAIR of brown, lined gloves, size 8'j.
wrist, lost between Court House
Union Veterans' Aux*lia:y Wa h- strapped
and
Main
St
Please
return
to
SHERIFF
S OFFICE _____________ 26*It
ln; ton's birthday was observed in a
AGENTS
wanted
men
and
women
to
very appropriate manner, r;j:r.g» sell household necessity Send 25c for
Minnie
and
full
particulars.
100
e
:
profit
bring given by Mrs. Rocfca Buber
possible. DEPT B. 1492 Wash. Ave.
Mr; Laura Brackett, Mts. Belie Mills Portland
26*28
IOWER apartment five rooms and
and Mrs. Fred Peebody. Th? dinner
bath to let. at 20 CAMDEN ST Tel.
was In charge of Mrt. 3elle Mills, 639-J_____________________________ 26-tf
OFFICES to let at 69 Park St., heated
Mrs. Fred Peabody and Mrs. William
ard liehted. t3 50 week
V. F S-----Stickney. Several humorous readings LEY 283 Main St Tel 1080
were also given before the close cf tne
meeting
Mts. George Starrett returnee last
Friday from a visit v"h her «!st?r
Mrs. Forrest T. Bangs at Relmout,
Mass.
Maynard Packard enrett' to Port
SHOE STORE
land. Conn., Friday caned cn hls
436 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
father Loring Packard. He was ac
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
companied by Everett Munsey who
was going writh him as fa; as Boston.
Mr. Packard has a position traveling
Girls' and Women’s
for a Connecticut firm and scenv
quite recovered from his recent surgi
SPORT OXFORDS
cal operation.,
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel E. Norwood
Pig Skin, Smoked Elk,
and Mrs. Ella Lewis recently 5,rent t
Brown
and Combinations.
day at Augusta.
Moccasin and Oxford
A social will be held Friday cvraiirj
at Glover hall by the sop.iomcrcs of
Styles
the High Schcol, the prcccedn ot
which will benefit thc seniors.
At the Baptist Church Sunday
morning. Rev. Howard A. Welch will
give thc final sermon in the ., ries of
Sermons on the Mount entitled "Rock
or Sand.' Bible schcol will bt at
noon, union service at 7 Rev. H. I.
Holt, pastor of the Cor gicgational
Church as speaker.

free meals have been served there to | men of RocklantP have stood by this
all needy frcm 8 a. m. to 6 p. m every a-ovement is an nonor to any city.
day. Hundreds every week traveling Special mention was trade of the
from one place to another, out of Jchn Bird Co., Perry .i Market, J. A.
work and discouraged, have been fed Jameson St Co., A &.P. stores, Stover's
and given a word of encouragement. Grain Store, Rockiand Coal Co., and
Some days the number of men of this fnany others, Including the city ma
class are many. The pastor, Mr tron. The pastor says Rockland ha;
Staples, says the way the business a marshal witii a big heart.

RADIO
T5he
Puts You on the Stage
With the Dignitaries
~N

$18.75 to $150.00 Federal Tax Paid

The day of the Inauguration the eyes of the world will be
directed towards Washington and there will be present the
greatest political lights of the country. Take your place right
next to the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court and the in
coming President with The Philco. Ablel announcers will
draw a vivid and accurate picture for you.

See our Southern Window for Inauguration Day Specials on
New 1933 Philco Radios
Special Allowances as high as $30

Special for This Sale Only
EQUIP YOUR RADIO WITH PHILCO HIGH EFFICIENCY TUBES AT
NEW LOW PRICES FOR THE INAUGURAL ADDRESS

For Example:

WARREN

R. E, NUTT
■ nmai ■

Learn what is meant by "Prices ,
have reached bottom." Visit any
store advertising in this issue when
in Rockland Saturday—Inauguration
Day.—adv.

VICKS COUGH DROP

$1.05

.49

26
71
45
47
24
35

.85
.95
1.15
1.50
1.40
1.50

.39
.49
.59
.69
.69
.69

Other Types at Correspondingly Low Prices

HOUSE-SHERMAN, /nc.
(At The Brook)

442 Main Street
—

J. J. NEWBERRY CO •
QPFTI A I Q IN THE
FOOD
ar
DEPARTMENT
1LUUI
IIH1/uICO
LU L,MITEDwhile
11
FRU a1 HTI1 A
\
J I 11
TY A 1/ T> TA
BEANS

they last

PKG

AJJg
a

loganberries

1

BLACKBERRIES YOUR CHOICE « ft ] !C
STRAWBERRIES
■
RASPBERRIES
TALL CAN ■

CRAB MEAT
Brand Now, Too!

PUMPS and OXFORDS
Brown, Black, Grey

$1.98, $2.98
■
Ingredients of Vicks
VapoRub in Convenient Candy Form

27

large can

medium can

tall can

*5c
OVEN BAKED N. E. STYLE

9 ■■■■■ ■
All Archimedes's lever needed was
a fulcrum, and all business needs is a
purchase—Arkanas Gazette.

Sale Price

Reg. Price

Type

And of Course

ARCH HEALTH SHOES

SALMON

OR LOBSTER

RED

NO. 1-2 CAN

15c 9c

23c
COFFEE, lb.,

PIN K

TUNA FISH,

15c

SHRIMP,

10c

TALL CAN

19

TEA, pound,

1

9 BREAD, loaf,

5c

Every-OtKer-Day

In addition to persons! notea regard
Ing departure* and arrlvala. thia depart
ment especially desires Information ot
aoclal happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent bv mall or telephone will bt
gladly received.
TELEPHONE

Pagfe SevCT
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710 or 794

Harry Young of Southboro, Mass.,
has been in the ctty the past few days,
nnd accompanied by Miss Alena
Young went to Matinicus yesterday
to attend the funeral of their brother.
W. Scott Young.

The O. T. Club mot Friday evening
with Mrs. Horry Leveno ler. Mrs
Ecnald Farrand regirtered highest
•score for the evening.

The Wawenock Club met Monday
evening with Mrs. Elizabeth Eaton,
with response to roll call taken from
the works ot John Greenleaf Whittier
Interesting papers were presented by
Mrs. Hattie Keating and Mi s. Fanny
Norton, on “Augusta and the Kenne
bec" and "Valleys of the AndiostcgThe Five Day Club was entertained gtn," respectively. The usual routine
Tuesday evening by Mr. ond Mrs. Aus- of current events and question box
tln
hto.h
“** Huntley, tne nign llgnt ot tne study was carried out.
gathering being a talk by O. B. Brown
cn lc:al current events and the gen
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Rose have
eral financial situation. The next returned frcm a stay of sevsiai weeks
meeting will be Sunday evening with in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown.
Mrs. Thcmas McKinr yy was
Miriam Sewing Circle wii! meet hostess to the P&T Club Tuecday
Friday afternoon with Mrs. Lizzie afternoon, with Mr?. Fred Achorn
Prendh, 61 Rankin street. Take carrying off honors in bridge.
patchwork pieces.
The Outing Club was delightfully
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Cummings of enteilained at luncheon yesterday by
Brewer are spending the week at Mr. Mrs. Freeman Young. Main street.
Cummirgs’ home in this city. Mr
Mis. Sanford Chapman ha- re
Cummings is a teacher in Bangor
turned from a visit with friends in
High School.
Tenant's Harbor.
Mm Mary Daggett who has been
Mrs. O. B. Brown spent Sunday
very ill at her home cn North Main
with
her mother Mrs. Leamon Young,
ftreet, is recovering slowly.
at The 'Keag.

Alvary Gay has returned from a
few weeks' sojourn in Boston.
Mrs. Edwin Hatch of Belfast has .
gone to Newark. N. J., called by the
serious illness of her daughter, Mrs.
H. H. McIntyre formerly of Rockland

M. s Su an Spear entertained
Swa .‘ika Club Monday evening. Prize?
w.re awarded to Mrs. Raymond Cross
nnd Mrs. Helena Coltart, v.itli ceni-lation going to Mm. Elmir Teel
Mrs. Oecrge Hallowell and Mrs. El
mer Teel substituted for Mrs O
David Libby has moved into the
Wa' rr Kimball ar.d Mrs. Herbert
Miss Clara Fuller who is stopping
western side of Mrs. Mildred Crie’s with her sister, Mrs Oladys Mills,
Kalloch.
house, Warren street.
Warren street, is visitir.3 ln Boston.
Mr.' Mamie Carroll who has beet:
Mrs. Flora Fernald was hostess to
The T&E. Club met yesterday aft
quite ill at tlie home cf her daughter
thc Chummy Club Tuesday evenlr.j ernoon with Mrs. Harry P. Chase.
Mix Albert Rhodes is able to go
it h r heme on Birch street. Bridge Brewcter street.
about.
lienors were won by Mrs. Ida Hur ley I
Commander and Mrs. C. F. Snow
are tn Bcston.
_____ i

and Mrs. Bertha Higgins.

' Mrs. Alfred Johnson spent several
days in Boston last week, with her
Mrs. George E. Dunton returned
daughter Miss Barbara Johnson, a
home Monday from Knox Hospital
fcachcr in P.esquclate, who was there
where .'he underwent a minor ear
cn business.
operation.

Ma-ter Jimmy Jameson celebrated
his 11th birthday Friday by giving i>.
supper party to young friend-, and
relatives at his home on North Main
utreet. The table for thc you.ij folks
in the dining room was festive in
dccoratione, a largb birthday cake
with its ll candies attracting thc
keenest interest. Games rounded out
the evening ii» happy manner.

Kalicch Class met Tuesday after
Mrs. Boynton Shadie has returned noon in the church parlors. Considfrom a visit of three weeks with her eiable relief work was accomplished
aunt, Mrs. Oarrie Soper, in W iter- and 21 remained to supper.
Mre. John Clayter entertains the
viile.
Thursday Auction this afternoon at
Learn what is meant by “Prices ! her home ln Camdm.
Mrs. L. E. McRae was hostess to
have reached bottom." Visit any
♦ne Wednesday Club for luncheon
I idy Kncx Chapter, DAR., wil!
store advertising in this issue when
ar.l bnuge yesterday afternoon.
meet Monday afternoon at the heme
in Rockland Saturday—Inauguration
cf Mrs. Hester Chat’, who will te
Day—adv.
•
T.re Scribblers Club meeting Tues
assisted by Mrs. Grace Ayers Black,
day evening at the home of Mrs
Miss Ellen J. Cochran and Mrs. Delhi
Thc final dramatic criticism in the
Alice Karl, Oranlte street, with Miss
Cross. Mrs. Katherine St. Clair will
scries being given by Maude Andrews
Rel f K'clt:'.3 as hoo.rc*, had 11
be program chairman, the topic to
Lineyln under the auspices of thc
members pre-rat. A telegram of
be “Education—National. State and
Methebesec Club will take place
greetings was received from Mrs.
Local."
Thursday afternoon, March 9. at the
Irene Moran, president. The ballad
Universalist vestry. Mrs. Lincoln has | Daniel Cole and Leslie Dow lelt
.content has been extended another
chosen "Design for Living” by Noel Portland Wednesdav on the tanker
month.
Coward, one of the most talked-of Hoxbat for Texas City, Texas.
i pfciys of the current season. Th.s
Mrs. Lelia Benner and family and
■ play hotels interest for both men and
Another jolly dancing party was
Mrs. E. B. Ingraham were guesU ot
wemen. and it is hoped the audience held at the Country Club lost evening,
frit.ids in Portiand for the weekend.
! will contain a number cf men.
for members of the Camden and
Rockiand
High Schools. A Camden
Miss Esther Nickerson was dinner ,
guest Saturday of Mfes ftoise Dunn.
Mts c * packa-'d arl
Malif c.-choitrt <-c-.np.r-. d of .-011117 people
Thomaston, attending the piay "The Thomas entertained tlie ETA Club furnhhed music and bail cliargo.
Country Cousin" given by the Bapt st at dlnner and
a- «•c
Packard's home on Pleasant street, i Miss Irma Fickett is heme frcm
choir in the evening.
Boston for the spring vacation which
will last until March 13. Her brother.
Mrs. Allan P. Stevens of Portland.
The final card party in the series
Clinton Fickett. is spending his va
member of thc City CouncU, onc of I given by St. Bernard's parish took
cation in Courtland, N. Y.
Maine’s most influential ana brilliant place Tuesday evening, with Aime
women ls evening rpeakc- next Fri Beaudoin. Donald Coughlin, Thomas
Miss Kitty McLaughlin since her
day at thc Copper Kettle for the Fleming ar.d George Ryan in charge. concert In Sanford 8ur.day has been
Woman’s Educational Club, subject There were 23 tables, and Clarence the guest cf Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Huston
"Every day Economics' Rev. Walter Upham was awarded the capital prire. in Portland. Tomorrow evening Miss
S. Rounds' topic the same night is Honors ln this final party went to McLaughlin will sing in concert al
"Hew may I improve mv pemnallty?" Mrs. W. H. Anderson, Mrs. Austin the Falmouth Hotel, at 9 oclock, at
in the Club's intriguing ar.d practical Brewer, Robert McCarty, Edward which time sfie w-ill be heard ever
psychology study. Mrs Jennie Allen ; Bhbcc. MfiS Helen Fuller, Mrs. Lillian station WCSH.
Wilson will describe her activities in McRae. Mrs. Henry Jordan. Mrs.
behalf of TULson avenue children. 1 Lucius York. Miss Mary E. Sylvester.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Rackliffe. Har
Lieutenant Ann Morris af the Salva- Mrs. George Phillips, Miss Vitrici old Rackliffe and Miss Geneva Wall
tion Army wUl speak cn ' Thc Girls 1 Carini, John Moulaison, Mis.; Res? motored to Portland Mcnday. meet
cf Today." these ladles addressing O'NeU, Miss Ann McLaughlin. Miss ing there Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
members at the afttrn:_n session, Edna MacAllister, Miss Celia Brault, Rackliffe and son Richard of Bcston.
billowing civics study and memory J O. Burke. Mrs J. O. Stevens. O. O who on their return were accom
work with current affairs and reports Kalloch. Miss Mary A. Brown. Mrs panied by Miss Wall.
i Streeter Webster, Mrs. OHve Sylvescn drive.
Learn what is meant by “Prices
-----------------ter. Miss Marie Dorgan, Miss Anna
Inauguration Day Specials will bc Flynn, Mies Elizabeth Donohue, Mrs. have reached bottom.” Visit any
a sales event of unprecedented value Katherine Garvey, Mrs. E. C. Boody store advertising in this issue when
in Rockland Saturday—Inauguration
Day.—adv.
* Carini.
urday—adv.

Mrs. George Green ts at Kncx Hos
pital for medical treatment.
Capt. and Mrs. Lester Alley of Beals
were guests for a few days of Mr-,
and Mrs. Ivan Cunningham, enroute
lo Boston.

Nelson Rokes has returned to
Hebron Acadrmy after a brief visit
with his parents, Mr. ar.d Mrs. Ar
thur Rokes.
The O. T. Club met Tuesday eve
ning with Mrs. George Hallowell.
Mis Ruth Levenseler registered high
est score for the evening. An added
feature was a har.lromcly decorated
birthday cake together with lovely
birthday gifts in ctscrvarce cf th'1
birthdav of Mi .. Der.ia'd, Fariard
Other guests wire Mrs. Theodore Syl
vester. Mrs. Freda Tibbc .‘.s, Mis. El
mer Teel and Mrs. Edward Eaxter.

Fuller-Cobb-Davls is holding eper.
douse during the Inauguration cere
monies Saturday with arrangements
made for radio reception in the com
modious second floor front. The
public is cordially invited.

Due to many demands for another
performance of "Gram,” written by
Adelyn Bushnell, and recently pro
duced in Thomaston, a repeat per
formance will bc given by the same
cast at the Camden Optra House
next Tuesday evening. Tickets will
be checked at Prince's Furniture
Store, Camden, beginning next Sat
urday at 7 p. m.
THE PRACTICAL LOVER
I did not purchase for my bride
Rich Jewels, rings ano costly fans.
But what I thought would be her pride
A set complete of pots and pans.
I would not win sweet Jennie’s love
By golden gifts of magic power;

. propei wife wo

She would prefer some bags of flour.
I did not plav with Jennie’s heart.
Nor try to fix It were It fickle.
But seat, mistrusting modern art.
A side of pork for her to pickle.
did not give her rubies red.
To lend her raven hair relief.
But what would charm when we were
wed A good supply of potted beef.

I did not wanton with her love.
That pined to nestle on my breast.
Just like a drooping, tired dove.
But sent a couch where It could rest.
I did not. when the moon was brie-ht.
Take Jennie out for frequent walks;
But took her—what would more de
lightA dozen each of knives and forks.
I did not send her flowers bright.
Whose brightness, ah! so quickly
wanes.
But sent her. ln the darkest night.
A set of sheets and counterpanes.

And so at last our little store
Would furnish well an Ivied cot.
But then—I should have said before—
8he Jilted me. and kept the loti

INAUGURAL
DAY

SPECIALS
at

BURPEE
&

LAMB
OVERCOATS

AN

INVITATION TO YOU

$18.75
We have selected Forty
Coats from our stock that
were priced $25 to $35.
This is your great chance to
save.

We Are To Hold Open House Saturday, Inauguration
Day, with a large radio placed in the new reception room—

second floor—to bring you the events of the inaugural

ceremonies and the speeches.
I”.

You are welcome!

•

NEW NECKWEAR
55c each
2 for $1.00
These are new Scotch
Plaids

All the facilities of our store are

al your disposal.
Inauguration Day Special Bargains Will Be Offered in

Every Department—Extra Special Values!

HATHAWAY
SHIRTS
Two collars to match

$1.55 each
2 for $3.00

LEGION FOOD FAIR
Auspices Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L.

MARCH 29 30 = 31 - APRIL 1
MASONIC BUILDING, ROCKLAND
Biggest Community -Event ln a Decade—Food Prizes and Many Samples At Every Session

A GUEST AFFAIR

CAMDEN

INAUGURATION DAY SPECIALS

The Monday Club will hold an
open meeting todaj’ at the Congrega
tional parish house, with James
Rubinstein Club
Gheen of New York city thc speakir.
In the reading of the musical play The Friday Reading Club. Friends In
"Cf The? I Sing" to be given by Mr?. Council and the Elm Street Reading '
Lilian S. Ccpping, two pianists and a Club, will be guests.
The Good Cheer Class of the First
chcrus cf 12. Friday evening before
Congregational
Church met Wednes
the Rubinrtcin Club as a guest affair
Full Courss Chicken Dinner,
50c
day evening at tlie parish house, with
the e individuals will be character
Miss Bernice Firth, hostess.
Tenderloin Steak (wilh onions),
50c
ized: Frar.cis X. Gilhooley and Louis I
Mrs. Charlotte Ames will entertain
Llf pman, of the National Committee; the Tuesday Contract Club next
Tendwerbin Steak (with onions),
50c
Matthew Arnold Fulton, campaign , week at her home on Harden avenue.
manager and chain newspaper owner;
The auxiliary to thc Sons of Union
REGULAR DINNER SPECIALS
Alexander Throttlebottom, candidat? Veterans will hold a card party to
25 AND 35 CENTS
fcr vice president; John E. Winter night, Thursday, at th? home of Mrs.
Special Baked Btan Supper,
20c and 30c
green. candidate for president; D.ann Louise Dunbar, High street. Mrs.
Lura
McLain and Mrr.Gsnella
Devcreaux . in beauty contest far Wiggin are in charge.
Servd Daily, Including Sunday
"First lady;" Mary Turner, contest
Mr. and Mis .Clarence F.sh have
10.30 A. M. to 7.00 P. M.
manager; Jones, Western senator;
returned from a short stay in Port
Lyr.r , Southern senator; chainb r
THOMAS J. FOLF.Y, Mgr.
land.
miid, chief Juottee, French amtaaraMr.
and
Mrs.
Roy
Blake
of
Bar
dor, guide and secretary. The piay.
by Kaufman and Ryskind. with music Harbor are visiting relatives at Reek- show case smashing both end,, and Thomas and Lloyd Thomas were in
by George Gershwin, is a brilliant port. Mr. Blake was a former em the front. Mr. Kennedy thinks It C'icrryfleld thLs week on a Ashing
sc'ire on the government at Wash ploye at the Comique Theatre.
may have been thrown in by the trip.
ington. particularly pertaining ta
Miss Flora Fish of Rcckland has wheels of a passing auto.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge ob
method” of election. As a stage pro been guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Carl Milliken spent thc weekend served Sisters' Night last evening,
duction it has enjoyed a long and suc Fish, Pearl street.
with relatives in Warren.
with supper at 6.30. followed by an
cessful run. and still remains among
Clarence Stratton. Ernest Thomp entertainment furnished by the
The firemen were called for a
the mo”t talked-of plays. The radio chimney fire Wedne day morning son. Edward Drinkwater, Fred brothers
......
-------------has served lo popularize thc musical at the Raw: m house o:i Elm street
number:, which nre tutiefui and occupied by Mrs. Lineus Young.
"THE SON DAUGHTER"
catchy.
When Chester Hansen, clerk in
NOW
Mr.-. Charlotte Jackson ai.d Miss Frank L. Kennedy's stoic, opened up
with
PLAYING
Adelaide Crocs will open the program Tuesday morning, he found that a I
HELEN HAYES, RAMON NOVARRO
with a two-piano medley of the prin big rock had broken the glass in the .
cipal airs and Mrs. Jackson will also front door. It went through a large ,
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
act a. accompanist. Soloists will be
Miss Cress. Mrs. Esther Howard. Mrs.
A thrill-romance cf Hollywood’s death-defying
Helen Wentworth. Mrs. it ith Hoch,
FRI.-SAT.
stunt
men ...
Mrs Lucy Lowe. Mrs. I ydia Storer
They call them “Lucky Devils" ... if they live!
A
MONOGRAM
WESTERN
ai.d Mr- Atwood, and t? chorus numSEE raring autas i kidding at ninety un pirilous mountain
i •? they will be swteri by Mrs
curve! SEE a man go over a hundred foot waterfall in an
Ec'nr Brcx’re. Miss Katherine Keel
open host! SEE men crashing through skylights and plat •
■
gia
windows! SEE thi n ;rue i.irne that failed . . . the
ing, Mrs. Doris Scarlott. Mi s Alice
man rnvilopid in flames on th( roof (hat cavtd in ton scon!
HIDDEN VALLEY
E'ut.rhard of Oamdei, and Mis:KJtii Lawrence.
71.c hour is 7 43 and ''ach member
' may invite one guest.
Musical Play “Of Thee I Sin?” To Be
Given By Mrs. Copping Bifoie the

TRAINER’S
RESTAURANT

smil&

“LUCKY DEVILS”
with

FRIENDSHIP
Charlas Westerland. 78, dud Fib.
28 after a short illnr-s from pneumon'a brought on by a fra rtured hip
-us'lined in a fall on the ice about a
week ago. Mr. Westeriand had made
his home for a number of yea’s with
Mi . Jessie Lash, and before that, was
a ociated with her late husband.
Jchn Lash, in tlie fish business. Hc
will be greatly missed, rot only by
the fimily with whom he livid but
ty the townspeople. He was a mem
ber of Meduncook A.F.&A.M. Lodge
Funeral services will be held Friday.
Mrs. Wilbur A. Morse entertained
25 members ar.d friends of the Bap
tist Circle at her horn? last Thursday.
Fruit salad, cookies, argel cake and
eexa were served by Gcerge and
Maltha Washington, impersonated by
Miss Eda Lawry and Mrs. Daisy Sim
mons. A delightful afternoon was
patted.
Selectmen Rilty Bradford. Melvin
lawry and Laure-ion B. Davis, Town
Trca urer L. C. Morton and Tax Col
lector Alfred H. Merton, have com
pleted their work or, the town book?
Town meeting will bc held March 13.
Supt, Granville T. Brow nas start
ed to buy c'ami fer pnrnhani and
Merrills factory which will be opened
in the near future.
Archie Wallace and Fred Felker
are catching a few smelts.
The Aspinet. Capt. Almon M. Wal
lace, returned Tuesday ft un Portland
where she took a trip of lobsters for
N. F. Trefetherr, Co.
Mrs. Lemuel Miller is confined to
her home by illness.

TODAY
KATE SMITH
in
"HELLO EVERYBODY'

BILL BOYD, DOROTHY WILSON
"THE PARACHUTE JUMPER"

1
SUNDAY

With DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS. JR.
Und r the auspices of the American Legion

1MONTON’
DEPARTMENT STORE
410-412 M«in Street
ROCKLAND. MAINE

s

ASK EOR

. A II. GREE
STAMPS or
GOLD BOND
STAMPS

Inauguration Day
SPECIALS
Saturday, March 4th
Throughout the Store, Before-the-War Quality and
Prices!

3 lie future prosperity of the country depends on the
public buying quality merchandise. The merchan
dise we offer is the best quality at lowest prices in
many years.
QUAKER LACE CURTAINS
New patterns just arrived at most unusual prices—
$1.00, $1.25, $1-50 pair and up

MIAMI. FLOniDA
The mosl Interesting spot In
the Eastern Hemisphere dur
ing the winter months.

HOTEL URMEY
In the heart of all
Beautiful rooms and nign
class service.
.
A Modern Fireproof Struc
ture. Every room steam neatca
Rates: (European Plan)
Single rooms >2.50 per day
upwards
Double rooms >5.00 per day
upwards
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe ln the
Building
I Ownership-Management
1 .WILLIAM M. URMEY J

RUFFLED VOILE CURTAINS
A special lot of white, round thread voile, ruffled
Curtains, $1.00 value; 2 pairs for
$1.00

DRESSES
New Styles—80 Square fast colored percale
Dresses. Just arrived. Special value at
$1.00

SILK RAYON BLOOMERS
50c value. For 29c
Also others at 39c, 59c and 79c

Spend Inauguration Day at

Fuller - Cobb - Davis

20% DISCOUNT
ON ALL OTHER GOODS

BURPEE & LAMB
“The Value First Store”

■ffllttH

MM

26’lt

DO YOU VALVE YOUR HEALTH?
If so, INSIST upon
“NU-V1-TA” Herb A Iron TONIC
A System Cleanser, Purifier, and
Tonic, Improves the Appetite. Aids
Digestion. Buv A BOT’I I » I ODAY
and BUILD UP YOUR STRENGTH.
Druggists, grocers—Order from your
Jobber, or Freedman Medicine Co.,
Stoning ton, Maine.
23:34.

LACE TRIMMED SILK SLIPS
Special for 59c

NEW YARN RUGS
27x54 inches. Just arrived. Special at

F. J. SIMONTON CO.r

$1.00

LILY POND RACES

FIRST IN THE FIELD

A good sized crowd saw the last
races at Lily Pond, and saw some
good speed records hung up.
In Class A the winner, in straight
heats, was VI Directum, owned by
George Oliver, and driven by Virgil
Morton. The other starter was
Shadeland Silk owned and driven
by Henry Carleton. The time, .30,
.29 H and .30.
The race between Fred Thorn
ton's Ashwood and J. H. Hobbs' Ruth
Rose, necessitated five heats the
Thornton entry taking three.
The officials were: Henry Jordan
starter, Fred Carini judge and
Arthur Brewster flagman.
No snowballing.

BASKETBALL BATTLES

Inauguration Day

Thomaston 44, Rockport 72
For every point that Rockport High
.‘cored in Thomaston Tuesday night
the home team made a couple, so the
final result was the submerging of
the Goose River habitants. A crumb
of comfort for Rockport was found in
the fact that the girls' team tied the
Thomaston sextet, 24 to 24. Grafton
was the star boy performer with 23
points to his credit^-one more than
was made by the entire opposing
team. The score:

McLain’s Shoe Store
MAINE

ROCKLAND,

Thomaston High

_____
_____
Stackpole. c ............
Perry, lg -----------Grafton, rg______
Keefe lf
Anderson.

ONE LOT OF LADIES’ SHOES
PUMPS, STRAPS AND TIES

■
2
5

5

3

23

12

41

E. Annis. rg ..............
Payson, lg .............
J. Annis. lg _______
Collamore. c______
R. Snow, rf____

MEN'S

Walk Over Oxfords

O
0

2
0
6

0

Wentworth, rf ___
Phil Snow. If...... —

F
2
0
1
0
0

1

0
Hall, lf ............... — 0

SATURDAY ONLY
$7-50, S8.50 VALLES

69c
MISSES’ OVERS, 69c

$8.50

Totals _______ _ 9

4

$4.95

4

1 j
12
0
2
11
0!
22

• • • •
Waldoboro 23. Erskine 16
Waldoboro High brought further

ONE LOT

Men’s $5 Oxfords

$3.95

$1.98

satisfaction to home fans Tuesday :
night when tt defeated Erskine Acad
emy of South China by a goodly
margin. Cushing and Piper were the
high point men for the respective
teams The score:

MISSES’ AND CHILDREN S

Waldoboro High

MEN’S STORM KING

OXFORDS

Rubber Boots

79c pair

$2.69

G

Piper, If_________ 4
Vannah. lf
......
1
72. Achorn. lg_____ 1
IB
Redding, c _______ •
E. Achorn. rf ____
1
lives, lg _________ 0
Heald. rg.... .. ......... 0

EVERYBODY WILL BE SHOPPING IN ROCK
LAND SATURDAY

Totals . .............

10

Erskine Academy
G

McLAIN
SHOE STORE
“Home of Good Shoes”

Arnold, rg_______
Plummer, lg ____ .....
Holloway, c ...............
Hall, rf _______
Caswell, rf .....____
Cushing, lf ......
Cooper, lf ........

0

0
2
1
0
3
0

F

P

0
0
3
0
0
0
0

8
2
5
6
2
0
0I

3

23J

F
0
0
0
0
0
4
0

Totals ................... 6
Referee. Burns.

P
0
0
4

2
0
10
0

It is the time honored policy of the Studley Furniture Co. to sell only Quality Mer

chandise.

Our Price* Speak For Them

selves.
We have a whole store full of Splendid

Values—but mention this one as an

Inauguration Day Leader—
NINE-PIECE SOLID MAHOGANY
VENEER DINING ROOM SUITE

$89.00
This magnificent suite, regular $125.00 value, must be
seen to be really appreciated. Colonial table, 60 inch
buffet, handsome colonial china closet, five tapestry
cushioned colonial chairs and host chair.

SATURDAY
9.30-11 a. m.—Inaugural scene
in Washington and inauguration
anecdotes.
11 a m.—President-elect Roose
velt leaves Mayflower Hotel for
White House.
11.10 a. m.—President Hoover
joins Mr. Roosevelt for ride to the
Capitol.
11.15 a. m.—Trip up Pennsyl
vania avenue under cavalry es

cort.
11.40 a. m.—Arrival of Presiden
tial party at north portico of the
Capitol.
12 m.—Inauguration of Vie
resident Garner in the Senate
chamber.
12.40 p. in.—Presidential party
leaves Senate for inavgu-al ros
trum in front of Cap'tol.
1 p. m.—Oath of office adminis
tered to Mr. Roo’evelt by Chief
Justice Charles Evans Hughes:
inaugural address
1.40 p. m.—President Roosevelt's
departure from thr inaugural
stand.
2 p. m.—Arrival of Presidential
party at the White House.
2-4.30 p. m.—Inaugural parade
on Pennsylvania avenue and re
view by President Roosevelt.
2.15 p. nt.—Mr. lloovrr leaving
Union Station in Washington for
New York.
8.30 p. m.—Description of fire
works display.
10 p. m.—Inaugural ball at
Washington Auditorium.

PARK THEATRE
Bob Steele comes F-iday ar.d S i'urday ln "Hidden Valley," sensational
epic of aircraft and indians.
It Is 'the gripping story ol the rem
nants of a lost tribe of Navajo In
dians. hidden for centuries in the
mountain fastnesses of New Mexico,
and their discovery through an
ancient map obtained by Bob Steele.
The picture introduces for the first
time in the history of westerns, the
use of a Zeppelin to effect a number
of sensational rescues that arc high
lights of the action feature.
The blimp, loaned by the Good
year Rubber Company, was piloted by
Capt. Vemer L Smith, famous com
mercial pilot. Others in the support
ing cast of the production are pretty
blonde Oertie Messinger. former star
| of the Boy Friend comedies, Francis
McDonald, famous screen villain
Ray Hallor. John Elliott, and others,
—adv.

WITH THE BOWLERS
The High Steppers lived up to
their name at thc Recreation alleys
Tuesday night by defeating the High
Divers 42 pins. Stewart stepped
I highest, with a single of 107. and
high total. The summary:
High Steppers — Laney. 232; Bcrj man. 236; Hanson. 289; Allen. 235;
'Stewart. 302; total. 1294.
High Divers—Albcrg. 210; Ander| son, 254; Lawry. 284; Haskell, 223;
I Fitzgerald. 279; total, 1252.

WALDOBORO

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.
283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

F

COOX BOOK FREE!
New “ Menu Magic" will be mailed io you free
if you send your name and address on a postcard
to National biscuit Company, 449 U est 14th
St., New York.

cracker! And you
certainly can be sure of
freshness when you buy
the popular N. B. C.
SODAS. MadeinMaine.
Packed orew-fresh. Delivered etrn-fresh. No
wonder these slightly
salted treats win all ap
petites! The big 1 -pound
or 2-pound package is
the economical size to
buy. And don't fail to
try the thrifty recipes
that come with it.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

SPECIAL*

You are invited to visit our new-old store and make it your Inauguration Day

Headq uarters

reshness counts in a

INAUGURATION DAY

16

“Yes, it was a sad case about Hayes.
Sailor ^struggling in the wateri—| Learn what is meant by "Prices Since he lost all his money half his
"Help. I can't swim. Drop me a line.” I have reached bottom." Visit any friends don't know him any more.”
Facetious Shipmate—"Sure, and 1 store advertising ln this issue when
"What about the other half?”
“They don't know yet that he has
you write to me occasionally, too."— in Rockland Saturday—Inauguration
Watohman-Examiner.
' Day.—adv.
• ' lost it’’—Moncton Transcript.

VISIT “STUDIEYS”|SATURDAY

HAD PRIZE ESSAYS

The Legion Food Fair is to be
Mrs. C lara Emery attended Monday
held next month ln Masonic Build night the prize speaking contest by
ing with something very special in
students of Bridge Academy in Dres
view for food prizes.
den Mills, and was privileged to pre
Friday is to be observed as State sent the silver medal foi' oratory,
Prohibition Day in the scnools. nnd offered by the Lincoln County W. C
all W.C.T.U. members are asked to T. U. to Miss Gertrude Lawrence of
visit the schools on that day.
Gardiner, who with Miss Betty
Witham also received $2.50, given by
; Clarence Gray of Camden, ehorgad Mrs. Evie Studley anti her sister Mis.
with ca lling a forged check in the Ida Moreicn of Mcdomel:. who have
sum of $15 at Garnett's Ocean View long had the interest of the academy
til’.ir.g i .ation, pleaded "not guilty, and students very much at hea’t
waived examination and was held for Mis. Studley is president of the Lilt the May term of Superior Court. Bail coin County W.C.T.U. and each year
was furnished. Tirrell for respond- gives in her father's name $5 in gold
,nt; County Attorney Burrows for the as prizes to the pupils at thc Acad
“When I was defeated for legisla ' State.
emy for essays on Scientific Temper
ture last year I declared I would
ance Instruction. Mrs. Studley's *nCharged
with
assault
upon
hts
di

never again run for political office.'
terest in the academy is due to the
said Edwin S. Vose of Cushing yester vorced wife. Arthur Bear of Thomas fac that her father was rwstor of the
ton
was
before
Judge
Dwinal
in
Muday. "But there is one more thing I
Methodist Church at Dresden Mills
do want and that is to be one of the I nicipal Court yesterday. The case 30 years, one of the founder? of the
was
continued
until
2
o'clock
tomor

delegates to the forthcoming consti
academy and president of the
tutional convention in Ihs State. My row afternoon in order that Mrs. trustees for five years. I’er brother
Bean
might
be
examined:
Tirrell
for
friends know where I stand on the
was a teacher at the academy several
question of repealSo far as Tne 'he respondent. County Attorney years, and she herself was a student
Courier-Gazette knowr Mr. Vose is Burrows for the Stale. The arrest at the academy and a teacher of the
the first man in Maine to announce was made by Deputy Snoriff Ludwick public schools of the town
himself.
Capt. F. O. Hilt, formerly of the
Matinicus Rock light station, and
Inauguration Day Specials will be
i now located at Portland Head Light, a sales event of unprecedented value
"ON MY SET”
Cape Cottage, was a welcome visitor to shoppers. Come to Rockland Sat- ;
at Thc Courier-Gazette office Tues- urday —adv.
*
I day. and like all other lightkeepers
In connection with the Inaugu
had a lot to say in praise of The
ration of President Roosevelt
,
Courier-Gazette's well known de
these events will be broadcast:
partment. "Guardians of Our Coast."
Capt. Hilt came on to attend the fu
FRIDAY
neral of W. Scott Young, who was
8.30 p. m.—Inaugural concert at
one of his most intimate friends
Constitution Hall, marking radio
debut of National Symphony Or ' while he was stationed at The Rock
Mrs. Hilt, and son Willard and Mrs.
chestra.
R. T Sterling visited in St. George
10 p. m.—Vice President's and
meantime.
governors' reception.

Referee. Wotton.

Walk Over Shoes

BROWN OR BLACK

P
6
0
10

Rockport High

SATURDAY ONLY, $1.49

Rubber Overshoes

r
2

.................. 1«

Totals

Formerly $4.00, $3.00 and $6.00

ONE LOT LADIES’ SNAP

G
2
0
4
0
10

TALK OF THE TOWN

This is toller polo night In Waldo The Winning Students At
boro. Rockland U sending over a
Bridge Academy Get Gold
strong team and a live bur.ch of
rooters.
Pieces

Vi Directum and Ashwood
Take the Honors, Latter in
Five-Heat Race

SATURDAY

ONE LOT LADIES'

Every-Other-Day
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Waldoboro Boy Scout Troop will
record charter members at a meeting
to be held in the Methodist vestry
Saturday from 6 to 7 p. m. All boys
12 to 18 years, inclusive, who are In
terested in becoming charter mem
bers are asked to aittend. Scoutmas
ter Holmes will be in charge and will
gladly give information.

JOHN H. WILSON

John H. Wilson died Monday at
the home of his daughter. Mrs. W
B. Sherman In South Thomaston,
after an illness of six weeks. He
was bom in West Rockport, pec. 10.
1850. son of the late Edmund and
Harriet Wilson, and was one ot 13
children, being the last to pass away.
He was married 59 years ago to Fran
ces Durgin of Rockland, who sur
vives him. and who is prostrated with
grief as they were an unusually de
voted couple. He is also survived by
one daughter. Mrs. W. B. Sherman
of South Thomaston who has been
untiring In her care of him; also an
adopted daughter. Mrs. S. S. Wai
dron. to whom he was greatly at
tached. and one niece. Mrs. Castera
Means of Rockland.
During the early part of his life
Mr Wilson was employed by the
Bodwell Granite Co. at Spruce Head
and Vinalhaven. He conducted a
fish market in Camden two years,
and was employed by the city of
Rockland about 20 years. Most of
his life has been spent ln Rockland
excepting the last four years when
he and his wife went to live with
their daughter in South Thomaston.
Mr. Wilson was widely known as
"Uncle John" in both places. He
greatly endeared himself to all who
knew him and will be mourned by
many. One of his chief characteris
tics was doing for others and was
always ready to lend a helping hand
to anyone who needed it. He Joined
the Methodist Church when a young
man. and always enjoyed attending
church services wherever he was.
Funeral services took place at his
daughter's residence Wednesday and
were attended by many relatives and
friends. The floral tributes were
many and beautiful. Rev. H. H.
Marr of Rockland officiated. The
bearers were William Sleeper, Cleve
land Sleeper. Merrill Bartlett ana
Sidney Hurd. Interment was in the
family lot at Sea View cemetery.
From love to love he passed; sweet love
he knew
And breathed It here as freely as the air:
But love as tender, love long-tried and
true
He knew was waiting for him over there.
From life to life he passed; no death Is
here
This Is a step of progress, not the end
I hear him saying with a voice of cheer.
'Tls of life's nature to ascend.

MRS. FLORA DUNCKLEE
Mrs. Flora A Duncklee. who has
‘made her home with her daughter,
Mrs. Maude E. Blodgett, at 156 Tal
bot avenue, this city, died Feb 28
She was bom May 30, 1850
Mrs. Duncklee was married in Cin
cinnati, Ohio, and lived in that city
two years; then went to Augusta, Ga..
where Mrs. Blodgett was bom. The
family later lived in South Carolina,
and when Mr. Duncklcc's health be
gan to fail moved to his old home
town. Milford. N. H., where hc died
in 1904. Mrs. Duncklee lived in Bos
ton several years, coming to Rockland
in 1924. She had no other children.
Mrs. Duncklee was a member of the
Knoweachother Club of Talbot ave
nue, and was greatly Interested in
welfare work, contributing generous
ly of her time and money toward re
lieving the distress of the unfortu
nate.
There were prayers at thc Burpee
undertaking parlors at 10 this morn
ing and interment will be In River
side Cemetery, Milford, N. H., where
the family tot is located.
Mrs. Duncklee was a member of the
Rebekah lodge in Milford.

AT CHISHOLM’S

CANDIES

Table Fruits

OLD ENGLISH TOFFEE
29c Ib

LARGE
NAVELS

SPANISH SALTED PEANUTS
12c Ib.
SMALL PEPPS and CHECKS
25c lb.

29c doz.

JUICY FLORIDAS

29c doz.

OLD HOMESTEAD
ASSORTED CHOCOLATES
ARE A BUY AT

LARGE
FLORIDA

25c Ib.

GRAPEFRUIT

GENUINE TURKISH PASTE

4 for 25c

33c Ib.
“EVERYBODY LIKES CANDY"

BIG BUSTER POP CORN
4 lbs. 25c

CHISHOLM’S

WESTERN
APPLES
6 for 25c

ROCKLAND

■nna

CUTLER’S
Is Celebrating Inauguration Day
With A
Discount of

TO
YOH

ON All MERCHANDISE IN OUR STORE
No Strings
No Other Markdowns
No Goods Reserved
Just Select Your Needs and Deduct 15c
From Every Dollar’s Worth You Buy
Good Luck, President Roosevelt
And God Be With You As We AU Are

’ I
- !

Every-OtKer-Day

r
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The lowest priced tine tea
you can buy

Sadie Bowden; Rockland. Mrs. Net
FOR ANOTHER YEAR
APPLETON
tle Farrand, Mis. Eunice Morse. Mrs.
Carl Chaples; Union. Mrs. Della Low Prices on Food Likely
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Perry and
Morton; Rockport, Mrs. Nina Cardaughter Elizabeth were guests Sun
To Prevail, Says Research
roll, Mrs. Mlnetta Paul.
day of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Sprowl.
• • » »
S’ 5« 14 u>.
Council
Mrs. Annie Ripley and Mrs. Phene j SALADA B ROWN LABEL
— And The —
Next week home organization
Ripley epent last Thursday evening
Now Joyously Happy
A year of continued low prices on
. . . A Revelation in Tea Value (30c ^Lh,
with Mrs. Frances Gushee ar.d her
meetings arc to be held with the
food
products
is
foreseen
by
thc
New
„
.
.
“
—
„
,
,
daughter
Fannie.
Mrs.
Gushec
whe
home demonstration agent, Miss
While all his family looked on ln
SALADA RED LABEL
!23'i/4Lb.
gad Research Council on mar- j astonishment and all his friends were ! is 88 years of age made a partner of
Lawrence in these communities:
keting
and
food
supply,
its
views
as
,
amazed,
one
man
took
the
pain,
swellj
no
ni€an
ability
in
playing
anagrams
. . . America's Finest Tea (45e 14 I k
Agricultural
ture is being added this year on rural Tuesday, March 7, Rockport at Mrs. given ln its "Outlook Report" for ' >n«
ing and agony from his tortured Joints I! Apploton Hlgh
will clo„
Christie
Whitney’s;
Wednesday,
In
48
hours
and
did
it
with
that
fa

taxation.
There has been a greater demand
Damariscotta at Biscay Community 1933 being based on information from mous rheumatic prescription known. next Friday for a vacation of one
• • • •
this year than ever before for Ex
j week.
House; Thursday, Nobieboro at the agricultural colleges. Stale depart to pharmacists as Allenru.
tension Service bulletins, says Coun
With the Homes
This powerful yet safe remedy is | Mrs. Phene Ripley is visiting her
Grange hall; Friday, Burkettville at ments of agriculture and farmers'
ty Agent Wentworth. Already 990
SfJSrtK'X I
— •»— .'«■ Mr.
Mrs. H. H. Chaney, Whitefield, Mrs. Ella Grinnell's. Mr. Went organizations, correlated by commit.
bulletins on various subjects have has made several pounds of turnip
tees and discussed at a meeting held
worth, county agent, will not attend
latlng poisons cause agony and pain— j
Jones in Union.
been distributed' in the county. sauerkraut and likes it very much.
SOO-A
..i-i “^on‘rt27te
—... toI The new stage driver from Union j
the Rockport and Burkettville meet in Boston. Regarding the milk sup-- ji thV7x^^"^rid
• • • •
These bulletins cover latest infor
ply the report says:
leave your body in 24 hours.
to Searsmont via Appleton will lxings.
Thirty-two leaders from 17 com
mation on farming, but there has
“The number of cows in the Bos- i Just get one 85 cent bottle of Allen Frank Bryant of Scarrmont.
• • • •
ton milk shed is likely to increase *u from David L McCarty or any live
been a special demand for poultry munities attended the square meals
Mrs. Annie Ripley was overnight
At the last meeting in Burkettville
iom
,
druggist—take it as directed and if in
for health training classes in Wiscas
bulletins.
Mrs. Mattie Light, foods leader, re slightly in 1933 because of an in- j 4g hours your pains haven’t left you guest of ber friend Mis. Jennie Wa
• • • •
set and Camden. A brief discussion
terman last week.
ported that 43 recipes had been used creased number of heifers coming , get your money back
Henry Keller of West Rockport was given of three types of table by their Farm Bureau members since into production and the low sale \ 11 works just as swiftly with NeuritThe 4-H Club girls held a food sale
value of animals. The production 7 S5lat'?7,' Lumba8° alld Neuralgia in Brown & Sprawl's store Saturday
has made up four pens of pedigreed service which included “The Family the last meeting.
,
,,
u
,
.
,
i
oue
10
similar
cause.
per cow is likely to be lower on ac- I — --------------------------------------------- afternoon and net'ed $2.41.
birds.
The chicks from these Type," “Serving from the Kitchen,”
• • * •
count
of less grain being fed. a short seem likely to make general de
Basketball team of A H.S defeated ]
matings will be pedigreed this spring. and “Informal Buffet Lunch.”
4-H Club Notes
The dinner recipes were explained
hay crop of low quality and a large creases in acreage for the 1933 sea Washington High at Riverside hall
By carefully breeding hc has been
At thc annual winter carnival of
proportion of immature animals not son. The indications arc that il last Friday evening, score 33 to 29.
A full line of small electrical hardware of highest
able to increase egg production in and committees were appointed for
the Waldoboro High School different
preparing
It.
Thc
menu
consisted
yet in full production and of cows there is to be any change in produc
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs
several strains of his birds from 150
members of the Sunny-Sidc-Up 4-H I
quality may always be found at any of our stores.
which normally would be discard tion plans, it is likely to be in the Clarence Ames were Mrs. Gertrude
to over 200 eggs. Mr. Keller has S.C. of corn chowder, string beans and
Club
worked in thc exhibit and re
carrot salad, coffee carnival and
ed. The only available measure of direction of increased acreage be Waterman Mr. and Mrs. Carleton
R.I. Reds.
• • • •
cookies. In the afternoon table dec freshment booths during different the consumption of milk and cream cause of a lack ef favorable alter Dougherty and George NlchoLs ol
hours of the day. Those winning first
20c
15—30 Amp. Fuse Plugs (box of 5),
Is the record of the receipts at thc native opportunities for the use of Camden and Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Sher
Maynard Kinney of St. Oeorge and orations were discussed. It was
prize ribbons were: Betty Stahl,
found
that
a
good
rule
to
follow
is
market.
Fluid
milk
receipts
in
Bos

Austin Sproul of South Bristol have
land and labor. Shipped in supplies man of Albion.
02c
cake; Helen Oldls. muffins and sew
Silk Covered Cord (any length); per ft.,
ton were 2.1 per cent less in 1932 than of vegetables in New England marA Washington program followed by
both installed new Mammoth electric that no decorations should be over
White, brown, brass, purple and black
ing;
Carolyn
Hanna,
bread;
Annie
15
inches
above
the
table
unless
a
in 1931. In the first four months of kets were almost exactly the same lunch were highlights at the Re
incubators this year. Both men arc
Ellis, room improvement. Those
trap-nesting and doing pedigreed few fine sprays be inserted to give
the year receipts increased but since ; as last year, indicating that the con- bekahs last week Wednesday night
04c
Rubber Covered Cord, per ft.,
the arrangement better balance or winning second prize ribbons were. May, 1932. there has been a progres- i sumption ol vegetables is not falling
Remember Pomona Grange meets
breeding work.
Betty
Stahl,
sewing
and
bread;
Beryl
» • • •
a more graceful effect.
sive decrease. In January, 1933. re- | off, but is being maintained only at next Saturday ait South Hope.
10c
Attachment Plugs (complete cap and base),
What! constitutes a square meal Davis, muffins. Those winning third ceipts were 10.4 per cent less than a considerable decrease ln price as j Mrs. Grace Brawn spent Thursday
Next week’s schedule of County
prize ribbons were: Ruth Davis, muf
in January, 1932.
compared with the previous sea- j and Friday last week with Mr. and
15c
Agent Wentworth, including poultry was also explained by Miss Law
Double Light Sockets,
fins; Helen Oldis, bread and Beryl
• • • •
Mrs Roland Gushee. Thc latter,
meetings in connection with the rence, home demonstration agent.
son '
I
.
Davis,
cake.
'Receipts of cream in Boston in
who has been seriously ill from
25c
home economics meetings on home The foods leaders are planning to
Triple Light Sockets,
• • • •
1932 were 8.4 per cent less than ln
grippe, is now decidedly Improving
organization: Tuesday, at Damaris score their own community meals on
DEER ISLE
The Megunticook Junior 4-H Club
1931. Thirty-eight per cent of Bos
The Thursday night prayer meet
25c
the following points: 1, one of the
Heater Plugs (switchless),
Mrs Caroline Greenlaw and Mrs
cotta; Thursday, at Nobieboro.
and the Pine 4-H Club were Invited
ton's cream supply in 1932 camc Maude Greenlaw were guests last ing and song service will be held this
• • • •
three approved types of table service
to meet with Megunticook Orange.
35c
Heater Plugs (with switch),
Plans arc being made for dairy used; 2. approved meal served1; 3, The girls marched in and sang, from the Middle West, as compared Thursday of Mrs. Ralph Barter at week ’.'ith Miss Adua P.uran
with
28
per
cent
in
1931.
In
January.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mayr.ard
Brown
at
other
than
foods
meetings
have
a
meetings in March with R. P. Tal
Stonington.
"Howdy do, all You Orangers.” The
50c
Cord Sets (switchless),
bot, dairy specialist, in attendance menu which will not require more business meeting was called to order 1933, total receipts were 11.2 per cent
George Brown, who has been daughter Julia and Dorothy Robbins
below
January.
1932.
Business
con

'
spent
Sunday
at
Centennial
Farm
than
half
hour
to
get
on
the
table;
These meetings will be in Camden
spending the winter with his daugh
by the president, Velma Grey. Thc
60c
Cord Sets (with switch),
and Whitefield. Also there will be 4. clean-up committees appointed; program follows: Four Mortals of ditions in New England and through ter Mrs. Vida Sylvester, returned to , The village was thc scene of an '
automobile
accident
last
Friday
when
i
out
the
country
indicate
that
this
two orchard meetings with A. K. 5, afternoon session started at 1.30.
Eagle Friday.
Health, by Paula Thomas. Virginia
50c
9 ft. Cord Extension with Cube Tap,
The following leaders attended the Carr, Ruth Mansfield and Eleanor lowered consumption of milk and
Gardner, crops specialist, present.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl S. Brown were Z. C. Gurney, accompanied by his ,
.
wife
and
Mrs.
Cassie
Paul,
struck
1
cream
will
continue
through
1933
"
training classes: Aina, Mrs. Orpha Perkins; violin duet. iEdith Nash and
These will be in Union and Hope.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. George M.
15c
j a bad crossing on Elm street. Mi j
Cube Tap only,
Prices on dairy products during Dodge this week.
• • • •
Damon, Mrs. O. M. P. Carleton: Ruth Munroe; ln memory of Wash
Gurney
lost
control
of
the
car
and
(
the
next
six
months
are
likely
to
be
Men planning to do grafting this | Bristol, Mrs Florence Prentice, Mrs. ington and Lincoln, three Grange
Mrs. Alfred Dunham was thc
10c
Friction Tape (2 oz. roll),
spring should cut scions now. These Charlotte Devoe; Dresden, Mrs. June ipembers; original playlet on George lower than in the same period1 last weekend guest of Mrs Cora Thomp j it veered sharply to the right smash
ing
into
a
large
maple
tree.
The
ocI
scions wrapped in burlap bag and Sargent; Montsweag, Mrs. 8adie Washington. Norma Whyte and year. Prices of dairy cows in New son.
20c
Keyless Sockets and Caps,
i cupants were badly bruised and
placed in an ice house on the ice and j Nelder. Mrs. Carrie Hodgdon. Mrs. Dorothy Grey; a film strip of Na England have continued to decline.
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Perez have
....
.
.
i
1
shaken
up.
and
the
car
much
damcovered with sawdust will keep for ' Sidney Evans; Nobieboro, Mrs. Bert tional 4-H Club Camp, shown by The Jan. 15 farm price per head moved to the Moses Annis place !
,
,. .
, ,,
25c
Chain Pull Sockets and Caps,
.....
.,
.
.
] aged. It was thought the wt-Jibonc
even June grafting. Information on ram Ricker; Orff's Corner, Mrs. Am Miss Ruth Clark, county club agent; was $54 ln 1933 as compared with $68 which they recently purchased.
!
,
. . ..
.
~ j_
I broke when it went into the sunken
grafting can be obtained from Coun ber Childs; Whitefield. Mrs. Hattie song. “Come You Club Girls; “My ln 1932. $97 in 1931 and $126 in 1930
William Cotton of Camden, who I
25c
Gas Lighters,
thc
Mr and Mr< | croesway.
Hausen, Mrs. Harriet Libby; Damar Chicago Trip,' Louise Nash; vocal Prices probably will continue to de- I h(u
ty Agent Wentworth.
• • • •
iscotta, Mrs. Viola Lucier, Mrs. Ma duet, Doris Munroe and Evelyn Stin cline during 1933 but at a slower i
Philbrook returned home ljon Peb 24 0[ the 87th anniversary
10c
Gas Lighter Refills,
rate. If the dairy cow cycle follows I Monday.
Several calls have been made for tilda Woodbury; Edgecomb. Mrs son; "America.”
of
his
birth,
by
John
Esancy.
one
ol
Its usual trend, the low point in cow
thc new bulletin on Pasture Im Rose Moore. Mrs. Evelyn Gray; East
• • • •
our smart townsmen. A small num
prices is expected to occur some time
provement which has recently been Union. Mrs. Maude Payson, Mrs
Numerous other items on display
“Massasoit Boys” of Damariscotta
WASHINGTON
ber of guests gathered al the pleasduring
the
years
1934
to
1936
Amelia Doman; Appleton. Mrs Mills are cooking during the winter
issued by R. F. Talbot.
Miss Mildred Bartlett of West ant home to extend congratulations,
.
at all times
. ** • *
j Helen Gushee, Mrs. Angie Fish; months with the help of Mrs. Annie
Chicken and egg production both ' Washington, who is attending high and wishes for happy returns of the'
Programs for Farm and Home Camden. Mrs. Myrtle Blake, Mrs. Plummer, their local leader. At their
in the United States and in New- school in this village was thc guest of day. A handsomely decorated cake j
Week will soon be available at thc Lucia Hopkins, Mrs. Mildred Shel last meeting the boys cooked baked
was presented him and served with
England is expected to be somewhat relatives last weekend.
Extension Office, Rockland. The don; Hope, Mrs. Katherine True, macaroni and a chocolate layer cake
Evening Star Grange entertained ice cream and other refreshments.
larger this year than in 1932. The
dates are March 27-30. A new fea Mrs. Alice True; Simonton, Mrs. In the spring they will start their
i
favorite position of the poultry in visitors from Pioneer and Seven Mr. Esancy also received several gifts
garden projects.
dustry last year relative to other Tree Granges of Union. Maple of from friends and relatives. He is the
• • • •
agricultural
enterprises resulted in a North Waldoboro and Georges Valley only surviving Civil War veteran in
HELLO, ORACE-STILL AT
Mrs.
Albert
Elwell
of
Orff's
Cor

YOU OUGHT TO USE RINSO
2 to 3 per cent increase in the num of Liberty, last Saturday evening. this town.
ner is the new local leader of the ber of hens and pullets in laying There was degree work followed by
WASHES DISHES LIKE LIGHTNING
Merry Workers 4-H Club. Miss flocks in the United States, on Jan. supper and a social hour. A literary j Inauguration Day Specials will be
ROCKLAND
Eleanor Achorn is her assistant lead 1, 1933. as compared with Jan. 1. program was enjoyed and closed a a sales event of unprecedented value |
er and will take charge of the sewing 1932. In spite of this increase, the very pleasant evening.
.
; to shoppers. Come to Rockland Sat26-27
while Mrs. Elwell has charge of the number of layers ln the country as
A happy occasion was the celebra- 1 urday.—adv.
*
cooking and housekeeping.
a whole on Jan. 1. 1933, was about
• • • •
3 per cent less than the number two
South Thomaston boys met at thc years ago, or the five year average
school house Feb. 23 to organize a for Jan. 1. 1925-29 Compared with
4-H Club. Keag Boys was selected as this increase of 2 to 3 per cent in thc
thc name of thc club. The officers United States, it is estimated that
arc: President. Charles Watts; vice the number of hens and pullets in
jwesident, Richard Knowlton; secre New England on Jan. 1. 1933. is 5 per
NO THANKS. .UN! I’M USING RINSO. IT
tary. Warren Ulmer; treasurer, cent over last year and 10 per cent
IOOSENS GREASE IN A FLASH I’LL 8E
Parker Jackson; color bearer, Edwin over thc number two years ago. This
THROUGH IN NO TIME
Tyler; cheer leader. Edward Wig would indicate a still larger supply
gins; and club reporter. Pierce of local eggs this spring as com
Young. Their local leader is Stanton pared with the spring of 1932 un
Sleeper.
less heavy culling or reduction in
flocks takes place as a result of low
I Iff* WHGEIJAIIK
WASH BIB SIX
STRAND THEATRE
egg prices.
Four Body Styles
Eminent in Quality
Further the Research Council sees
When one "of the dare-devil stunt
1691 to f74J
Thrifty
in
Price
men in the dramatic, actionful increased production of turkeys In ,
New
England;
a
decrease
in
potato
“Lucky Devils.” coming Friday and
Saturday, stood amid roaring, seeth acreage and continuance of the
ing flames atop a building until hi* 1932 prices; no Immediate increase
eyebrows and hair were scorched in apple prices, but a relatively fav
and his clothes actually aflame, orable long-term outlook for the
producers of the film reacted as New England growers.
On a low priced market thc New
emotionally as anyone will who
ON’T TAKE our word for ii — Irj Riiim and in! Dishes almost wish
views thc film. The man aflame was England vegetable growers are more
themselves. Grease goes in a jiffy, even from pots and pans. China
Bob Rose, probably the most daring favorably sutuated than their com
and glassware slime like new. You'll say there never were suds like
of thc veteran thrill-makers of petitors In thc South and West who
Rinso suds — for dislies, for household cleaning, for the week's wash!
have to pay high freight rates Oi
Hollywood. Like other members of
Cup for cup, Rinso gives twite as much suds as
For 1933, Nash has built five of the finest lines of motor cars in thc motor
his craft. Rose has Tisked his life their outlook thc report says:
lightweight, puffed-up soaps — in any kind of
STANOARO EIGHT
“New England market gardeners
car industry. flWith new brilliance engineered into their performance—
scores
of
times
without
credit
or
water. On washday these lively suds i»nt out dirt
/ t6-inch wheelbat'
experienced
an
unsatisfactory
mar

glory. The star for whom hc
— save scrubbing. Clolhcs come 4 or 5 shjdes
•1830M$9OO
with new details of luxury in the perfection of their style—these new
#4-Dane ff»4an
whiter — last longer, too, this “sctubless” way.
doubled was always accepted as thc keting season ln 1932 but do not j
Pit« Body Styles
cars raise still higher the high standard of quality that always has been the
Wonderful in washers. Get the BIG package.
hero by the movie-goers. In “Lucky
Nash ideal. 9 Yet their prices have keen brought to the lowest levels in Nash
Devils” Rose heads the group of
The biggest-selling package soap in America
death-defying dare-devils who per
history! 4 Each one of these Nash cars, from the Big Six four-door sedan
form hazardous feats for this RKORactio melodrama.—adv.

Cost 85 Cents To Put
Rheumatic Cripple
Back To Work Again

«»

«►

j With the Extension Agents y
Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau

SALADA’ TEA

Quality Electrical Hardware

centr^4mai n e
po we Accompany

Much easier to wash dishes
in these creamy suds

HOW MODERN
WOMEN LOSE
FAT SAFELY

SOCONY
for oil ranges
CLEAN
BURNING

PROMPT
DELIVERY

ECONOMICAL

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
PHONE ROCKLAND 115

FOR

NASH PRES

D

Steeplejack—‘"Ullo, Bert! Where's
tliat mate you took on—the chap that
used to be an artist?"
Second Ditto—"'Aven't you 'eard?
Soon as he laid a couple of bricks,
he stepped back off the scaffolding
to admire 'is work."—Pearson's
Weekly.

Elsie—“My mama got a nice pres
ent yesterday an' site frew hcr arms
around papa's neck. What does your
mama do when she gets a nice pres
ent?”
Eddie—“She tells daddy she'll for
give him, but he mustn't stay out
late again."—Boston Transcript.
Learn what is Meant by "Prices
have reached bottom.” Visit any
store advertising in this issue when
ln Rockland Saturday—Inauguration
Day.—adv,
•

Gain Physical Vigor — Youthfulness
With Clear Skin and Vivacious Eyes ,
That Sparkle With Glorious Health

Here's the recipe that banishes tat
and brings into blossom all thc natural
attractiveness that every woman pos
sesses.
•
Every morning take one-half teaspoonful ot Kruschen Salts in a glass
of hot water before breakfast — cut
down on pastry and fatty meats— go
light on potatoes, butter, cream and
sugar—in four weeks get on the scales
and note how many pounds of fat
have vanished.
Get a bottle of Kruschen Salts—the
cost is trifling and lt lasts 4 weeks It
even this first bottle doesn't convince
you this is the easiest, safest and sur
est way to lose fat—if you don't feet a
superb Improvement in health—so
gloriously energetic—vigorously alive
—your money gladly returned.
But be sure for your health's sake
that you ask for and get Kruschen
Salts. Get them at any drugstore ln
the world.

1033

FIVE GREAT LINES OF MOTOR CARS
at 1695 f. o. b. factory ($130 under 1932), to the supremely fine,
142-inch wheelbase, 125-horsepower, Ambassador Eight Limousine at

SPECIAL EIGHT
121-inch wheelbase

12055, will he recognized as eminent in value. 4The Nash cars for 1933 are

$965 to$1095
Six Body Stylei

now on display in our showroom—and demonstration cars are available

to give you a first-hand idea of their remarkable performance ability.

Highest Quality

Lowest Prices

• •

ADVANCED EIGHT

AMBASSADOR EIGHT

128-inch wheelbase

133—142-inch wheelbase

$1255 to $1 575

$1545to$2O55

Sil Bodv Styles

Nine Body Stylet

In Nash History

All Peters Quoted f. is. 4 Foresee Sfltelal Feeifieienl Ertee

THOMAS’NASH CO.
Park Street

Rockland

Tel. 1178
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which he had attended. He was a
Q/ie
i
picturesque figure: tall, handsome,
suave, worldly—nothing collegiate
about him."
"How old?”
"About twenty-three or four.”
"And his connection with Vernon?"
"That's what worries me. They
became friendly from the start.
Max looked up to Thayer, nnd I
think Thayer had a supreme con
Flower Seed Sotting Technique
tempt for Vernon. Rut that didn't
prevent the older man from bleed
Great, disappointment may <x
ing Max."
avoided if proper care Ls taken it
"How?"
"Cards, I believe. And If any sowing flower seed. This is a po.nt
credence ls to he given the rumors in successful gardening that cannot
which followed Thayer to Marland, be too strongly emphasized. Carefu!
he was quite expert In manipulat planting is the necessary first start
Ing them. In the past two years, j to a good garden.
Hanvey, about forty thousand dol
Very often when no germination re
lars' worth of checks drawn by Ver
sults and the seedsman is blamed for
non in favor of Pat Thayer have
poor seed, the fault was with the gar
passed through this bank."
“And it was because of this that dener. More seeds are lost after they
Vernon has been arrested for Thay l ave started to germinate than at any
er's murder?"
ether time and it is this preventable
"No-o. You see, no one hut my la^s during the germination period
self knows how deeply involved Mnx
that .'’tould be carefully watched.
Vernon was. Financially, that Is.
Seeds do not need rich soil. Fertil
He was arrested largely on circum
ity
lr not a prime necessity for seed
stantial evidence, and because It de
veloped that they had a hitter quar germination. Tlie fertility is needed
rel before Thayer was killed."
“About what?"
“The Idea seems to be that Thay
er stole Vernon's girl.”
"Mmm! Nasty business. Thayer
must have been an awful careless
young man.”
"It doesn't look good for the boy, |
Hanvey. Thayer gets all hls money [
and a note that he can't possibly
pay. Then Thayer steals the one
thing left to Vernon—hls girl. Of
course we can smile, but I fancy
that even to a youngster like Ver
non. the loss of a lady's affections
could cut pretty deeply. But we'll
go a step farther: We'U say that lt
not only makes him furious hut
also opens hls eyes. It makes him
understand that Pat Thayer ls un Stetl Boxes Can Be Easily Moved Out
Of the Sun and Wind
scrupulous. Suppose he gets the
Idea that Thayer has been cheating
tfter the seeds have gerni.nmed and
him at cards?
"Taking that for granted, we can the young planus have started Into
understand that even a chap like growth.
Therefore any ordinar;
Vernon could go crazy. The worm garden toil properly prepared by be
having Its Inevitable turn. We do ing sifted and given proper drainage
know positively that shortly after
their campus quarrel Vernon went will prove an excellent germination
to the fraternity house where he medium.
Thc seeds mast be kept moist blit I
and Thayer both lived and made
no secret of the fact that he was not wet during the germinating pebitterly angry with Thayer. A little riod. Once the germ has broken the
later Vernon left the place in hls f<ed coat and lhc
box
or
now a nA
n mw'o
IxzxAav
car and aflll
still lnfrve*
later Thayer's
body
reed bed is allowed to dry out the tiny
was discovered. He had been
plar.t dries up and dies without ever
stabbed ln the throat.”
“And even without knowing what getting above ground Then you will
you know about the money situa hear the complaint of bad seed. The
tion, they spotted Vernon as the toil must be kept at an even degree
man, eh?"
of moisture and it must be watered
“Yes. If they heard about this ... often enough to maintain it but <t
Fm worried about the lad, Hanvey.
.should never be toaked so that it is
Maybe he killed Thayer, and may
be he didn't If he did I'm sure It in the condition of mud.
Hot sun. particularly if coupled
was the result of a quarrel and a
fight. The hoy needs help. We with high, winds. Is a dangerous con
have the loss of what must have dition. They quickly dry out the sc.
appeared to him as an inexhaust end often shrivel seedlings that have
ible fortune; hia desperation over gotten above ground safely. There
finances; the five thousand dollar fore the seed bed should be protected
note covering a debt of honor . . .
1 from the hottest sun and should b"
and we have a staggeringly strong
reason why he must have become in a sheltered position so that th
mixed up In the robbery of this 1 force of a drying wind will be broker.
bank. I'm afraid Vernon did one This is cne reason why a frame Is
or the other, and frankly, Hanvey, pteferable fcr outdoor flower sSbcl
I'd rather see him tied up with sowing: the rides effectually bfBia
the robbery than the murder.”
the force cf any drying winds.
The detective lighted another
The gTeatct percentage of piaats
cigar. There was a silence for a from a packet of seed will be obtained
few minutes and then the door
opened. Miss Seward placed a card by sowing in seed boxes or pans be
on Randolph Fiske's desk. Fiske cause conditions can be maintained
glanced at It and passed It across -hd controlled mast ta lly. The seed
I fccx or pan or pot can be moved out
to Hanvey.
"Who Is John Reagan?" nsked 1 cf the sun. It can b? easily shaded
Jim.
It can be watered cosily. Therefore
"Chief of the Marland detective with the choicer seeds it is advisable
force. If you'd rather not have him
to sow in flats—another name for
come In—"
“Golly! He's the one man I'd like s:ed boxes used by professional grow
ers, or in pets or pans—pans being a
to talk to."
Two minutes later Reagan snapped trade name for shallow flower pots.
Into the room; trim nnd efficient.
He paid no attention to the hank
er, but advanced on the vast bulk
of Jim Hanver.

Every-Other-Day

GARDEN:

MAY DAY
MYSTERY.
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SYNOPSIS
CHAPTER I.—Antonette Peyton,
eenlor at the southern univerelty ut
Marland, resents Paterson Thayer’a
attentlona to Ivy Welch, teventeenyear-old coed, and there Is a stormy
ecene, ending with bitter recrimina
tions, the tension being Increased li>
Mai Vernon, anolher student, long
Thayer's friend, reproaching Ivy for
"breaking a date" with him. Thayer
and vernon threaten each other.
CHAPTB* II.—tear* Welch. ley’s
brother, vrateieoe at tne univer
sity. Is appealed lo by Tony Peyton
to end hia sisters friendship with
Thayer.
Welch and Tony Peyton
are In love with each other Welch
does not see what he can do In ths
matter. Tony then tells him she Is
married to Thayer, but Is hls wife
only ln nama.

CHAPTER III.—l-arry determines
to ses Thayer and end his associa
tion with Ivy. Tony persuades him
to wait until she haa appealed to
her husband. She does so. visiting
him In hia room at a fraternity
house. Maa Vernon, living In the same
house, arrives and goes to hia room.
Tony ends her visit to Thayer and
departs. Vernon leaves the house al
most Immediately afterwards, vis
ibly 4n a stats of excitement. He
has a oundle. carelessly tied, ap
parently cloth,ng to be renovated,
under hia arm.
CHAPTEK IV.—Welch's appeal to
Ivy to end her affair with Thayer Is
fruitless.
He determines to see
Thayer. Despite Ivy’s protestations,
he does ao. and after he leaves. Carmlctno. frat house Janitor, finds
Thayer dead, stabbed In the throat
Reagan. Marland's police chief, takes
charge of the case.

CHAPTER V.—Ths Marland bank
Is robbed of tint) Oon, the robber es
caping with the money after being
shot and apparently badly wounded.
Jim Hanvey. famous detective, gro
tesquely obese, end good natured,
cornea to Investigate the robbery
Randolph Flake, the bank presldent.A
telle Hanvey he believes Mas Ver
non was driving the car in which
the robber got away.

.

CHAPTER VI

kindly face of the banker
THE
was marked by lines of worry

v.

nu

seavice

offered wtilildp’t’lielp a Tot. Tie need
ed five thousand."
"No piker, nt any rate.”
"It Isn't that. Hanvey. ne Just
doesn't know anything about money
, . . or If he does, lie's learned it
In the last month, which Isn't very
likely. He always hnd thought that
ninety thousand dollars was Inex
haustible. Then suddenly, it was
gone. It took him a long time to
understand that there was no more.
He confessed to tne that he had
been a fool. He wanted to know
what to do, and I suggested that
he leave the college, get a Job nnd
begin to take life seriously. Hls
gambling debt—'the debt of honor'
he rather grandiosely called It—
seem'd to be preying on his mind.
Once or twice he even talked about
killing himself. I spoke to hint like
a Dutch uncle—”
"Vou thought he meant It?"
“He meant It; yes. Hut I knew
he'd never do It I was merely try
ing to snap him out of his despon
dency. All hls lightness and bright
ness were disappearing. Rut there
wns nothing I could do about It.”
"And he?”
"No one ln the world could have
needed or wanted money more than
Max Vernon thought he did. Re
member that! The last time I saw
him was April twenty-eight when he
begged me for a loan—and I again
refused.
"On May first, a little after two
o'clock, this bank was ro' bed of i
more than one hundred thousand
dollars. I am terribly afraid Max
Vernon was Implicated In that hold
up.”
"Because you recognized hls car?" |
"That ls only the beginning, Han
vey. When I remembered after the
excitement died down that the car
had looked like Vernon's I paid
mighty little attention. Then I re
called the man at the wheel—and
lt seemed to me that even In the
brief glimpse. It was Vernon."
"You couldn't swear lt, though?" j
•'Certainly not But I investigated
and now, Hanvey, comes the rotten
part of my chain of evidence. Thnt
night Max Vernon did not return to
hls room In the Psi Tau Theta
house. He did not come back until
late yesterday afternoon.”
"Yes. . .
Fiske frowned, then looked up nt
Hanvey’s expressionless face. “I’m
trying to be fair to the boy—and
to you. He went to hls room at the
fraternity bouse. But, Hanvey, there
was something else that I didn't
hear until this morning.”

as though he feared he had talked
too much. But the ponderous de
tective did not seem particularly
Interested.
"Vernon," he remarked. "Maxwell
Vernon, eh?”
“Yes. They call him Max.”
•T'rlend of yours?"
“I like him—If that’s what you
mean.”
"What sort of kid Is he?"
Fiske hesitated, then leaned for
ward with a sudden burst of confi
dence. "If I give you my honest
opinion of ihct boy, Hanvey—will It
prejudice you against him?”
"Golly, no,”
"He has faults—"
"Who hasn't? Only men I'm afraid
of are these goody-goody, ain't-Iiionest ones. They're the cute ba
bies! Now about Vernon?”
“It Isn’t a long story. You know
we have a college here. Vernon en
tered as a freshman three years ago
—he's finishing his Junior year now.
I met him when lie caine Into the
bank and opened a nlnety-thousanddollar checking account. lt was
rather unusual—"
"I should guess yes."
I
—“And naturally 1 had a chat
with him. This money wus the re
mainder of an inheritance from his
mother, she having been hls surviv
ing parent”
"Orphan?"
“Exactly. In the past three years
Max and 1 have been quite friendly
—so friendly that ut times I'm
afraid he has rather resented what
must have seemed like interference
on my part.”
“Wliat were you Interfering about?"
"Vernon has heen running through
hls money pretty fast. He start
ed slowly in hls freshman year,
hut the word got out that he was
very rich and he gathered around
himself a group of friends rather
more mercenary than genuine. Max
Vernon is weak; about ns weak as
a young man who Is not vicious can
be. I really believe, though, that
there Isn't a vicious hone In hls body.
Hls first year nt college he spent
money lavishly. Last year he spent
It faster. This year lie has run
through every cent of wliat little
was left."
"Gosh ! He must he a bird!”
“Too ninny friends for hls own
good. One In particular—"
"Who?”
“I'll tell you about him directly.
To stick to Vernon; when I saw hls
money dwindling I started having
sensible, fatherly talks with him.
He always confessed his weakness
and always promised to draw In his
horns. Then tlie next thing I knew
there'd be a walloping hig check
come through tlie hank."
"Did he have all hls money
here?"
“Every cent. That's why I’m In
a position to know so much about
him. About a month ago he had
run through hls money. Didn't have
two hundred dollars left. About »
week ago he came to tne and asked
for a loan. He admitted tliat lie was
broke. He said lie was in a rotten
fix—owed a big gambling debt—and
felt that Ills honor was nt stake.”
“Does he gftmble much?”
“A good deal. Rut that I'JI touch
on later.
He wanted to borrow
money. Of course, I explnitiod that
1 couldn't lend It—at least that the
hank couldn't. I did offer to lend
him a trifling sunt personally, hut
he said that the hundred dollars I

"What?"

"He didn't come back In the car
he was using day before yester
day I”
Jim blinked slowly, lighted a fresh
cigar and blew a cloud of the ran
cid smoke across the table.
“No?" he asked with depressing
lack of Interest.
"Wliat did he
come In?”
“A new car," said Fiske "A
brand new and very expensive one."
"Hmm. . .
Hanvey puffed
thoughtfully, hut said nothing. To
the banker It seemed that he was not
even bothering to think. Just a
great human bulk occupying space.
Fiske was considerably irritated.
“1 don’t want to tie misunder
stood. Hanvey,” he said, with a hint
(To Be Continued)
of add In his tones. "I'm fond of
that hoy. I don't believe there's
Determined to make a good job ot
anything radically wrong with him.
I've told you everything, hoping that It. the prophets of gloom are now re
I’ve overlooked some point which viving the rumor that the bustle is
tnny prove to he In his favor.''
coming back—Springfield Union.
"Maybe," suggested Hanvey soft
ly. "maybe you have.”
“I hope so. I don't want to see
Mnx Vernon get Into trouble."
"Gosh!" Ilnnve.v uncrossed Ills
legs with considerable difficulty, "It
seems like wliat you've told me
Indicates he's In trouble enough.
. That is the joyful cry of thousands
Everything links him with a hank
since Dr. Edwards produced Olive
robbery."
Tablets, the substitute for calomel.
. Dr. Edwards, a practicing physi
"I realize that.” Randolph Fiske
cian for 20 years, and calomel's oldsjaike in a low. strained voice. "And
time enemy, discovered the formula
perhaps I'm doing him a favor."
for Olive Tablets while treating pa
"How?"
tients for chronic constipation and
"Because," explained the hanker,
torpid livers.
“I'd rather see Vernon convicted of
Olive Tablets do not contain calo
complicity In a holdup than electro
mel, just a healing, soothing vegetable
laxative safe and pleasant.
cuted for murder.”
. No griping is the “keynote” of these
Hanvey scratched hls head. 'Tin
little sugar-coated, olive-colored tab
all up In the air, Mr. Fiske. You're
lets. They help cause the bowels and
talking about murder, aud I don't
liver to act normally. They never
know anything about any murder.
force them to unnatural action.
Who got humped olf. and what has
If you have a “dark brown mouth”
Vernon got to do with It?"
—bad breath—a dull, tired feeling—
sick headache—torpid liver—consti
"It happened nt the college—Mar
pation, you should find quick, sure
land university—Just befiire this
and pleasant results from one or two
hank wtis robbed day before yester
of Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets.
day. Max Vernon was arrested for
Thousands take them every night
the killing the minute he returned
to keep right. Try them. 15c, 30c, GOt.
lo the campus yesterday evening."
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The magician shows you a

girl supported on a slab of
glass by two slaves ... he

holds up a sheet before
her. , . .

I fe draws away the siieet.
. . . She’s gone!—where?
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HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
1-Large lake
36-Three (Ital.)
5-Wheeled vehicle
37- Cover
g-A aide-board
38- Penetrate
12-Trapptr
4D-Organ of hearing
14- Barrel (abbr.)
42- Army Corps (abbr.)
15- Small dog
43- B raided
17- College degree
45- The (Fr.)
(abbr.)
46- Narrow body of
18- Place
water
20- City in England
48-Tempeita
21- To work at steadily 50- Title of former
22- Measure of length
Russian ruler
24- A month
51- Bird's home

VERTICAL (Cont.)
11- Fear

12- Neat
13- Reaidence (abbr.)
16-At the end
19-Browned over fire
21-Provide
23-Regulated courses
of eating
25-An item in one's
account
27-The sheltered side
28- Swiaa river
30- Accoats
25- S. W. State of U. S.
31- Puts out forcibly
VERTICAL
(abbr.)
32- Preflx. Against
26- Mariner
1-Recedes. aa the tide 33-Kingdoms
28- On the ocean
2- Govenora
35-Anatomy (abbr.)
3- A supposition
29- One who foretells
37- Final
30- To breathe
4- A lizard
38- Man s name
5- Vehlele
convulsively
39- To steep, ss flax
31- Oiminutive suffix
6- Advertieement
41-Ceate
32- A debt overdue and
(abbr.)
43- Parlty
unpaid
44- Clothe
7- Realltles
34- Vessel (abbr.)
8- Walter
47-Egyptian god
35- One (Scot)
J 1O-Elongated fish
,49-Musical note

(Solution tn Previous Puzzlel

Mrs. Marriner was at one time an
active member in Victor Grange and
for several years a member of the
Methodist Church, and was always
interested In the social affairs o/
the community until home duties and
ill health caused her to give them up. |
A kind and loving wife, mother
neighbor and friend, one always
ready to lend a helping hand to those Apply I'Hgnenllne.Qnlek! It soothe*
ln need, she will be greally missed. the pain—prevent* infection and ugly scar*. Ask
yourdniff ist for thered-andyellow lube, 50c.
She leaves her husband, a son E.
Bliss Marriner of Portsmouth. N H..
and two grandchildren Philip and
Ht-llevoa pnln. baetenu beating
IWen. Tile funeral services wenheld at the late home Peb. 17. her
pastor Rev. O. G. Barnard, officiat
ing. • The remains were placed In Ihe
tomb at Belfast until spring when
Interment will be made In Searsmont

Unguentine

M<ry

1

PIboib send---- lecognihon Cordl

dummy. Thc girl deftly

for ute by friend* ond myielf. No
obligation.

slips off hcr glass couch
and into the dummy while

Nome.

tfie sheet hides her from the

Street -

audience. . . .

City -

■ ■ ■»IF n i.nr MFi'

A city girl visiting her uncle on the
farm was watching a cow chewing
her cud.
“Pretty fine cow, that," said her
uncle as he came by.
"Yes,” said the girl, “but doesn’t lt
cost a Jot to keep her in chewinggum? "-Cincinnati Enquirer.

In the heart of all act hl ties.
Beautiful rooms and high
class service.
A Modern Fireproof Struc
ture. Every room steam heated
Rates: (European Plan)
Single rooms $2.58 per day
upwards
Double rooms $5.00 per day
upwards
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe In the}
Buuding
* i
Ownership-Managements
.WILLIAM .ML LRMEY ,

We Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE
BOSTON, MASS.

BEACON STREET

'X

4

Located on Beacon
Hall Neit t*> the
State House

Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial,
and shopping centers.

New Lower Rates
Rooms without bath, * TlX) up; with bath, *3.00 up

*

("omplete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service

TO STAY AT The LINCOLM

IS A HAPPY REMEMBRANCE
ceimepollton •tmstphera . .

Aa Ifitortttlng

Clwwfvl

.

Ftoatant urvlt*.. fin*

rat-

tawrnnti . . Mngtrntoly frlug . . Arming Hi*

<nrnw nrD theatre*, cleh* eng glnmerev* Time*

i

A perfect hetel far th* vltiter . .

ROOM with BATH, RADIO A SIRVIDCff
from

MANGER

NOITH STATION, BOSTON

HOTEL URMEY

Mrs. Margaret Gray and Mrs. J
Ethel Eaton entertained the church
aid Feb. 22 at the vestry. Jig saw I
puzzles were enjoyed by the younger J
people. Assorted cake, sandwiches,
pickles, coffee and after-d.nner ’
mints were served. Those present ’
were Ruth Perez. Mae Dunham. Min
nie Sellers, Lillian Eaton. Vida Syl
vester, Dorothy Dunham. Gwendo
lyn Eaton, Bernice Dunham. Anna
McVeigh and Marion Cole.

i By Wright A. Patterson and pub
lished in the Maine Press Bulletin).
How many leaves on the tree?
How many feathers on the rooster?
How many beans in the Jar?
You cannot ask such questions in
your newspaper and offer a prize for
the nearest correct answer if you
*ant your newspaper to go through
the itiaiLs.
• • • •
flow many words can you make paper that had been stopped in the
malls because It announced a guessout of the letters gasoline?
How many hidden letters can you ing contest-how many beans In a
Jar?--'.he person coming nearest to
find in the ads?
the correct guess to receive a pri2e
How much is two and two?
You can conduct contests such as offered by the merchants of the i
town. In this contest there was no I
these through your newspaper, offer
ing prizes for the test answers, and provision to the effect that the j
guesser had to make a purchase of
you can mail your newspaper.
any kind. Any one visiting any of ,
• • * •
The difference is the first questions the stores cf the town was privileged ,
involve guesses, and the second to guess. Here is the ruling of the I
department on that case:
questions involve skill.
"I have your letter of the 5th inThe postal laws provide that nothing relating to lotteries or similar I stant relative to an advertisement
enterprises, or to fraudulent schemes, which appeared in the November
can be sent through the mails. The 17th issue of the — — containing
United Slates penal code provid?s an announcement of a guessing con
that anything relating to a lottery, test conducted by certain merchants
gift enterprise, guessing contests, or of that city.
"Plans of thLs character have uni
scheme of any kind offering prizes
dependent in whole or in part upon formly been held to fall within that
lot or chance cannot be sent througn class of schemes, all matter relating |
to which is unmailabie under Section
the mails.
To get definite information, as near 213 of the United States Penal Code
as possible, as to Just what can and *1® U. 8. C. 336 > You will note that
what cannot be done In the matter this statute embraces not only lotof contests and remain within the, teries as that term is used in Its
law. I put up to Horace J. Donnelly, technical sense, but also includes anv
sbllcitor of the postofflee departenterprise or scheme of any
ment. several different propositions. kind offering prices ld -pend?nt in
One of these was a case of a news- whole or In part upon lot or chance, i
The words “in whole or in part"
were added to the statute tn 1909 to j
particularly cover guessing contests,
although the courts had already held ;
after many years in the drug business, that they would involve chance.
“The fact that persons must visit 1
1 have found a real dependable remedy
for stomach trouble—the Pfunder each of the stores in order to par- j
formula in tablet form. Come in and ticipate in the contest is a sufficient :
talk it over. Let me tell you how you
can take fifty doses without risking a consideration to bring the plan with
dime.
in the purview of the law.”
Sheldon’s Drug Store, 444 Ma n St.
I then submitted to Mr. Donnelly
j three or four pieces of copy in which
skill and not guess was involved
with a prize offered far the best work
or answer:
"In reply to your letter of thc 14th
j insiint. suhmiv.ing announcements
, of four prize contests, I have to adNorth Station
| vise you that matter relating to these
BOSTON
enterprises would appear io be ac
ceptable for mailing in so far as the
postal lottery statutes are con
cerned."
ROOMS
Quite naturally the postoffice dcWith BATH
‘pa.tment will pass only on specific
instances It will not give any general
i ruling or interpretation of the law.
and each case must be decided on its
merits. These cases, however, will
serve to differentiate between guess
ing contests and contests of skill.
RADIO ih EVERY ROOM
The guessing contest is Illegal so far
as the mails are concerned, and thc
other
is hot.
Ixecutlva Office

On. slave is a hollow

MIAMI. FLORIDA
The mod Interestini spot In
thr kastrrn Hruilsphrrv dutlne thr winter months.

SUNSET

You Can and Can’t

HOTEL MANGER

1 rom[

Getting
Up
Nights. Back- J
ache. S 11 IT -1
__
ness.
Le g I
Pains, Nervousness. Acidity or Burn
ing. caused by poorly functioning Kid
neys or Bladder, try Cystex ipronounred
Slas-tex) specially prepared lor these
trouble?
Works
fast
circulating ■
through system In 15 minutes. Only!
75c at druggists. Guaranteed to fix yon
tip or money back on return ot empty
package.

T" 4

500

“I see. . . . Who arrested him?"

suffer

2

1

formula

G.VBS
Mr. and Mrs. Harold P Cobb arc
visiting his brother Maurice E. Cobb j
in Portland. Mrs. Sarah Burgess.1
Mrs. Cobb's mother, Ls keeping hour?
for them.
g PLEASANTLY V
Tne annual town meeting dinner
will be served at the vestry by the 1 2 for coughs, colds
or sore throats.
Ladies' Aid March 6. Baked beans, j
Pleasatn-tasting
coffee and pastry will be served for [
and free of nar
5c
25 cents.
cotics.
»
No storm reached this place Suni day but wind and snow squalls I,
Monday with occasionally the sup I
I out for a few minutes at a time.
I
I
‘I Menthol Cough Drops
Lelah Eugenia, wife of Willis 17.;
Marriner. died at her home in Sears- '
! mont, Feb. 14, the cause of death1 HELP FOR TIRED WIVES
1 being heart trouble. She was both; Take Lydia E. Pinkham’s
I in Lincolnville. July 17. 1867. daugh- i
Vegetable Compound
ter of Eugene D. and Rachel (Young) ' Wives Set tired during thcee hard
Decrow. After receiving her edu-, tlmea. They are the one* who mint bear
tht burden* uf tha (amity. When the
cation in the schools of Lincolnville i husband comet home with tees money In
pay envelope ... it la the wife who
she learned the tailor's trade in j hia
muat struggle along and make the beet
ol
things.
Camden, and that of milliner in
Brockton. Mass.'. April 27. 1892. she, n^oJiutr;Tyda*E.'pmkh2S'.<,v«g«.:
a tonic
was married to Wfllis Marriner and ble Compound. What
Whet you need la
to •
that will give you thc strength to catty
came to Searsmont to live where, on.
ol every IDO women who report
she worked as milliner for V. A toVSuiout
any that they are benefited by tbla
Buy a bottle (rom your drugi Simmons, and later carried on a medicine.
glat today . . . and watch the results.
millinery business in her own home. J

Believe It
Or Not

QUICK RELIEF FROM
CONSTIPATION

"The local police.”
"Mtn-hmin! They sure ure It—1 on
niakln' arrests. Guess they feel
they've gol lo keep In practice.
Whose murder was Vernon arrested
for?"
“A man named Thayer—Paterson
Thayer. They call hint I’at."
“College student?”
"Yes. I guess you'd call him that.
He came to Marland two years ago
and entered the Junior class. He
would liuve graduated next month.
Vgly rumors followed him Imre.
They said lie hail been invited to
letne the two northern colleges

SEARSMONT

[COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

>3 Singlt ond M Double
JONH f. WIST,

Now Under New Monogement . . .*A Befionce

Hotel*

INCOLN
44th TO 45th STREET-8th AVENUE, NEW YORK

=g

-1-------------- rrr—

j
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WAI.K ON LEFT SIDE

Attention ls frequently called to
last Thursday for the benefit of the ! Saugus, Mass., after spending two
PORT CLYDE
the appalling slaughter that automo
electric light fund with Mrs. Lillian weeks with Mrs. Lewis Marshall
Portland Editor Comments On Legis
Miss C. M. Brown former mission Coffin in charge. A good sum was
Advertisements In this colnmn not to
Several from this place are emThe True Story of Near Trag lators' Apparent Indifference To bile traffic entails. More people
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
have been killed in automobile acci ary to the Mountain Whites of North netted.
pJoycd in the canning factory at
cents, three times for 50 centR. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time,
edy on Sheep Island As Safety
dents in this country than in all the Carolina, will be the speaker at the
Thomaston.
10 cents for three times. Six words
Miss Helen Davis, student at Rock
make a line.
Told By Daughter
Early in the Legislative session a wars in which the Nation has been Baptist Chapel tonight, Thursday.
Learn what Ls meant by "Prices
A large number from this place at land High School spent the vacation
Public safety officials,
bill was introduced by Senator Har engaged.
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Sidney , have reached bottom.” Visit uny
tended
the
services
in
the
Baptist
automobile
associations,
and
others
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
mon of Hancock to require that per
*
Davis.
i store advertising in this issue when
I wish to correct some mistakes sons walking on a first class state are constantly studying the problem Church at Rcckland Sunday evening.
«
' in Rockland Saturday—Inauguration
There
was
a
baptismal
service
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rodney
Simmons,
of
highway
safety
and
there
have
1
in the article that recently appeared highway outside of built up sections
Mrs. Etta Teel and Mrs. Maude Stone ; Day—adv.
about my father's night on Sheep shall walk on the left side thereof, been installed many devices to pre several candidates from this place.
DOG lost, black spaniel, six months
Mrs. Merton Anthony ls ill and is 1 attended the meeting of the Lincoln
! Island I "Tom Perry's Rock," in the so that they will be facing oncoming vent accidents. During the last year
old Return to PARAMOUNT RESTAU
Inauguration Day Specials will be
RANT and receive reward.
25-27
Baptist Association In Thomaston.
! Peb. 18 issue]. He owned1 the cot automotive traffic. The bill provided some progress was made. Still the attended by Dr Hall of Rockland.
a sales event of unprecedented value
Miss
Elizabeth
Coffin
who
attends
1
BARRED ROCK baby chlx and hatch tage himself, not the late Thaddeus for a fine of five dollars for first killing goes on. The point Is that
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Marshall to shoppers. Come to "Rockland Sat
R
ing eggs, prices to suit the times. AL Roberts.
My father and mother violation of the act and a fine of we cannot afford to overlook or ig high school in Woodfords spent the I have returned to their home in urday—adv.
»
BION WOTTON. Friendship. Me
17-tf
•
nore any proposition that will serve week with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
housekeeping there In ten dollars for second offense.
’
R I. Red chicks from state tested, ac- went to
,
| | credited, trapnested stock. >12 per 100 March, 1855, and his night on Sheep
John Coffin.
The act was heard before the to Improve conditions.
L MERRIAM. Union. Me.
19-tf
. .. . . —.iLiM
Lewie Benner of Kittery Point coast
judiciary
committee
and
that
body
Por
the
pedestrian
to
walk
on
the
your
cancelled
postage
j
.
8. C. R. I RID CHICKS, high produc;' Island was Jan. 23. 1857.
Jan.
23,
BRINO me
guard
station
nnd
Miss
Irma
Winca

stumps If valuable I will buy. A AN- fo? punoren?XJ;7t WrU? M*Tkin" 1888 a cousi,lof mine wrote about it. reported “ought not to pass" on the left so that he may see traffic ap
for p
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13
ASTASIO Barber Shop. 400 Main St
NEY. Thomaston. Me,. St. George road, and Peb. 14. 1914, I wrote an article same. We are not informed as to preaching is widely recognized as a paw of Friendship spent last Thurs
MY FRIENDS to know I am doing or phone Tenant's Harbor 56-14.
20’28
for The Courier-Gazette. I do not the reasons for this, but assume that safety measure. Very frequently we day with hi.; parents, Mr. and Mrs.
sewing of all kinds. Located at Crock8. C. R I. Red chicks three years state
etts Baby Shop. EVA AMES._______ 25’27
accredited, price according to number. know who "G. M. L." Is, in fact I lt may be that the members of this read of fatal accidents where drivers Sherman Benner.
ABOUT three tons hay wanted for Chickens are now the farmer's best bet. ........
...
,
.
Miss Dorothy Lowell is ’-aving a
covering Ice. meadow hay <
Eggs for hatching. Write for prices. E. i don't think he could have been born committee thought that this would have come upon pedestrians unob
ty. F. C. MALONEY. Tel. 26
C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel. 1341^
the time. jf
he must be an olj only bc another law written Into the served either by the driver or the vacation from her work in Camden
24*20
POSITION as chef or order cook .want
BABY CHIX. Wyllie s strain s. c. Reds man now for that was 75 years ago. statute books to be ignored, as the person on foot. Within a year there and is spending a week in New York
ed
Best of references. ”
H. T. ~
PERRY Onc quality—the Best. >12 per hundred __d .u- r„„k
perrv-s r>urt- tiin
law forbidding soliciting rides of have been at least two of these acei- with her sister Nellie Lowell w ho has
_______ ll! | Discount on 500 or over. F. H WYLLIE anQ
rocK 15
ry 5 nocK 8U“"
Grace St.. City.
WANTED—You to know that we can I A SON. Thomaston. Me.. R. 1. Phone
This is the story of the shipwreck automobile drivers is.
dents in this county. It is inevita-1«mpioyment there.
22-tf
give you more milk and eggs under our i Warren 10-0
Mrs. Horace Benner attended the
We are not disposed to question ble that there should be such acci
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston”
plan of More For Leas" that will offset
price of baby chicks reduced. 8. O.' °n
Island. Vinalhaven. Jan.
low milk prices and 15-cent eggs. Drive r j Reds, accredited flock, heavy lay- 23. 1857, was a night long remem- thc reasonableness of this criticism, dents, if people walk so that cars funeral services of Dr. Frank Follett
Coaches
Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Daily Except Sunday
ln today no matter how far the dis- jng strain, hatches each week, one to five ,
, .
,
,
_
_
tance. 20'. dairy feed. >108; egg mash hundred >12 per hundred. 500 to 1000 >11.; bered by the late Capt. Thomas although we would still insist that may approach them from behind in Rockland.
Arrive Boston 2.15 1*. M.
>138. scratch feed >110. fine granulated , Orders of a thousand and over. >10 per
qn,. thermome
The Baptist Circle met with Mrs
sugar >4 15. Occident Jlour 8»r. Phl»- 100.
C. N. LIGHT. Waldoboro, Me PerrY Uhd hls Wife. The tnermome- the passage of the law would make unobserved.
Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 1’. M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.
hurv's Best 67c. Best Family flour 49c fel 17-12
17~M ter ranged at 20 below and the wind for safety on the highways. If it
It was by reason of these widely Etta Teel Wednesday afternoon of
Carload lots direct from the West to
Coaches Arrive In Rockland from Boston 4.55 P. M. and LOO A. M
SnWor%‘^',dWe11kua;M.uTwypret throughout K^x “and l?nco.n “tleL blew fiercely, driving the snow be were a law It is not likely that many known facts that the Harmon bill last week.
ll urc for
you
More
For Less"1 desiring their eggs hatched I wish to an- fore it. Capt. Perry got the idea arrests would be made of people was put in. That has been marked
Mrs. Lillian Benner and Mrs
RTnvrRs pash hrain rtor.fr DIR-1 nouncc I am ready to take them on
...
THIBUTORS for STOVER FEED MFG every Saturday throughout the season that a bird Stew would not go amiss found violating it. But the fact there off the docket, but we still think Lillian Davis spent Wednesday las',
Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
T° ?5»tr*rk 8t 86 P“rk 8t' ROCk25-2d71 numbermofaereskton t^'h^ch^ l°why and shouldering his gun. he sallied iwas such a law would serve to stress something should be done to stress week with Mrs. Nina Hooper ir. Mar
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip I 3.00
——— ;'“.v
°hem°7orX<5 centa* Write Tor
forlh in 1uesl of thf grave danger of walking on the this manner of walking. It would tinsville.
H »»»»«»»»«»♦»» - ■ ' particulars. Baby
There was a large flock of shell- highways otherwise than In the help if highway signs could bear the
by chicks 12c. hawes
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hooper of Mar
Hawes.
A C. “
~ Union. Tel.
•• ,' HATCHERY.
I8-24.
---21-39 drakes in Roberts Cove, so called. manner described in the bill. Not all injunction, "Walk on the Left.” tinsville and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Davis
Tickets May Be Purchased At
*
1* UK DALE
* f natural k^uund sea ^heiis are best ‘ and going thither he fired into them, people might walk on the left of thc There are plenty of “Curve" signs and Mrs. Lillian Davis called on Wil
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
Tel. 620
»**»»*****•** — *• frhd rawlW, Long'cove” MeWrli43*« with effect. Unable to get hls game road as they should, but if it were ; and "Careful if wet" signs We are liam Cook who is at the Elmwood
Tel. 3
Thomaston—McDonald's Drug Store,
baby chicks Mass strain Reds, ar- live poultry wanted Truck wui from lhe shore he launched a small the law that they must, the average convinced that the one suggested Is Hospital in Waterville recovering
credited. Rapid growth, early
maturity call any time.
Highest prices paid.
.
. .___ ,__ ...
....
.
,., , .
stf
and heavy egg production
sproul paper city poultry co, 741 Main -sRifT he found nearby, but which person would be more likely to do so fully as much needed. — Portland from a bad accident.
. ...
POULTRY farm. South Bristol. Me------ Bt, Westbrook. Me,_________________4*27 afterward proved to have only one and thus prevent accidents.
■
A
supper
was
given
in
the
library
Telegram.
24’26

7

In Everybody’s Column

"TOM PERRY S ROCK"

• EGGS AND CHICKS;

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

“Quaker Stages”

WHEN you are planning to sell your
1926 ford coach >35, 1922 Ford tour- chickens snd fowl, call” PETER ED- oar' Leaving his gun on the shore
itiK $10 for -.alt*. Oood condition and WARliK. T<*1. 806-J. Rockland.
14-tf jyjp captain soon picket! np his
RIVERS
tires, child's auto bed $1
24*26
Washington, Me
n
1
birds, but on thc return trip hts oar
DRY hard fitted wood and Junk*
D&rtfir vOlUlDD
broke, leaving him to the mercy of
under cover. $8 T. J. CARROLL. Tel.
263-21 or 739-M
15-tf The
'
_______________________________________
idea behind this column Is to the wind and tide. The skiff war.
>8 7Ry..rd“r|do„!:,l^e,rw^d "w'fRANK , "mceTiit'weeT £&e,,gCho wft’ ?o
carrie(l
Irom lh,‘ shor(*
ERICKSON R I. Box 70. Thomaston
trade some possession of theirs for other jntO a mass of drifting ice. The Cap26-28 goods or articles
Simply address the
—........... —--------------—------------- „
■■■
Classified Editor of The Courier-Gazette, tain made his way over this field of
LUMP soft coal, >7 50; screened. >9 50; The charge Is 25 cents for one Insertion .
,,
,
,h .
hard coal, (13 50; coke. (10 50. J. B t,j three lines 50 cents for three lnserthe best he COUld, druwing tht
PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 84-2.
18-tf
s. me- ' Phone 770'“" *d pr'C”
appl,cl“lon- boat after him. He finally succeeded j
Quaker Bttltd Poultry Litter,
i in reaching Sheep Island, receiving
thing U tter thut is beneficial to your
land und the best poultry litter for hens
anyone wanting to buy. sell or ex-1 on the way several duckings which 1
on the market a elreulat change
live stock please write or phone ,, ,
on request
No waste Very Iow w LUDWIG MOTOR sales. Tel. 135. New- did not add to his comfort.
price. Bales or tona. Used and en castle.
Me
21-tf
dorsed by Maine Experiment Station.
Before night. Mrs. Perry, becomI WANT some responsible woman to I ,
,
. .
.
.
.
We also Just received car baled shav
ings STOVER'S CASH ORAIN STORES. look after my home ln exchange for mg aiarmed at her husband s pro
DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED good board and room
References. lon_.ri nhsenre started out to look ’
MFO. CO. on track at 85 Park St.. Rock Write MRS. S. K, care The Courler-Oa- lonse<l ansence, started out to iook
land. Tel 1200.
25-27 «tte.________________________ 22-i. for him along the shore. It came'
Boards for a partition I d like some dark and she started to walk to the
boards to build a partition. Will trade ,
__ ..
_ , . .
__
for an awning or truck cover. Write! late Thaddeus Roberts house. The
ROCKLAND AWNING CO, 15 Willow
u...
st, city.
14*16 snow was 30 beep she crawled on her

>t-.-.«-.**»*»***«*

I

TO LET

Get real

'

I will exchange a Rudd Instantaneous
Oas Hot Water Heater, size 4. stvle F,
good as new for a quantity of wood or
coal, for trucking service or cash.
Heater good as new Apply Nell 8. Perry,
THE COURIER-GAZETTE Office. Cl-,.

hands and knees When she reached
the house she was so chilled they had
to get her hot medicine before she
could tell what she wanted. All shp
could say was 'Tom," and “gone
gunning." until she got warm.
Then the Roberts' started to look.
with lanterns, along the shore. They
1,1.
'ound hls gun and Where he
bunched the skiff. He could see thc
lanterns along the shore looking for
..
. , „
....
. . . '
him and hallooed to them, but the

FOUR ROOM home near Main St .
77icmaston. >15 month
Call MARY 1
LUCE at the Lucette. Tel. Thomaston
52-3
23-tI
H*18 j
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. all
three room furnished apartment, both
-----Oliver Typewriter, fair condition, will
MRS.i
exchange
right.
P.
O
BOX
441,
City.
heated and
newly finished.
_____
14*16
FROST. Tel. 318-W.
26-tf
TENEMENT ln Gregory Block. 704
we will trade, at bargain price, a
Main St . North End. to let. C A. HAM- new Addressograph complete, standard
1LTON Tel 986-J
26-tf Fl Addressograph No 32382 for M plates.
TWO ROOM apartment to let, bath, foot power selector to work with dupiiheat ar.d lights. >5 week FOSS HOUSE. cator, flat envelope plate No. 2 less regu
77 Park St. Tel. 740.
25-27 lar envelope plate; 50 sets B plain tabs;
, one Ol Oraphotype No. 10064 for M plates
FURNISHED apartment to let. two 1 No 10 type 44 cap carriage for style M
rooms and private
fate bath. 192 LIMEROCK
[
plates,
-u—
c______
-1.. hn
•SF
.
»
P1*'**' complete
complete with
with metal
metal stand,
stand, codv
copy —i«j __ _ nff-shnre
Fnr
weeks
ST Tel 600 or 211-M
24-tf ’ holder, cover and 20 extra dies and alna aas ol*-snore- *'or weeKS he
FURNISHED tenement to let. electric"* Punches; 30 model B drawers; 10.000 could not speak OUt loud, and fom*
lights, gas, bath, hot water heat, rent style M blank plates, stub sec.; 7.CCS
-------- 47
-----North
. Main
.
style M plates, bottom sects: 7.000 style thought he never would.
reasonable _
F .L. SHAW.
St Tel 422-R____________________ 21-tf M blank plates, top sects ; 5,000 frames.
stvle m shifting; one lister; one sbc
During the night he kept moving
APARTMENT of five rooms and bath,
c,plnet;
base. This ma- u, keep from freezing. He beat himsecond floor, at 34 Pleasant St. Inquire ehlne Is brand
new and can be bought
ANNE V FLINT. Tel. 1013-M
19-tf at one-half the actual price; and can be self With the Stub of the oar and
.
„ ..
STORE and equipment to let. West- seen at this office any Ume. Address
end Market. Thomaston, >15 month, n s Perry, courier-oazette. Rock- Put it under his feet to roll them on
grocery store location for 50 years. V. land. Me._________________________ 24*3i.
He
on thin calfskin high
F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1080
1 boots, so called in those days. He
14-tf
APARTMENT to let In Blckneu Blocl
i! chewed tobacco and put it in his
is
MRS B B. SMITH. Lincoln 8t. Tel. 264

'
] eyes in order to keep awake. In the :
HEATED apartments, all modern, four
morning he took off his red woolen
rooms
Apply at CAMDEN tk ROCK
; undershirt, and tied it to the oar !
LAND WATER CO. Tel 634
14-tf
stub and waved it for someone to '
Since 1840 this Ann has felthfn’iv I see.
The Roberts family as soon as
served the lamtlles of Knox County
daylight came, went up on the hill
LADY ATTENDANT
above the house, before the vapor
Day Telephone 450-781-1
LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock
rose. They saw the signal waving 1
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall order*
BURPEE’S
solicited, a. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
and
went to the house and told hls j
14-tf
ROCKLAND, Mt.
wife
he was alive. Two boats start- ,
WATCH and Clock Repairing. Grand
father and antiques. Call and deliver.
ed to the rescue, one from Roberts'
S A MACOMBER, 23 Amesbury St,
Cove and one from Lane's Island, j
Rockland. Me
156*10tf
with hot rocks and bedding.
DR J. H. DAMON
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at ali times.
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
Capt. Perry was somewhat frost |
Dentist
14-tf
bitten, one ear and both feet quite
Now Located
I. O. O. F. HALL, BUILDING
badly, the right foot the worse,
POSTOFFICE SQ„ ROCKLAND
i
They
had to cut the boots off both
TELEPHONE 1203-W
17-28 ) of his feet and he bore the marks on
Keys made to order. Key* made
his legs and feet as long as he lived.
to fit lock* when original keya are
He was 29 years old when it hap
lost. House, Office or Car. Cede
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
books provide keys for all loeka
pened, and died Feb. 26, 1904, at 75
STEAMBOAT CO.
without bother.
Scissors end
years of age.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Knives Sharpened.
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5 36 I The rock he took shelter under ls
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prleea
A. M, Stonington 8.25. North Haven 7.25.
Vlnalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock (still called Perry's Rock. Capt.
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1 SO ?. M, ' Creed ot the Gov. Bodwell called it
Vlnalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3 30, Ston that when he used to come up the
408 MAIN 8T.
BOCKLAND
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan's
western course from Deer Island. I
Island about 6.00 P. M.
Telephone 711
B. H. STINSON.
••-tt
130-tf think he named it that. He used to
j take it as a course to run to. It was
| painted white then to see in the fog.
This which I write is a true story
as my father and mother told it to
me.
Fannie Perry Smith.
Vinalhaven, Feb. 20.

_____________________________ 1-tf

AM

MISCELLANEOUS

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Crie Hardware Co.

ITS BETTER
Judged By Results

MORE MILEAGE
Watch for extra miles ... You’ll be seeing them ...
For the New TY’DOI, registers its quality in actual,

checkable figures on your speedometer.

GREATER POWER
Check your motor on your own hills . . . For the

New TY DOE’S dynamic burst of power throws you

up a hill like a shell from a big gun.

ANTI-KNOCK
Road-tested by the Electric Ear, the New TYDOL
proved itself better in anti-knock quality than 16

rival gasolines . . . But you pay the regular price.
Tide Water Oil Sales Corporation 27 Main St., South Portland

COURIER-GAZETTE

JOB PRINTING
Sells more. Gels more responses.
Causes more favorable romment.
Letterheads, brochures, leaflets,
broadsides, handbills, all produce
more results when printed by as.

Our Embossed Letter Printing
adds distinction, style and char
acter lo your Stationery, An
nouncements, Cards, Folders, etc.

ft Our Slant

n Your Job .

MlAMIi FLORIDA
The most intereitiiig »pot In
the Eaitern Hemlxphere dur
ing the winter month*.

THE'NEW

HOTEL URMEY
In the heart of all activities.
Beautiful room* and high
clais service.
A Modern Fireproof Struc
ture. Every room steam heated
Ratos: (European Plan)
Single room* >J.50 per day

upwards

Double rooms BOO per day

upward*

A Laura Jacobsen Cat* In the)
Building
I Ownership-Management j
L WILUAM M. URMEY .

ALWAYS USE VEEDOL MOTOR OIL . .. 100% PENNSYLVANIA AT ITS FINEST

P ije Twelve
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